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Berwick, N. S., Feb. ioth., 1895.

To the Fruit Growers of Nova Scotia.

The Fruit Growers' Association is entering upon a new ant! 
advanced era. At no time in its history has there been so much en
thusiasm and interest in the worlfof the Society We conceive it to 
be the duty as well as privilege of every person interested in th <■ 
advancement of fruit culture to become a member of the Association. 
This report will be forwarded to many persons whose names have at 
some time been on the boohs, but whose fees for the present year 
not paid. Any such are cordially invited to forward $1.00 mem
bership fee to the Secretary which will be promptly acknowledged.

The School of Horticulture is now on a firm basis. A Con
servatory and Laboratory have, been provided, and the School now 
has every facility for thorough and progressive work.

are

The Director has proved himself to be the right man for the 
work. This is the first time in the history of Canada, when a school 
is provided to teach theoretical and practical Horticulture. Send 0 
card to Prof. Faville, Wolf ville, and you will receive all possible 
information

Yours truly,
S. C. PARKER.
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Nova Scotia Fruit Growers’ Association,
i

1894 To Horticultural School for books, apparatus, <5r=c
Professor E. Faville Salary ..................................

“ “ travelling expenses
S. C. Parker, Secretary salary..............

“ Huggins for reporting............................
“ Rent of Hall, for meetings..................
“ Paid for printing .... ..........................
“ Sundry charges per Secretary’s memo .
“ Dep. receipts, $5oo-$i3oo....................
“ Balance to new acct.................................

$ 538.78
1,400.00

131 •3° 
100.00 
30.00 
32.00 

154.63 
82.20 

i,8oo.co 
537-59

$4,806.50

E. d-O. E.
Wolfville, 31st Dec., 1894.

G. XV. THOMSON, Treasurer.
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Iri acct. with G. Thomson, Treasurer.i

1894 By balance from 1893................
subscriptions and donations 

“ ^r°v' '>50vt. grant for 1894.
,1 n n /or School of Horticulture.........

Den. Receipts and int. $7oo-$i3oo-$5S.28

•••$ 365-72

••• 435-50
• • • 300.00
... 1,650.00
• • 2,055.28

806.50

,he <■"
found the same to be correct The pn, ?U<^erLs there<°r and
that the balance f $5“,To waï L ,Vn ‘hC ?a”k !ho"
-edit of the Associât o” 5 Vhk°= al» seen r‘ ,h=
N=. 2744—for $,3oo_dra„„ in "“**

' I

| Auditors.

K-11
J- W. CALDWELL, 
G. H. WALLACE.
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THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING. a
v 0

II
b{Stenographic Keport by UH. Huggins.)

tl
b.HILE AI WITTES-: F.'LL, WULimU JASE AST 29, 30 toi 31lt, 1896.

G
thThe meeting opened at 2 o’clock, p. m., with 1’resi

dent Bigelow in the chair.
The Secretary read the minutes of the preceding 

meeting, and on motion the same were approved.
President Bigelow presented his Annual Address as

fa

If su
ou
offollows : i
CO

In reviewing the history of this Association for the 
past year we have great reason for thanksgiving to Divine 
Providence for an abundant crop of superior fruit, and a 
great advance in scientific fruit culture in this province. 
The apple crop may be safely estimated at over 300,000 bar
rels of the best marketable fruit ever grown in N". S. We 
shall ship to London alone, ovc*’ 200,000 barrels, and with 
an abundant crop of plums,small fruL and berries, the cash 
value of the fruit crop of 1894 in N. S. may be safely esti
mated at $1,000,'"*00, and as there is no outlay for raw 
material or plant-power or machinery in this product, the 
revenue is a direct gain to the Fruit Growers and an im
mense benefit to the Province.

The School of Horticulture established by this Associa
tion last year has been very successful, the details of which 
our energetic Professor, E E. Faville, and the indefatigable 
promoter W C. Archibald will explain to you. I wish to 
mention the fact that of the sixty-two students enrolled, 
thirty-three were returned to th< N. 8. Government as 
regular attendants in accordance with the terms of the 
Act, and we drew $50 for each student, $1650, which 
sum, together with donations from members, has paid the 
expenses of the school and furnished a laboratory, library 
and green house. So important and necessary is some ex
perimental work to insure the success of the school that
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Ei;ÈEEseE=3îEopportunity of urging on the people of this Province the 
noces», y ofgivmg this school their support and patronage 

sending their sons and daughters to the school, where 
the> can obtain practical information which cannot fail to 
be of the greatest advantage to them; and since the N S 
Government has made it possible for us to have the 
the only school of Horticulture in Canada, 
fail to avail ourselves of its advantages.

As practical experimental work is indispensable for the 
success of the school and to promote fruit culture through
out the province, a petition signed by over one thousand 
of th, most influential men and women representing every 
county of the Province, was forwarded to the Minister of 

gricu ure at Ottawa, asking for a grant of two thousand 
do ars a year for an experiment fruit station in connection 
with tin. school, to which I received the following reply :

fr0f? a R.°,port of the Comrfottee of the Honor- 
lst Aug., 1894 C°UnC1 ’ ai>Pr°Ved by Ui8 Excel,eney on the

°V » Report, dated 16tl. July,1894, from the Minister 
of Agriculture, stating that he has had under consideration 
a communication, hereto attached, signed by J. W Bigcl 
President of the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers’ Assocfation

oaül tî,at°aieeVT!,brS' tmd a petition pointing
establish n t '8 TÏ* hy the 8,tid Association to - 
establish a Horticultural School with an Experimental
bruit; Station in the province, and the desirability of having
a Meteorological Station established in connection there?

The Minister observes that it is requested in this 
pondence that the Government t id in the 
granting an annual subsidy of $2000, and
Minted> /tatements in this correspondence, he (the 
Minister ) is of opinion, that however generally valuable
17? «rVingMtolth. view! therein set for h 
might be, the undertaking is purely Provincial,
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fore not of a nature to enable him to recommend that Gov
ernment aid be granted.

The Minister therefore recommendi i that an answer 
in the sense of the minute be forwarded to Mr. J. W. Bige
low, President of the N. S. F. G. A.

All which is respectfully submitted for Your Excel
lency’s approval.

JOHN J. McGEE, 
Clerk of the Privy Council.”

It is deeply regretted that the Dominion Government 
did not see tit to aid this most important industry, and we 
hope our petition will be favorably reconsidered.

It was deemed most important for the Association to 
make an artistic exhibit of fruit at the Provincial Exhibi
tion, Halifax. Space was secured and a donation of fruit 

solicited from every county, and under the management 
of our practical lady Horticulturist, Mrs Olivia Johnson, 
assisted by our worthy Secretary, an exhibit was staged 
which received universal commendation and won a silver 
medal for merit from the Exhibition commission. I wish 
here to thank the fruit growers who contributed the best 
of their product, and especially Mr. Harris, of the Nova 
Scotia Nursery, of Halifax, who donated a valuable and 
beautiful display of plants and flowers. I expended $101.- 
10 on the exhibit and received $50 from the commission, 
and have much pleasure in donating the balance. By this 
exhibit we were enabled to demonstrate the importance 
and profit of fruit culture, to distribute our reports and 
the school catalogue, and solicit membership, which added 
considerably to our funds and secured many valuable mem
bers, whose interest in our work is of great importance.

On the occasion of the visit of His Excellency the 
Governor General and Lady Aberdeen to the western part 
of the province, they requested the special train to be de
tained at Wolfville, to receive an address of welcome and 
an invitation to visit our orchards, from this Association, 
which address was fittingly responded to and the invitation 
accepted.
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4l Owing to delay of the officials, the medals 
the World s Fair have not yet been received. awarded at

- -KS;
to give it a fair trial. And I would suggest that county 
Associations be formed m every county, to work along the 
lines of this industry and send at least one delegate to our 
Annual meeting to report progress. I hope our Vice Presi
dents in each county will be induced to make the attempt

V -tlat fruit8aml bemes of 8<)me kind can be grown
profitably in every county in the Province, and the material 
wealth ot the Province be largely inore ed. If we now 
add the annually increasing value of youn orchardstwhich 
can be safely estimated at over a million dollars a year) 
to the annual yield, we can form some idea of the subs ta J 

a Permanent wealth which the fruit industry adds to the 
province, and its capabilities ot increase are almost unlimit
ed by increasing the value of land from 2 

in addition to the yearly income.
cultureinT s°rnTebidea °f the.p?wing importance of fruit .

peracre

sources :
Annual value of fruit crop, above $1,000,000.

^ Annual additional value to the , 
of the Province by young orchards, 5000 
acre, $1,000,000.

r V a^ue °f orchards now bearing, 7500 
500 per acre, $3,750,000.

4. ISo. of men employed in fruit culture, „ 
o. No. of men employed in barrel and box 

nurseries, fertilizers and other industries 
culture, 3000.

6. Freight paid for fruit to Railroads, $60,000. 
j\ .[re,ght paid steamboats, $200,000.

mpil. : „ f'ruit fe,rowcr8 are making a marked improve
ment ,n all departments of practical fruit culture, we arc 
laboring under many disadvantages which it should be the

1.

permanent wealth 
acres at $200 per

acres over

6000.
factories, 

required by fruit
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duty of this Association to remedy, or vigorously protest 
against; riotably, the exorbitant freight rates for fruit, 
both by rail and steamer, and the inefficient and altogether 
unsatisfactory service and means of transport by both rail 
and steamer, as compared with other lines ; the want of 
united action and Government aid in destroying insect 
pests and fungi injurious to fruit, and many other import
ant subjects which will, I hope, receive your serious con
sideration during this session.

My report would bo imcomplete if I did not bear tes
timony to the fact that our work has succeeded so far owing 
to the ability, energy and cordial co-operation of our officers 
and members during the four years you have honored me 
with the office of President, and I shall now be pleased to 
welcome the'man of your choice to succeed me in that hon
orable and important office.

POSSIBILITIES OF PEACH CULTURE IN NOVA 
SCOTIA.

PAPER READ BY C. A. PATRIQUIN, WOLFVILLE, AT THE ANNUAL 

MEETING OF THE N. S. F. G. A.

It is all very well to talk about having our hills, 
plains, and vales covered with trees yielding rich and lus
cious Peaches, but the general opinion is that, it cannot be 
done. They say that we here in N. 8. will have to content 
ourselves with the truite we now raise, and leave the culti
vation of the peach to those climes which do not have 
severe winters, late spring frosts and short summers.

But before we say this cannot be done we should 
make careful consideration, investigation and trial.

To do anything successfully we first have to learn how 
to doit. To grow apples, plums, pears, strawberries profit
ably we have to be thoroughly acquainted with the business. 
So with the cultivation of the peach. We must learn how
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to grow, cultivate and prune them before we can expect to 
produce th.m successfully. Allow me first to tell some- 
thing of the history ot this beautiful fruit.

The peach belongs to the family of prunes ( Amv*.

lîrsL oTcidna T, '*?"*'* that * 0ri^nate(i «‘her’ in tersia or China. There w no question hut that it came
trom I ersia as its botanical name refers to that origin It.
is known to have flourished in both Persia and China
at a very early date and is mentioned by Pliny and other
classical writers. It is not mentioned in the Bible but its
congener the Aton ie mentioned several timers ear,y

the (layfl°l Jacob, for we find that when Jacob was pre-
ir<™,Pto St '"r “1 Oovcr"0r 0f Kg'vr‘ ho eommanded 
Ills sons to take myrrh nuts and almonds as a gift thus
showing the esteem in which it was then held. g ’

The peach, like Civilization itself has travelled west-
TJ' vWe find 1lmentloned iu Roman history in the rei^n of he Emperor Claudius, and it is still a standard tree hi
!S- f 11 7ù8 int.rodnf d ,nt0 England from Italy about 
lo50, from there introduced into, the U. 8. when first colon-

m

To the last named country is due the credit of produc- - 
mg peaches in suftcent quantities trt allow them to become 
a common marketable commodity.
vatedAntheTrl6!^ T be gr°,W11 and 8Ucce8^»Hy culti- 
vateci m the IT.S. anywhere south of 42 degrees north lati
tude and under an altitude of 9000 ft. it'is not so sure a 
crop north of 40 degrees. Still there are some localities '

kf
gan.

and California in 
n the cultivationthe production of peaches. Her 

of this fruit has been wonderful.
,rr,nV “tl8fe<?:?py explanation is found in her happy Geo- 
graphical posit,on. The state is almost sumSedty
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water. The Great Lakes soften the dry piercing winds of 
that region and make them moist. Hence it is, that Mich
igan lying between 42 degrees and 46 degrees ranks high 
as a fruit producing state and can successfully compete with 
states in warmer latitudes, in the production of peaches.

Travelling eastward, we come to the wonderful fruit 
producing peninsula of Ontario, and take a look at its Geo
graphical position. Lying between the parallels of 42 dgs. 
and 45 dgs. north latitude, and surrounded like Michigan 
with large bodies of water which kill the piercing hard 
frosts that would prevail in the latitude were it not for its 
encompassing waters, we find the peach growing abund
antly and competing in the markets with the same fruit 
from its southern neighbors. Taking a step or two further 
cast we will lo^k at the geographical position of our own 
Province and see if it does not compare favorably in lati
tude and surroundings with Ontario and Michigan, 
are situated between the parallels 42 dgs. and 46 dgs. N. 
latitude and surrounded on all sides by water. Having the 
same latitude, the same influences to modify our less severe 
and shorter winters, the same amount of sun, the same 
length of summer, and growing apples, pears, plums, 
grapes, etc., of as good quality, beauty, flavor, as Ontario 
and Michigan, why is it that we cannot grow the peach ? 
I think we may safely say that it is because we have not 
made the trial. We have never grown them, and that is 
sufficient reason for many why we cannot.

People said to Columbus, you can never find a country 
across the water ; no one ever has discovered the unknown 
world and therefore you never will. But Columbus saw 
enough evidence of another land to give him faith to make 
a start, and we know the result. So I think that wrhen we 
look at our situation, consider the climate, think of the 
great success that has been attained through our experi
ments with other fruit, and the successful trials that have 
been made in growing the peach in our own valley, 
may conclude that there is no reason why we should not 
raise this fruit and that like Columbus, all we need is 
faith and work.

We
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In fact peaches have been grown on a small scale in 
the valley successfully for the last 70 years. They were 
grown by a Mr. Prescott of Town Plot as tar back as 1820 
and have also been grown at Kentville, Wolfville Wall- 
brook and different parts of the valley. The trees have 
attained the age of 35 and 40 years, and have been bearing 
rmt a great part of that time and no doubt would have 

been fruitful all those years, bad they been given proper 
cultivation and pruning. Recently quite an advance has 
been made in this line, and we now have thousands of 
trees planted throughout the valley and in quite a number
of instances bearing fruit abundantly. If you will beat-
big this fruit glVG y°U H llistor^ of ,ny experience in g

In the Fall of ’86 I ordered 12 Apricot trees to be de- 
hvered in the Spring of ’87 to cost $ .00. In the Spring 
hey arrived as per order. I sold 3 o then, to my neigh- 

bor and planted the other 9 trees. 1 treated them in the 
same manner as plum trees, cutting hack two-thirds the 
last year s growth and trimming off the broken roots. I 
then planted them in mellow sandy loam, beside plum and 
apple trees. Since then they have had the same treatment 
with the exception of cutting back last year’s growth, 

lie first .year some told me they thought that they were 
trees instead of apricot. The next season quite a

..... I t . , thfey were peaches, and on making
quirj I came to t e same conclusion myself. The 3rd 

season they bore a few peaches, the 4th year I had about 
o bus and since then I have had an average yield of 6 
iff y™’ one f the trees averaging l* bushels per

of ih-m!hlTfha7e nAa r a g0od 8Preadi»g top and a height 
of about lo feet with diameter of 8 in. Since then I have
vmuu?iUl Pea,Ch trCeS Whiuh have made good healthy 
u hVbat. iav® beeu ««able to get any fruit from them 

Z ' f 1 thmk t0 tthe vanefy- 1,1 the Spring there would 
a few blossoms but very few would set. I have the last 

v. • /TA been budding them out, and budding in the 
•iriety that I have in bearing, which, as nearly as I 

bml out is the Early Alexander. The reason /call them 
tins is from the description I found in Downing, and I have

row-
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on two occasions sent a specimen of the fruit, one to Mr. 
Willard and another to Chicago, and have on both occa
sions got the name of Early Alexander. I have tried the 
Early Rivers, Early Canada, and Heales’ Early, but so far 
have been unable to find anything that will bear equal to 
the Alexander.

Last summer I made considerable enquiry and nearly 
all the bearing trees I saw or heard of have been Early 
Alexander. This variety is grown successfully in Grand 
Pre, Berwick, Kentville, Waterville, Bridgetown, Town 
Plot, and by quite a number in Wolfville.

The peach does best in a light sandy loam, a quick 
growth and rapid maturity both for trees and fruit, being 
the best conditions. As the young wood and fruit buds 
often both suffer from the piercing blasts of winter, a spot 
that is sheltered from these is much desired.

About the cultivation of the peach I will say little, as 
I know but little. The treeo are set about 12 ft. apart or 300 
to the acre.

Half a bushel to a tree is an average yield in peach 
growing localities, this at a price of 50 cts. to $1.00 per bas
ket would give profitable results. After the trees are set 
the soil should be kept mellow. In the fall, after the leaves 
drop, or at any convenient time through the winter, u por
tion of the last season’s growth should be cut off, the 
amount depending on the condition or maturity of the wood.

In conclusion I would say that when we consider the 
reasons already mentioned with the adaptability of our soil 
the high natural wind breaks, and the success that has at 
tended our attempts at growing the fruit without a theoreti
cal or practical knowledge of how to cultivate it, I think we 
can safely conclude that we have a great future in the cul
tivation of the peach. t
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DISCUSSION.
»PROF FA MLLE.—I have listened with great at- 

nt on ,0 Mr. I'atri,paper becau»o he 1„„ cultivated 
he I each to some extent. There are several diseases liable 

to attack the peach, and which would of course interest 
the peach grower. You will find such pests as “ borers ” 

eurculm, and some other insects like the “peach aphis ” 
which affect the peach and also the peach yellows. In the 
•■ase of the peach yellows I would suggest that ,
(low,, a,,,! burnt up ; that is the best method of 
rid of the peach yellows. If they 
come again.

-

m m
%

m.

h

rtffii

it he cut 
getting 

once they willcome

With regard to borers the best remedy is to dig them 
out and apply caustic applications.

I» spraying for curculio with Paris Green you should 
'T 1,1 rr 8olutio" 2 ozs- of Paris Green for “very 50 

"ns.ot vvater; The trees should be sprayed when" the 
l, 0°m 18 0,1 the '°af that is when the leaves have a shiny 
glossy appearance. I would like very much to hear the 
paper discussed because I appreciate it. S F- "â

Mi
\fr v , eaTON.—I was much pleased to see
Mr. J atriqum s paper on the programme. ' I knew he had 
s°me experience, and I think it is a subject,at this stage of 

fruit-growing industry, worthy of taking up. I have 
oeen interested in peach culture for 
sequently have studied

our

Sia year or two and con- 
observed $and

on jieach growing. I have 900 
plant 600

something
, . tree* planted and shall
more next spring. I have observed in readme- 

the subject of peach growing that the principal diftf 
J^lty met with in the growing* of peaches is T mat 

f ,ow temperature in the winter. Occasionally also 
\ery severe north-westerly gales, in the Spring when ‘ ' ’ 
temperature is not low, will affect the peach buds It is 
the prevalent opinion that it is too cold here, but as Mr 

atriqum has said, it has not been tried. 1 have ascertain
,wfretUre whi=h they have at ni,mérou» place» 

«hue they grow peaches successfully. In the Ontario 
peach districts they do not attempt to select the hardy 

K‘8 and the temperature have learned is often as low
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as 10 deg. below zero ; audit sometimes goes to 15 deg. 
You can all compare that temperature with ours. At 
Geneva, New York, it goes to 15 deg. below ; and 
ally as low as 20 deg. Still there they grow Early Craw
ford, Early Rivers, and Early Canada.

Where Mr. Hale lives, he writes me that the tempera
ture often goes to 15 deg. below zero, and quite recently 
it went down to 20 deg.—they expect it to go down to 20 
below every winter. Still he grows hardy varieties and 1 
think also the more tender varieties. Speaking of the 
varieties of peaches there seemed to be more distinction 
than in any other fruit in the way of families There is a 
family of hardy peaches and one that is not so hardy, the 
fruit buds being the test. The Alexander, which Mr. 
Patriquin has spoken of, is of a hardy family. And Mr. 
Hale says that the hardiest peach that he has cultivated is 
the “ Crosby ”.

With regard to the diseases that the peach is subject 
to, as far as I have observed, there seems to be only 
that peach growers seem to he afraid of. The curculio 
they can handle. Borers are quite easily handled ; the 
only disease they have not control of is the “Yellows” 
There was a bulletin published last Autumn by Prof. 
Bailey ot Cornell, treating peach yellow's, in which he stat
ed that the yellows came on the peach trees slowly, it was 
often from three to four years from the time it made its ap
pearance until it would kill the tree. It is described so 
fully that anyone can detect the disease when it first makes 
its appearance ; and it can be cut oft* and burnt as easily 
as the black knot on the plum tree. Prof. Bailey says it 
can be checked if it has not gone too far.

Very few' persons would think it profitable to go large
ly into peach growing here. While visiting Halifax and 
St. John I made inquiries of the fruit dealers as to 
where they got their peaches—and as to the quantity con
sumed—and almost invariably the reply was, if you will 
grow good peaches for us we will guarantee you a good 
market. They intimated that if peaches could be grown 
in Nova Scotia and put upon the market fresh and in fine 
condition that enormous quantities w’ould be sold. And
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illT> .T-,®1 SMITH said that he thought “ Hill’s Chili ” 
dBngdon,” and “ Early Crosby,” goo^l varieties for this

I , PROF. IAVILLE—In conversation with Mr Willard
he said that the three best varieties were Early River 
Haine s Surprise, and Hill’s Chili, for this 
try. They begin to form hud early, but 
l,e «Uoped by the climate of this 
mended these three varieties.
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country. He recom- IIIto w?it^’ PATRI(i[7^-—When the Secretary asked me 
Mite a paper on the possibility of peach culture I

S7a finira 09 10 ÏC =ho„lCd take
suited a fruit grower on the subject and he said “ do not
try to cover too much ground an<l make it practical’’ 
And so l accordingly wrote on these lines for the 
of opening up a discussion.

PEWITT said that peach culture was very dis- 
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The Variety that will give us an average crop is the one we 
should venture. The questions we should consider are 
whether they could grow on our slopes? And whether 
they would survive the high winds and storms and the low 
temperature of our winters ? He said that it must he re
membered that Mr. Patriquin has a sly little nook which 
is almost equal to a tropical climate, and it is scarcely a 
parallel case with respect to the cultivation of peaches 
broadcast in onr soil, lie referred to the fact that a great 
deal would depend upon acclimatizing the peach—the vege
table kingdom was analogous to the animal kingdom—and 
there was no doubt in his mind that by acclimatizing it, it 
would prove beneficial.

A. II. JOHNSON said he had had an experience in 
fruit growing dt 40 years. That no fruit grower need he 
afraid of cultivating any fruit if he stops soon enough. If 
he stops the 1st of August and lets his wood ripen, he would 
have more fruit and better trees.

REV. WM. BROWN said he would like to know 
what varieties were recommended for this climate?

RALPH EATON.—I want it understood that 1 have 
not grown any peaches. I have studied the subject a 
little and any information I may give is entirely second hand. 
The Crosby which Mr. Willard, of Ge leva, has recom
mended to us, has been mentioned several times here, 
thing that it is the hardiest fruit known ; and although 
Mr. Willard only propagated that variety for the first time 
last season, yet he thinks well of it, as it has far the best 
fruit buds. Next to the Crosby comes the Alexander, Red 
Check, Haines’ Surprise, Early Rivers and Hill’s Chili. A 
good canning peach is Jacques’ Rare-ripe. Thellurlburt 
is one which is growing very much in favor and I think 
ranks next to the Crosby, perhaps a little superior in qual
ity, and almost equal to it in hardiness of fruit bud.

DR. CHIPMAN.—I would like to say for the benefit 
of Mr. Brown the peach grown most successfully here is 

• the Alexander.
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CRANBERRIES AND HOW ?TO GROW THEM.

•v?iHV HENRY SHAVV, BERWICK.

Mu. 1 resident, Ladies and Gentlemen :__ 1! nl our secretary, Hr. I'arkcr, asked me to cotno here 
and tel] you how I raise cranberries. You are all acouainl 
«1 wuh the natural habits of the wild eranbem- Tern, 
nenced experimenting with eranherries in the year 1877 

1 had a we Sandy piece of land between sand ill, 
«Inch originally soft wood timber grew. It is » white 

n« V piece with a little black mud. I cleared it up the same 
as you would clear your laud for oats—and I ,„av state 
light here tu it my fir<t attempt was a failure ; and 'i h ive 
all ays claimed that persons will always learn more by 
t-l-re than by success. Having heard they grew well I

l” one ’ w ‘t| tl,C 7C'ls ; tlli8 w“ «'ore nuim
........ «et v'i'i S rjJThM k “P f“rr0TO'

was solid enough and I laid the vines out eitrht 
apart and m the fall they looked very fine. I had neglect"
I found £ a-diim t0 fl°°d U’ and in following Spring 
I found the vines were very nearly all thrown out-that "
a- ure number two. I again 'set the vinefthe I’i
tould with a spade and then I built a dam and flooded

ic ground Now, what was the result ? The fourth war
Lxt wa7ooabarrerUd Til""'*' ^ tm 1,arrels and* the

• t \ear ..U barrels and the next year 24 I had four
good crops in succession, then the frost for two or three
LTonandv0°ThdefiabletdamT a,Td <le8tr°.>’e,i t,ie crops oe-
livinv mft ofTfH.fiir8t-tlme that-1 c mmenced to make a 
'ivmg out of this business was in the winter of 1881St* ""Khlc ,„„„p ,h,t was no earthly n se fo r any. 
Hung. It may have been a shallow lake at one tim........
Sued off-°itgh th® C°Uir8e ? aSes h may have been 
over it tnffth T ^ver®d'Vlth sPr«ce and also had mud
feet dished tf^ °f m °T three mchea to three

* 1 <hshed the n,ud out in June, I chopped the
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woo ! down, and burned the stumps up, and with very 
little expense I had it fitted tor the plow. This was in the 
fall. In the next Spring I constructed a dam, and made 
connections with a brook so that I could flood it, two feet 
deep, when occasion required. In the month oi June I 
went to the head of the Four Mile Lake, and got mv 
vines—wild stock. And I may say here, do not import any 
vineo from the United States, for they are infested with ail 
sorts of worms and i -sects.

T ploughed two acres ; on one acre the plough brought 
the sand to the surface ; on the other acre the mud 
too deep to reach the sand.

Well, in the following Spring I set vines out, in the 
months ot June and July and I had no further work to do 
for about four years after.

They grew finely on both for four years, and I had 
further work to do. In the fourth year I had a fine crop 
on that part which was sanded; on that part which had 
sand, but was mud, the vines grew enormously, but there 
were no berries on them. I waited year after year for 
seven years and got nothing. I found they would not 
grow on the mud. The winter before last I sanded 
quarter of an acre, and in the following spring I drew the 
water oft and I found the sand had settled down out of 
sight. Last winter I gave it another coat and when I drew 
the water off some parts were covered too deep with sand 
but much of it was all right.

Gentlemen, I need not tell you that the cranberries 
were piled tier on top of tier; on that one quarter of an 
acre we gathered 27 bbls. of cranberries. Fortunately the 
fall frost did not touch that spot. In respect to the size of 
them, they were small ; if they had been of the usual 
size they would have brought me one dollar a barrel more.
I have got the evidence here and will compel you to be
lieve it. This quarter of an acre produced 27 barrel». 
This quarter of an acre heretofore had never raised any
thing and it was like walking over a ha}' mow the vines 
were so thick. The three quarters that I did not sand, 
which had two or three feet of mud, did not bear anything. 
We got 108 bbls. to the acre and to get on the inside of
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; re ,',l-r„H fA'"' " ,wi"-C08t w »» "-<>» for hW tom

,he d7m A nd ff ,7nbernM’ T°pt the «-"«ruction of 
nit uam. And if a farmer can plow up his own it«ill lost him nothing for sand. If a man there „re invLt
$ 00 "> thl" 1"liastl'v cultivating cranberries he wMI

e.
per cent.

St ^ tær

, \ 8t.ed in shïPPmg, railroads, steamships, mines manu 

'«liter cent.- Will i, Z pef cenU ' L^"'Î the
one
net

all possibilities we will get 100 1,1,1». t<, the acre We sold 
lÏTrikë M ™»rket for 17.34 per bbl. net. Let

ter Itarreling and hauli^'tc th^tS,. Xh

SîiSST5V“m iT WLr" -,5 1- ec" " ill bt1 two. zzæz te z:lryh:r;t;r tr 1 %give us the interest on $6000. cent, this will
tlotvni'ÆtfeTwî'r ,lu‘"rice per barrel from «6.00

izxffirVs'^ - X;t.r i„ri!
, O" 1 8UPPose a good many gentlemen here will 

“ wh« a" ucre °f dyked land wdll net. wZ, will 
acre of grass sell for on the dyke ?

A Voice.—$12.00 clear of all expenses.
-Now let me ask you how many acres will it tak,- m

produce the sum of $75.00? K to
It will take six. To produce $600 it will take 50

tell
an

acres.
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great investments of the world. The British money-Iond- 
will lend their money for 5{J per cent, and even for 1 

per cent., and will take as security for the loan no better 
security than a cranberry bog. Take most of the worth
less land in the country that is fit for nothing and bv put
ting on it $75.00 worth of labor you will get 100 to 800 
per cent, for your trouble.

A X oice.—Supposing it tails one year in three ?
My own failed one year in four which might reduce 

the profits.

vrs

Now, what about the markets? I need not tell 
that we have the best markets for cranberries there 
There are not enough cranberries cultivated to supply tin- 
markets of the Dominion of Canada to-day.

A X oicq.—XXMiat is the duty on them ?
The duty amounts to about $1.00 per barrel, and Mr. 

President, you will excuse me if I tell you that I have got 
a clinch on the National Policy tor once. The gentlemen 
present know me well enough to know that 1 cannot let 
the National Policy go by without giving it a kick, but 
gentlemen, in this case I will make a polite bow to it, and 
I am sorry some of you are not as fortunate in that respect 
as I am.

you
are.

I

(
1

.1
A gentleman named Clogg, in Montreal, to whom I 

made a shipment sometime ago, wrote me that my berries 
were small and would not bring as high a price as others 
and he also said, “ I cannot see the reason why you people 
“cannot hold the Canadian trade for cranberries. * * Mr.

Bishop’s berries were equal to anything that ever came 
“'from Cape Cod.” And 1 may say that mine would have 
been as good as Mr. Bishop’s if the summer had not been 
so dry.

f
!

(1
1
I
\\

d
g
g

(The Secretary here read several litters with respect 
to Mr. Shaw’s cranberries.)

Now, gentlemen, the returns from one barrel of cran
berries in the city of Montreal to-day will enable you to pur
chase four barrels of flour. And a barrel oe cranberries 
can be raised on a piece of land that would not raise wheat 
enough to keep a hen and a flock of chickens alive for 20 
minutes. (Laughter).
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«o and try a couple of square rods and see for yourself.
Now what about the future? We have got just the 

conditions here to make this valley renow,Jd for 
jerries as have made it renowned and famous for apple 
growing And when the time comes when we overstock 
the market with cranberries we can do with our cranberries
k wiî/do with® Ure 'i,,>W d0i"g W'th °Ur aPP,e8 and short- 
ly will do with our plums-get a market outside.

And the groit advantage ol cranberry growing over
her berne,,,that when they are ripe fhey nily re-

five weeks;and then

cran-

I Ire

i-r*

.ÿJS'ÿ-v

J Keep aim carry in good con t 
the Baldwin apple. That, gentle e 

vantage of growing cranberries.
as thev can'bf ‘ w bV8ine88 the conditions are as favorable 

iey can be. We have the capital here. There are tens 
and thousands of dollars here, lying in the Savings Banks 
which if invested would bring brilliant results and be far 
more safely invested ; for no bank director can take up a 
cranberry bog and stuff it into his coat pocket and Zp 
out. The security for the outlay is good. We have 
diousands of acres of land fit for this purpose, now usld

‘ Jtherhl,TbenltWhKCh Vin?P,y holdi»g the county to-
men W1 ? T hUV.e the labor for hundreds men. We also have the wild vines in 
nance. We

as far
is the ad-

m

11
m :

of young
„ , the greatest "abun-

Drcsenf if 8°/ree from the insect pests for the
R ‘ T ,. wa'it. to get the information write to 

■mge Judd & Co., New York city, and get J J White’s 
r* °." cranberry cnltnre. The only ,hh,g y„„ „, i. determination and that yon cannot borrow or beg" and 
gentlemen, there are only two things in this world you ’ 
g ow without determination,—grow old ai d grow Lor.
duriiu/f1)6 °r teA°f Uly neighbors went into the business 
uinig the past few years successfully. They all sum? out

^ unks” when I started, but when the condkions weL as 
g las ™îne they were equally successful.

1 wining Lyons cultivated

can

10 uod 11 and la8t summer the drought affected it. 1
1

*
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Richardson Chute put out an acre in poor sandy 
soil and last year he had the finest crop of berries I ever 
saw. He took first class prizes and one second prize at the 
exhibition in Halifax. His great success was attributed to 
his flooding; he flooded his ground three times.

Xow, with respect to Mr. Janies Hurd, North Moun
tain, he dtivated an acre or so—a mere swamp—and he 
has heat the whole of us. Last year he had 40 barrels. 
He does not use sand. His best success has been on blue clay; 
it is low, wet, sandy land. Some seven or eight have tried 
it and have not been as successful as he has, conditions not 
being as good. The best soil for cranberries is the deep 
black mud swamp covered with sand • and flood it if you 

J. J. White says they will not 
ft formation. (Applause).

on day, loam
or

MR. SHAW said that whenever you get an alluvial 
formation of the ground it is good cranberry ground. 
Flood it if you can. The pests which the cranberry had to 
combat with wero the Tip Worm and the Gall Gnat—they 
infest the cranberry vine. There are none of these pests 
in this country yet. I have never been on the Atlantic 
coast to see the boys there. There are three distinctly dif
ferent kinds of berries—the Neville berry,Cherry berry and 
the Bell berry. The Neville berry is fine and ripens early 
and is of a very dark color, hut is not a good keeper. The 
Cherry berry is large and dark colored,and is a fine keeper, 

thfi.Bell is smaller—pink in color, and has good keeping
t

I have never grown the Cod berries. fi
THE PRESIDENT.—I am familiar with the coast 

hog there is a small berry called the Spy cranberry.
SHAW—A ou cannot grow them except on moss- Wc 

have tried them year after year but could not do anything 
with them.

J. E. STARR—Asked the expense of harvesting the 
cranberry ?

SHAW—I allowed $1.34 for picking, barrelling, price 
of the barrels and hauling to the station. They are put up
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HOW FAR APART SHALL WE PLANT OUR TREES?
BY R. s. EATON.

Mk. President,—When asked by the Secretary for 
paper this year I replied that I feared " ^
butWthlT 1had tfken the contra(jt for a yearly contri- 

• I afterwards consented to open a discussion on this

the

!
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p,ck “bout ,he '«‘h. 12th or 15th of SeptZ-

to pick LST,ow t_„MPP0S?"g y°U l,ad tm «"«•' 

you manage ?
, as many

you get the proceeds? How would

years and years. In the United States they^have taken to 
fertilizing them with commercial manures. Where you 
have a swamp covered with mud you have it there for n 
^iig time. Flood it in the fall and draw it off in the spring 

and then go and pick your berries. The wild vines ^ 
the best and can be easily obtained. There are scores of 

o vines,and all you have to do is to go and pull them

usedatrCaDenCWMtDtf a kfvestinS apparatus which is 
usui at Lape Cod, in which they can take up 4-5—or in
other words one man can do the work of ten.

M. G. DeWOLFE—As I understand it, 
trouble in cranberry culture is frost?

SHAW—Yes, sir.
f ./Y' G- ^WOLFE-Hasitever been tried, or is it 
fusible to have unudjr Sres during the frost season ?

SHAW—It 
proved a failure.

are
acres
up.

the great

war tried in Kirkpatrick’s time and
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subject for I am interested in close planting and should like 
to hear all good, sound reasons which can he advanced 
against the system which I will propose.

The question is, “ How close shall we plant our fruit 
trees?” " I think that the orthodox rule of 33 feet apart, 
or 40 trees to the acre, has been so long in practice in our 
valley that a suggestion, even, that a doser system might 
he more profitable,would at once meet with disaproval, and 
I feel quite alone in arguing for this closer planting. It 
seems difficult for us to make a change from a practice 
that is so long established. While we should be conserva
tive about changing well tried methods, and slow about 
adopting new theories,which are of doubtful practical value, 
yet in this age where new systems in science and agricul
ture are yearly supplanting old ones, and where different 
crops have different values now from what they had 30 
years ago, should we not hold ourselves open to conviction, 
if practical changes are suggested, and not allow prejudice 
to prevent us from seeing merits in any scheme or system, 
different from that we have always held as the best ones ?

My remarks on this subject will have reference 
especially to the planting of apple trees. The distance 
apart of our plantings of recent years has been influenced 
largely by what we have observed, in our standard or well 
known, popular varieties, as to the size of the trees when 
they come into bearing. Now we all know that even these 
popular varieties,can, with extra good care, be made to bear 
sufficiently early so that should the trees be set half the 
usual distance apart they would pay for themselves many 
times over before thejT would sufler from the interference 
of their branches. But we have lately discovered a few ex
cellent market varieties which have been sufficiently tested 
in this province and in similar climates, to prove that they 
are naturally disposed to be very early and heavy bearers. 
This disposition is as distinctly marked in some varieties of 
fruit trees as early maturing is in some grades of stock, the 
Jersey for instance.

I take it for granted that in any business it is desira
ble to get the largest amount of profit for our labor. t Why 
do people plant orchards ? Is it not because they l'elieve
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lliey can get larger yearly net returns from a given acre- 
age of bearing fruit trees than they can from the same acre
age m potatoes, grain or grass. We know that a bushel of 
apples is almost always worth two bushels of potatoes Is 
it not a pertinent question then,—how can we obtain the 
argest number of bushels of apples from a given acreage ? 
Is this question not worthy of consideration ? Is it not 
just the question for us to think about ? Shall we be satis-

*150 rZlVV00 bW- f “pplc per acre |repre,,,„.
g.*. 0 to.f-0;-) after a" orchard is fifteen years planted 

or it is possible for us to get from 100 to 150 bbls. per acre 
»y the tenth year, and from 150 to 250 bbls per acre from 
he tenth to the fifteenth years. Or again, if we want 100

, ™ aPPIos from aa acre as soon as possible, would we
be as likely to get it from 40 trees as we would from 130?

. , .tA,8 tlÎJ®18 a discussion I would take the stand that 
ttmik it feasible and practical to plant our o 
alar varieties 33ft. apart as usual, and then 
between them.each way,making them 104ft. t,„ except on 
every third space) suet early bearing varieties as Wealthy,

agiier or Ben Davis. This would give about 130 trees
iU wilT avd eaV° il gt!°d Cavrt Way’in every third space, 
Wtt. wide Experience has shown that those varieties I
have named,and especially the Wealthy will,if well cared for 
give an appreciable quantity of fruit the fourth and fifth 
Year and will bear annually. When these trees have grown 
o such a size that they would interfere in a few years with 

the standard varieties,there would be no difficulty in check
ing their growth and inducing heavy fruiting by either 
leading in, in summer, girdling or root pruning. Many of 

the largest and most advanced fruit growers in the United 
Nates and m England have every faith in their ability to 
govern fruit trees in this way. Thus they could be made 
ogive good returns for a number of years without increas- 

ing their superfidal area. When it was seen that even- 
part of the orchard would actually be more profitable with 
some of these trees removed, they could he taken 
oy one, where deemed
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tietli year from planting. During the most of this time the 
product per tree could be multiplied by 130 instead of 40 
to find the total yield per acre. You can easily estimate 
how appreciable this difference would he in the increase 
from one acre if the trees were giving fiom one to two 
barrels per tree, and the contrast between the totals would 
be much more marked in figuring on ten or twentv acre 
orchards. In due time all trees,unprofitable for any reason, 
could be removed and the number of trees per acre reduced 
to any desired quantity.

I would now anticipate a few objections which would 
be most naturally made to this system. One would say 
the ground would get too full of roots. In answering this 
I would suggest first that we give the roots two feet of 
mellow soil by thorough sub-soiling every year or two be
fore the roots cover the ground, thus giving about 18 
inches in depth instead of six, as is usual, for the roots to 
feed in. Second, that we consider the thrifty condition of 
our forest trees where they are growing six to ten feet from 
one another,with butts eight to twelve inches in diameter, 
and running up thirty to forty feet high.

Another will say that the soil where the roots of the 
early bearing varieties have fed will not be as good for the 
trees that are to be left permanently. I would answer that 
these roots have taken nothing but nitrogen, phosphoric 
acid and potash and these can be easily supplied by our fer
tilizers in the proportion and quantity that the tree wants 
them.

1
t

t

hb,
Some one will argue that the ground will be too much 

shaded by so many trees, at the same time they do not 
seem to think that potatoes or corn shade the ground and 
these two crops are always considered most desirable for 
orchards. Further, it is a question whether or not the 
ground is not more moist and the better for being shaded.

Another will say, “my bearing orchard of thirty to 
forty years of age aue far too close. The trees should have 
been 40 feet apart instead of 33 feet. I can scarcely get a 
team around among the trees.” I have stated that the 
number of trees per acre could be reduced as desired after
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ÈHS?" 1^1:hinte, 1986. Do we want to wait forty years lor I™, 
jiroiits from our orchards? y ?est

Again, those who look 
planted 20 to 25 feet anart ! at orchards to-day that were 

their long
will ««I fir- -n srnau row,led tops almost sky hisrh*"e--’SfS

SHE, =
sOi^fnyTrees to"he a "re, a'hjndsomf

see

not

Mr wnl,rge8t oroh.ard perhaps in Kansas, one owned by 
™ i S"'' 0“,aini"* 487 acres, is plante,1 12 by 82

writer before”the Z7 ?'“h*rJ- A ProminentÜ n be/ore. the Missouri Horticultural Society states’1 trsons buying orchards are apt to want those just com
« into bearing and a, many trees to the acre asJ“an wë
WhTX W ",an 10°- I( » immediate fruit a„,l Ls of 

. the.v ,™"t. The most certain anil most profit,ib],' 
orchard within my knowledge contains 160 trees to the 
acre, only one rod apart each way.”

There are besides, two practical advantages in this 
cose system of planting, and with alternate varieties viz- 
«onomy ,n cultivation, it taking no longer to cnMwe
varietiesëtën'if ,!* "Ô"1'1 40 i »'id in alternating the
„f the ëô lèn' Nn tho chances tor the better fertilization
icets toëwînvm •Whw°bel,eVe" in P'"™ cuitur, oh- 
jeers to planting plums in between the apple trees at the
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distance I have suggested for the early bearing varieties of 
apple. Our plum market is much more limited and 
certain than our apple and the chances are, I think, that a 
Wealthy or Wagner apple tree will give tar more bushels of 
fruit up to t.l e fifteenth from planting than a plum tree.

Regarding the three varieties I have mentioned, 
Wealthy, Wagner and Ben Davis,the last is uite well and 
favorably known by most of us. The Wagner, where 
grown is remarkable tor early and heavy bearing, often 

cing the second and third year from planting. Tin- 
Wealthy is increasing in popularity each ye^r in Canada 
and the United States. It is grown quite largely in the 
northern p ,rt of New Brunswick and in a few- parts of N.
S. It is particularly hardy. Prof. Craig says, “there is 
money in it. You cannot plant too many of them. The 
only faults are its heavy bearing and short life ” faults very 
desirable for the use I have suggested.

Now it fruits other than the npple were desired, I think 
t hat, many early hearing varieties of plum, as Moore’s Artie, 
Burbank and Abundance could he planted with profit be
tween these apple trees to the number of 160 to the 
Where the acreage was small and the maximum amount of 
profit was desired, and first class care could be given, I think 
the number of plums, peaches or dwarf pears could be in
creased till the sum total trees per acre would be as much 

500 and the chance of getting an annual income, after a 
few years, of $500 per acre would be better. If an 
income like this can be obtained, and I do not think it is at 
all impossible, what better outlook is there in any other 
line of business for a young man with limited capital. I 
believe that ten acres, perhaps less, are sufficient, t thickly 
set with fruit trees, to give a family a handsome living. 
But these must be well cared tor and by a man who loves 
his trees. There is no lack of good orchard land at from 
$20 to $30 per acre and first class trees can be got from re
liable American nurserymen, direct, for very low figures. • 
Thick planting would not in the least interfere with grow
ing potatoes for the first four years and perhaps potatoes 

the next best paying crop to fruit. If any preferred 
gooseberries, currants, strawberries, etc., early returns
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also be obtained but probably these fruits would be more 
injurious to the trees than potatoes and require more care 
One of the most profit giving farms in this valley is 
a ten acre fruit farm, and a portion of the first planted' has 
paid ... the rate of more than $1000 per acre. One of 
the best proofs of thick planting, as far as thick planting 
simply versus thin planting, can be seen right in our mnM 
m the gardens of Mr. Archibald. We have not, in Nova 
Scotia perhaps, an example of ten acres all planted at the
aunnZeth8Mnk ya8 1 h£ve ^ggested but is it absurd to 
appose that 10 acres, with 500 trees to the acre, or 5000
rets, can be made to average from fifty cents to one dollar 

per tree . And what does this represent ? Is it not possible 
that there are a few things in fruit growing that whl bear 
a closer examination than we have heretofore given them ? 
Have vve seen all around and all through the subject ? Let 
us get to the bottom of it and see if there is not more in 
it than we have yet dreamed of.

til

I

«

tjgà

mDR. CHI PM AN said that Judge Weatherbe had been 
acting on this principle of close planting for a number of 
years Judge Weatherbe had the largest orchard in the 
Maritime I rovmces, it consisted of 7550 
between the standard trees, dwarf 
trees began to bear the second y

DeWITT said the planting of trees so close to
gether seemed to him novel. The trees each must have a 
cer am amount of potash, phosphoric acid and soda Tie
“ 'h t0- k“ovv how ma»y barrels of apples 
Judge Weatherbe raised on those 7550 trees last year. P
inm Ih W" ®TAÇR —Jon want to grow timber you go 
nto the woods where the timber, is the only product and 
hat is where the timber grows the finest In growing 

fruit you ha e to go out into the air and sunlight and m/t
hi! "L * 7 f°r the- gr°Wi,lg of fruit’ the» you will get

SLl t iT°PT0mXtG rat,° to the timber ' ^ believe after all in close planting if n
are taken not to plant all of the ordinary 
growing trees. J

trees. He used, 
sprts, and ’these dwarf

ear.
DR.

and the 
roper means 

kinds of large i hi Ml
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RALPH EATON.—I would not propose to leave 
apple trees, 120 trees to the acre in an orchard, when they 
become unprofitable. I would advise planting 40 trees to the 
acre ot our popular varieties, and I would set between them 
the other varieties that come into early bearing, they hav
ing the advantage ot fertilizing, the Wealthy, Wagner and 
for instance.

DR. BORDEN.—Will the Ben Davis and the other 
two varieties you mentioned produce fruit as early as the 
dwarf tree ?

R. EATON.—In Woodstock a gentleman showed 
a row of Wealthys 1£ doz. trees in the garden 5 years old. 
with 1} bushels on each of them.

T. H. PARKER said that the distance apart you may 
plant trees depends largely on your method of pruning. 
You must aim to get your foliage as near as possible to the 
ground when pruning.

A. B. PARKER said that from 20 to 24 feet was the 
proper width between the trees to plant a standard orchard.

RALPH EATON said the best argument on behalf 
of his contention was Mr. Archibald’s orchard in Wolfville. 
It could hold good equally with apples as it does with pin
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nTHE MARKETING OF OUR FRUIT. ai
IK

BY A. MC N. PATTERSON.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,—I am appear
ing before you this afternoon without a paper to read, and 
I have a good excuse for it. I am so busy with my own 
work at home that I had no time to put my thoughts in 
writing. With regard to this subject : “ The marketing of 
our fruit,” I am reminded of what was said by Mrs. Part- 
ingdon—“she seldom opened her mouth but she put her 
foot in it.”

I remember a few years ago reading a paper here
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but when I got through I seemed all alone. It did 
seem to take.

I am very much pleased to see so many influential gen
tlemen present, and I am glad to know that you are inter
ested in this apple culture, and apple marketing. I 
glad that we have such a climate, and such a soil that we 

produce the best apples in America, and the apple in
dustry is the industry which will make this Valley what 
it should be.

not >
'« V

.v

am

can

wI saw in a paper that Colonel Starrat realized from 
three consecutive trees $70, and these were all different 
varieties. Multiply this by 13 and that is about 40 trees 
to the acre placed two rods apart and you have over $900 
for an acre of apples. Now there is nothing like our apple 
culture, and there is nothing like taking hold of it and work
ing at it until you make something out of it. I am almost 
afraid of our F. G. A. I am almost afraid it has gone into 
horticulture. 1 would like to see it go in the direction of the 
apple industry.

According to the President’s address we are paying 
$•200.000 for freight. The cultivation of apples must 

certainly be on the increase. I wonder if

E

now
we are taking 

proper care with regard to putting up our apples, and to 
placing them properly upon toe English market ? i say 

ot doing so, and I feel sure you gentlemen will bear 
me out, that it was done as carelessly in 1894 as it was years 
and years ago. As conducted now it seems the only idea 
m to get the apple picked, get it away and get something 
for it.

V ' 1I
we are n

A few years ago I read a paper here on the marketing 
of our apples. At that time i made the statement, that 
all we knew about our apples was, that we put them on 
board of the cars, and at length we get an account of sales 
—and a little enclosed cheque that belonged to the grower,— 
that is all we knew of it. We did not know how they 
were put on board the steamer—we knew nothing of the 
freight we did not know about the ventilation—how 
they were handled on the other side. We did not kno w 
with absolute certainty, what they sold for. I do not thin k

m
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it is an offensive thing to r,ay—it is not the way we do busi- 
ness in other respects—but every man should have the 
business he is connected with investigated. We place 
auditors on our public affairs, and we should know what is 
done with the fruit from the time we barrel it to the time 
it is sold to the consumer. Why? It is just this—If our 
apples do not get into London in good condition, what 
we to expect ? We cannot expect the proper price. Ami 
again we are also suffering a great loss by the freights. 
Are we sending them across at a cheaper rate now than be
fore. Not at all. It costs yoi $1.50 on every barrel you 
send. Suppose you reduce th expenses of putting your 
fruit on the London market—who would get the benefit of 
it? The grower would, certainly. Everything we can do 
in lessening the expenses of putting our apples on the Lon
don market, rind the increase upon the sales,will all go into 
the producers pockets. Now there should be somethin<r 
done with regard to this. Now, I am going to ask are we 
to leave this unsatisfactory state of things alone. We 
want to act like men who see the evil and are determined 
to mend it.

a re

Shall we expect an improvement in this matter from 
the speculator? No! Why? Because it does not interest 
him. He has got the inside track already. Because it is 
not so much what the fruit brings; if he sells cheap he will 
buy cheap. The more ignorant the producer is, the 
he is at the mercy of the middleman. He is absolutely 
at the mercy of the buyer.

Is the agent in London interested enough to mend this 
matter with regard to our fruit? No. Why ? He is paid 
his commissions. And there is another little charge which 
goes on there. I have been looking over the matter. I 
sent across about 25 bbls. and compared the accounts of 
sales, and I observed this: that the expense upon our apples 
is about equal to the net proceeds, and also observed that 
alter the freight is paid there is an additional charge equal 
to that, and we cannot tell what it means there are so 
many items mentioned. We are completely unable to dis
cern whether it is correct or not from the account of sales. 
The agent here who has no interest in the matter and adds

more
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nothing to his pocket, is not going to deal with it. If 
ever our fruit is going to be put in tlic London market in a 
proper state and with lower rates, the producers have got 
if ® themselves. Now, is it not an astonishing

entfl AndWnPro<1UCer! 8,t <1Uiet,y andwa!k around con 
tented, and allow ourselves to be robbed year after year
and feel satisfied about it? I hardly think we live in’
Nova Scotia. It is more like Beimuda, or the Torrid

.............

Look at the Antipodes; the New Zealanders 
ting their mutton

un-

T . ----- are put-
,1 .. °v th,! London market and driving allother mutton out of it. They start away down in thelm-

Z°ne’ th°y 80,1(1 their mutton across the torrid zone 
ito the temperate zone, and it is preferred to the English 

mutton, and they are shipping it to their profit, and
the0NorrthnAtlaTe ca,.mof 80,1(1 our apples across
dition WA ! nC W’tho,ut hav1"£ them arrive in bad con- 

, • e could put a lot of schooners on the route 
u n°h wmdd convey our apples cheaper and much better. 
The steamer charges what freight it likes, and the 
agents simply run around to this steamer or that, and they 
arc not interested m the slightest degree what we get for
r T,a\ 1 g'od I <ii'l not die loot year. I *Sould 
be ashamed to live in such a condition of things and hand
let u8Wbind m> Cljll<lre" and/ra,ld children. I would say
lire WoT V“ ,t°gl'ther a,,d r™>«Jy this state of 

affairs. We once got a steamer—we were on the right
tiack; directly runners connected with these steamers came
along and made offers for freight, etc.—divided us—and

con8e(]ueiice was we had to load her with lumber We
Shinnina i P°tat°es to Cuba aild Jamaica,shipp ng them in steamers at a cost of forty cents per
larrJ. I would like to know how much it would cost to 
g a steamer that would carry 8000 or 9000 barrels of 
apples; have our apples stored with 
lation flues and 
mered

we

proper venti- 
every provision made, and not ham-

ave our OT=h,rds and let us look to them sharply until we

f
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get out of them all that is in them. The fault in the combina
tion established some time ago was this: If one man forfeited 
his part of the contract, the other man had to pay for his 
negligence-that was the fault. What do we want? We 
simply want a combination to form a company that each 
man shall be obliged to do just what 
tracted to do. If he says I will put 500 barrels of apples 

your list for export he must be answerable for supplying 
the 500 barrels. Your working committee hire 
steamers and see how the apples are carried across, 
to the ventilation of the steamers, and when they get at 
the other side, see how they are handled there- Let them 
send a steamer to Manchester, or to Bristol, or any place 
where apples may be sold.

With these few remarks I hope you will see to it and 
have the matter remedied. I hope you will move, that 
a certain day a meeting of fruit growers will be called 
to form a company, in some form, to attend to the ship
ping of our fruit.

Thanking you, Mr. President, I will now take my 
seat. (Applause).

he con-

<m
your

see

on

DISCUSSION.

J. E STARR complimented Mr. A. McN. Patterson 
on his very able remarks. He thought pressure should 
be brought upon the Government with reference to the 
subsidy and prevent the subsidy being granted to a com
pany which acts so badly.

THE PRESIDENT said the company had a bigger 
pull with the Dominion Government than they had.

A- McN. PATTERSON said it was worth while start
ing a company again. Let the farmers bind themselves each 
to supply so many barrels of apples for freight, then let 
a committee charter a steamer.
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•T. E. STARR said that when
securely to fulfill their

*/ ma company undertook to 
engagements and 

tent to sign they would
hind men HR

■yij
not sign

REV. MR. the fruit growers would 
„ _ e matter. If the 

another it would be impos-farmers would not stand by 
sible to do anything.
Will ™Ln!Eby™!Z-tTerIPerie,,Ce ^ pr°Ved ,hat th^
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taking one year with another.
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FREIGHT AND FREIGHT RATES.

W. H. CHASE

It luis occurred to me that a fruit growers’ association 
is scarcely the place where a subject of this kind should he 
discussed, yet the bond between growing and shipping is 
considered by many almost inseparable—and probably tl 
is no better place tor discussing this subject, than before 
association of this kind. The only market in Great Britain 
where our apples as yet are known to any degree, is Lon
don; and the only regular service we have from Halifax to 
London, as no doubt you are all aware, is the Furness Line, 
And since two years ago, when this subject came before the 
association, I am very glad to say there have been added to 
this line two first class steamers—the Halifax City and the 
St. John City, the latter a new boat and only now due 
at Halifax on her first voyage. The class of boat to which 
1 have just, referred I think well adapted for the transpor
tation of our apples to London ; the only trouble in 
this line is the company have not added a sufficient 
her of these boats to their line to meet the requirements of 
the trade, when our valley produces such a crop as it has 
the past season. What we require, a season like this, is at 
least two more boats similar to the two already 
tioned, they with the Damara, of the same line, and the 
Ulunda of the Canada Atlantic Co., properly arranged, 
would give us a regular weekly service ; and this is what 
the trade requires, and more, demands, to be successfully 
carried on.

I would suggest that amotion be made by some one of 
this association, and if passed unanimously, that same be for
warded to agents of Furness Line, showing that as growers 

are awake to the necessity of better and more regular 
transportation.

I need not refer to the dissatisfaction and uncertainty 
arising from the chartering of outside boats ; some of these 
may be good, others quite unfit for the business. We re
quire boats to make the passage from Halifax to London in 
ten or twelve days then we are assured with proper venti-
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liitioii that apples will be delivered in good condition it 
properly shipped.

This season our exports from say Sept. 20th to Feb.
loth will reach about 210,000 bbls., or say 20 weeks, droit 
two weeks 8th to 22nd Dec. when but little fruit should be 
shipped, we have in eighteen weeks nearly 12000 bids vveek- 
y, and to this you can add 85,000 bbls. which will probab

ly go forward in smaller quantities. This makes a total of 
some 250,000 barrels for the season 
threshold I believe of this great ii us 
valley is so well adapted.

Now regarding rates of freight. I lit
ed, first, get the proper boats for carrvin 
of commerce will regulate the rates. *

No company in the transportation business can afford 
to charge exorbitant rates in these times ; as by so doing 
they only invite opposition, but so soon as we can show 
annually an export of not less than 250,000 barrels 
regularly, then to my mind will we be assured of 
regular sailings and better freight rates.

You are all aware that our shipments to England this 
year will exceed by 100,000 barrels any previous year yet 
we cannot expect to reach the same quantity the coming 
year; hut in the near future we will, I believe, surpass this 
}ear s exports as far as we this year have exceeded any 
previous year, and for this reason, the time is opportune to 
move in the direction of a more regular service of boats 
well adapted for the business.

And now, before closing my few remarks, as I was 
warned to be brief, I cannot but congratulate this associa
tion on the great assistance it has been in

nj|y
"-v;

we are 
try for

on

laws
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Iapples
more

'

, . , nurturing this
great natural industry, if I may so style it, and bringing it 
to its present efficiency. Yet do not lose sight of the fact 
that there is much yet to be done in various modes of cul- 
ivation and contending with all manner of enemies which 

beset this as well as every other industry of a similar 
nature.

T. IT.■ J ARKER said that he always had some hope
that when the F. G. A. had reached such a position as it is
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now in that something would be done, but the matter 
j ust as bad as ever it was.

M.G.DeWOLFE said that this thing had been discuss
ed for the past 18 years. That they could not expect to 
plish anything unless it was conducted on business principles. 
If each one would put up $2.00 that would make the 
of $1000 which would make a nucleus fund to charter a 
steamer, or to send a man across to the London market to 

that the fruit is properly eared for and properly placed 
upon the market and to see that the proper returns 
made for the fruit. He further said that the speculators 

much interested in having the fruit go into the 
British market in first class order as
that the railway authorities should be approached in order 
to obtain proper platforms at stations and for better 
of transportation.

J. B. MILLS, M. P., said : To say that I have been 
deeply interested in your meetings would be hardly giving 
you my appreciation. To direct a stream, a dam is 
sary.
to London with reference to your apples you must have 
influence. ^ ou may be weak in not owning your steamers, 
or chartering your steamers—and just here I believe in 
subsidizing steamship lines—I believe in subsidizing the 
h uniess Line. I believe in a fast line. But you have in
fluence, and if exerted properly, the proper freight rates 

be obtained. Someone said here to-day that we have 
not the influence ; I am somewhat of a farmer myself ; that 
we have not enough influence with the Government to get 
what we require ; not as much influence as the merchants 
have. I say you have. You tell me that you have not— 

intelligent people—that you have not influence with the 
Government. I say no to a proposition of that kind. The 
influence can be made. I consider the whole thing with 
reference to the freight rates in a nutshell. If you 
not strong enough to own your own steamers ; if you are 
not strong enough to run your own line of steamers you are 
strong enough to get the freight rates fixed, and that is to 
be done by the Government of our country. (Applause.) 
That is the only way. This is not new to me, but I have
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in the # I? ' • uUT going 1,1 the -’gl't direction. Go <„, 

h toar.f ™ which you have been doing for the last >0
ofrt5.an<1ll ' W1'int V(iry long hefore the fruit growe'rs
to reflate tL7r enough and important enough
tiHef r„ nn own stearnera, and own the boats in this 

J’ G° 0,11,1 that (*°>irse and you will 80 i be in aposi- 
of any Government, r of any in

way. (Applause). J
l)r r °!rX JI)(),N^L1)S0N—said he had been talking with

- "■*

hut
«I benefit so far as their freight rates are concerned.

A \ OICE—How ?
J. B.MILLS, M. P.—That is a question that will have to 

»e decided by the Minister of Trade and Commerce and 1
to thatake Pa C“ arpaln® tbat his attention shall be called

on.

W. H. 'sz s
“2 Tn, h,l"ffrcnt “,atio"8 to IIllli|hx, that makes 70
. Ld MonZÏ ,eXiîCt '.0ge,1 “ rate> « from Bo», 

okrfi tt Î ?V° he 8,mple reaaon there is nothing 
. fo* the boats to carry. The boats require We con®

signments of from 5,000 to 10,000 guaranteed and thev
YouTrJ ,em tG be re&dy to be dipped within 48 hours 
Your railway ,s not prepared to carry them forward in suf
fiuent quantities to meet these steamers. The whole thine 

not done on a business basis. The thing is to trf
™ “StbJolmr”/8“d ZT l>oat"' Hkc the“Halifax City”
'» .harte, tlpCi,lrr„th" r°UtC ” J0U "in

«-«ut£ „nK«CsTelr?tel1 us a"J'thing °f th«

w. H. CHASE—Th 
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e ventilation 1 have been told is 
personally inspected it. As far as I
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liave been able to learn from a shipper in the Halifax City 
the fruit is invariably delivered in a first class condition.

R. S. EATON" suggested that a committee l>e appoint
ed to take transportation matters into consideration. A 
committee was accordingly appointed, compostai of W. II. 
Chase, J. E. Starr and T. H. Parker.

SUGGESTIVE SPROUTS IN PREVENTIVE 
HORTICULTURE.

BY UK. G. E. DE WITT.

Those wlio have given time and consideration to the 
study of Horticulture realize that it is a science, a profes
sion of itself. The study of how to care for, improve and 
promote vegetable life, is akin to the study of the structure, 
the development, and fostering of animal life and the cure 
of its diseases ; while the plant has not a mind to think, a 
soul to be lost or saved, it certainly has in it the elements 
of life and death and is the material on which man who 
has a mind to think and act, depends for his subsistence. 
How important then that we should know all we possibly 
can of that kingdom which is so essential to our earthly 
existence. i

The agricultural classes are waking up to the impor
tance of becoming more interested and equipped with the 
knowledge of its different branches than ever before. The 
world is acknowledging more than ever before that brain 
as well us brawn is needed in all agricultural pursuits, in 
order to make them a success.

The Fruit Growers’ Association, of this province, lias 
given a stimulus and impetus to the development of agri
culture which it would not have attained, had it not 
been for its support.

The dissemination of knowledge in Horticultural and 
Agricultural magazines is doing much to improve and 
develop these branches and we trust and be.'ieve that the 
Horticultural school of Wolfville will become no mean
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factor in engaging the attention of the farmers of the 
Province in such a way as to make their pursuits ap
pear to them what they really are, more interesting, hon
orable and profitable.

The science of Horticulture is progressive, as are all 
other sciences. 1 he farmer who thinks he has no more to 
learn ; that he cannot he taught anything ; that the earth 
that brings forth life has no significance or mystery to solve 
in it, is a retrogressive

The only way such an individual can he taught, is by 
bitter experience. After living out a great part of his 
caily existence, it dawns upon him that his neighbor, who 
has kept abreast of the times, is reaping a rich reward from 
his scientifically cultivated and well kept orchards and 
fields.

man.

There is a consolation, however, that if the careless 
and retrogressive farmer does not live long enough, after 
lie is convinced that his neighbors way is the best, to reap 
the results of his dearly bought experience, that the sons 
will see the error of the father’s way, which will he an in- 
vciitive to them to obtain the knowledge that will make 
their labor result to the best advantage.

“ Suggestive Sprouts in Preventive Horticulture,” is 
the title of my paper. In fact, I am but a sprout in the 
science myself. None of us have attained to the full 
stature of a tree. While. . watch its development and
learn of the influences in air and soil that govern it, and 
wonder at the things-unfolded to us in its life, we are con
strained to acknowledge there are things we have not yet 
solved in this ennobling occupation. Much less, will we, 
while on this terrestrial sphere, ever divine all the myster
ies hidden in the “ Tree of Knowledge !”

T he man who practices the principles of hygiene, who 
Obeys the principles that govern the laws of health, who 
ooks well after his digestion, knows how to eat, what to eat, 
" i,it to wear; who looks well after his sanitary environ
ment,knowing that the animal kingdom is materially affected 
>\ ud ventilation and undrained soil; that contaminations 

and emanations from whatever

we

source are the harbing- 
ot disease; who undertakes by the most enlighteneder«
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modes to adhere to and remedy them, is practicing preven
tive medicine. They who do this, do more for the preser
vation of their own health and the health of others, than 
the physician, who treats and undertakes to cure diseases.

The horticulturist who selects healthy stock and plants 
it intelligently, in soil adapted to the growth of the plant ; 
who cultivates and prunes scientifically ; who successfully 
keeps away insect lite, destructive of the plant, realizing 
that the saying, credited to John Wesley, “ Cleanliness fs 
nigh unto Godliness,” is as applicable to the welfare of the 
vegetable as to the animal world, is practicing preventive 
horticulture, and does far more to make the profession of 
horticulture successful, than the curing of its diseases.

What will pro-luce poor fruit ? Wet soil, undrained 
land. The Wetter the season, the poorer is the quality of 
the fruit. Authorities say, place a tin can pierced with 
small holes alongside of a strawberry plant so that a con- 
stand dripping is kept up and there will be larger berries 

that plant than on the surrounding plants, but the qual
ity and flavor of the watered berry will not be so good.

Iu the Western States, where irrigation is employed 
and where apples are grown to a large size, the flavor and 
texture is not equal to our own. Irrigation is a sort, of 
drenching process, and, unless it is skillfully done, it is apt 
to injure the fruit on account of an excess of water. In a 
dry season, other things being equal, the fruit is benefited 
by capillarity.

Every dry season, such as the one just passed, when 
the fruit, especially the apples, was of the most delicious 
flavor and quality, this process, called capillarity, went 
to a great extent. In seasons when rains are frequent, the 
water finds its way to the roots of plants by the process of 
percolation, and while this process carries with it all the 
moisture and, frequently more than the plant needs, it docs 
not supply the sap of the tree, or the plant, with the min
eral material necessary to improve the quality of the fruit, 
as does capillarity. The reserve force in nature’s storehouse 
not only affords a supply of moisture, but a mineral supply 
as well, which latter improves the quality of the fruit.
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The crowding of orchards is 
(luce poor fruit.

The animal, whether man or beast, that lives 
stantly in a dark room, will become amemie weak and pale 
rhe a.r he breathes is not sufficiently oxygenated to keen 
Jus blood in a normal condition. The want of air and
thiit much th«8»m« «fleet upon the
nut If an orchard is kept dark and cool bv the crowd-

wdl not eolo T Hr’ the fmi; wiM becomc acid and
, 1 not tl'r tl,e rea8«'> that light and temperature 

a e essential to the formation of su|ar and the L i "i t
whtLake Se0 t lG- ,leVCl°Pme,,t of the chloroplastids, 
«Inch make the coloring matter in the fruit. An orchard
!,f airbe 80 er0'Vde,J 518 to Pro,luce «» imperfect circulation

ry effective way to pro-a ve

con-

Sv

IS

i,

,2:rnourishment to support them and will not grow as many
fear '/‘v OI,e «•“ l-ave matured; kS 
ttiert is double the labour expended in planting
c llkt ,c""«ot 'he fruit. It has beou observed I,y or-
b *£ that M : te ^ °r?hards )>»" been planted in solid 
Irait „f - J ,he ""‘«“le row have borne
fruit of an increased size and color, than the
and sunlTJht Ji'll • Because ^ have more pure air mce in S ’ ( tbe,r r00tf and rootlets, reach out into a
When the L!!!l tn mC.he<1 Up0U hy the other trees, 
vj hen the trees become old in an overcrowded orchard, as
riv d o/S-,07er branche8> which have been de- 

oft Tho t lgKh and,Pure air> die and have to he lopped.L?tetrl"mntheir "*■>» • ^

theno^r l»rnate l>CO-'"g of “PP1® trees and how to make
lien, bear every year, ,8 an interesting queation to solve.

'■When T i n* , the Ami'riaari Gardening says ■ 
bol oâ ght P,ace' 1 «hat all ray ifaldwi 

, 6 CV.? ^ % "«ghbor had a tree that bo "
««'lormly on the odd year. l?p„„ , thrifty young trera

mers

1

pruning

more 
trees in the m -,

MikaU ■+!
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which I valued, I set scions from my neighbor's tree, on the 
north side., This was on the odd year. They bore on tin- 
third or odd year, and have been bearing ever since. This 
feat is certainly worth trying. Some here may have tried 
it already.”

Commercial fertilizers are preventives of insect life. 
The nitrate of soda, the muriate of potash, and phosphoric 
acid are to some extent at least, insecticides ; while stable 
manure fosters and develops insect life. All stable man
ures must ferment and decompose before being digested by 
the soil. This process does not annihilate the ova of in
sects, but fosters them.

Potash and sulphuric, phosphoric and nitric avid, 
have a slight caustic effect on the soil and a tendency to 
purify it of noxious substances and disease germs. The 
commercial fertilizers, to a great extent, take the place in 
the soil that the digestive ferments take in the stomach of 
the animal. As these artificial foods stimulate the mucous 
membrane of the animal’s stomach and have a certain 
acetic action and excite the gastric juice to perform its 
functions more effectually and rapidly, so do the commer
cial fertilizers, if they are genuine, excite the soil by giving 
that which it has been deprived of and excite it to perform 
its functions.

The science of Bacteriology is one that Horticulturists 
cannot afford to ignore. The development of this science, 
largely brought about within the last decade by such men, 
as Klebs. Leoffler, Kolb and Pasteur, has already shown, 
that these low organisms are the ancestors of infectious 
diseases in the Animal Kingdom and of parasitic life and 
growth, in the Vegetable Kingdom. Thit knowledge lias 
accomplished wonders in preventive medicine, and a more 
intimate knowledge of disease germs, obtained by the 
Horticulturist, will do much to develop preventive Horti
culture.
caying material, whether the carcass of an animal, decay
ing wood or a bushel of cabbages, when exposed to the 
atmosphere may be the nidus to hold the micro-organisms 
which latter, wi!l propagate their species, and use the 
proper means for their prevention, the sooner will he con
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for mi untold benefit 
community.

Time will not permit

upon himeelf, bis neighbor and the

Tii, t?.8Peak lo»ger on this im- 
1 ndeed, tho object of my paper is to touch

them to 1 points m preventive horticulture and 
hem to the practical experience and intelliv 

the members of the Association, to sift and analyze?
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WHAT IS REQUIRED TO MAKE f 
A LARGER INDUSTRY.FRUIT CULTURE

v. iI1Y GEO. THOMPSON.

1 assume that the idea, a larger industry, imnlies a 
rgN,m0rdaîHin iUdUHry’ and 0,1 that «ne contemplate
t. jNow-a-days, the world over, capital is seeking invest 

hilrhi Nov " sth!,lg UnVvil1 ™ Prove lliat fmit produc-
K, M^mXaw"u in"cC “"d

It does not strike me that there 
to be profitable, in 
such

/

. . cal1 he much increase,
as the berries and phlms and w'beZM of/S

hope tor this line is the establishment of canneries or some

I'ver these in distant ntarket, w^sorted tS Tp^T 
condition at such prices as will vive -t tmn,l Peitt,ct
l«Wrindu^;Uit CUlt"re thiB lim "iU ™PU'.V b ° *

L f f- v!8 ilVVardcd t0 th« Association in numerous 
great exhibitions in Europe and America, warrants in
Sieving that we can grov first class apples. There mav 

'ler trUlt grown 0,1 tbd western slopes of the Rockies
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as stated by Colonel Starratt last year, but tbe great dis
tance from European markets effectually prevents any 
supply coming into British markets from there With 
other Canadian and American growers we can compete 
successfully in quality, and should have an advantage in 
being nearer to the great British market. In mid-winter 
our shorter distance to a shipping port should give 
greater advantage. To derive the best results from 
soil and climate, much will depend upon the skill and in
dustry of apole growers. This skill must be the product 
ot scientific raining ; haphazard methods will not do, in 
these days ol keen competition. Hence the need of a well 
equipped Horticultural school and Experiment Station here 
in our midst. These Horticultural schools teach what 
science has discovered of the laws ot natu-e in that de
partment, and unless the next genera? on of our fruit grow
ers avail themselves of this knowledge, they will work at 
a great disadvantage ; they will be brought into competi
tion with our neighbors over the border who are now fully 
alive to the importance of such scientific knowledge and 
to the dissemination of it. When well directed skill and 
industry on the part of the fruit grower have produced the 
desired quality of fruit, the next important question for 
consideration is that of the best method of sorting and 
packing the fruit. There are, no doubt, many opinions on 
this subject ; mine is, that if we could establish an associa
tion, having trained sorters and packers, to put up the 
greater part of the fruit of the valley and mark with 
the company’s brand, it would greatly benefit the fruit 
growers. When it was settled in distant markets, that 
apples so branded could be relied upon, their market value 
would advance and sales be quick. The larger the num
ber of barrels so branded the quicker the brand would be
come known.

Having now first class fruit, carefully and honestly 
sorted and packed, the next point to be considered is the 
conveyance of it to market. Notwithstanding that we are 
several hundred miles nearer to the British market than 
our neighbors, we have to pay more for carriage than they. 
We should try to remove this unfair burden borne by our
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m :♦ K u rJe VVant alti°’ more rapid movement of ourV'- Haffiax; fVeer that the rollin» 8t0(;k of the D.A. 1 > 1» in«uffie,ent tor the traffic. Would it not be in order
to ask that Company to give us better accommodation.

extensive factories for the drying or preserving of
& "S” rgp;;hŒfj:ere in “i'™io"’,v"u

In conclusion then—our position on the world’s map 
I combined with a peculiarly favorable soil and climate for’ 

apple culture, count for much in the race, and if the other 
points mentioned can be attained, apple raising will pay 
andas a consequence will become a larger industry in Nova

Ü

Ï

, !.'1 ,lot touci‘ that 18 of great importance and that 
? wlthL reference to the storage of our fruit when it 

troin the trees and before it leaves the farm 
fruit, growers in this valley have 
fruit? In

comes 
How many 

a store house for their 
a great many cases it is piled on barn floors 

on which teed, stock and other farm produce may have 
ttii. It is not kept in a cool atmosphere as it should be ;

i h 100 iuick|.v «■«I !» « «onditio,;
ch will unfit, it for long carriage in steamers. After
fruit is plucked from the trees it should be placed in 

niehtanTr T T bu.,Idl?**’ keI,t °Pen to the cold air at 
wfuîd th” theP ‘ ........... .. If we did thia

I

we

stems was m October; they were packed in warm weather,
South ^armKWCathe,r’,anï r,8hcd on boar<1 «timers 

m thl ,i 5 hGT <;°olcd off—and of course tl arrived 
I 8 aCk’ wastl,,S and wet—and ioe couse-

I nee was that one cargo of fruit, wa« sold at a very low
l P wae not tbe tault of the fruit but the way it was
handled from the time it left the trees until it got Into the
ZIt aho",d kave "a- fruit pheed if Lid °.tor!age when it leaves the trees. We want frost proof store
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house's at every station. We want ears that are made as 
nearly frost proof as possible, and when they arrive in 
Halifax they should be run into sheds and not left, as the 
cars frequently are left, in the open yard at Richmond. If 
this was the case there would be no danger of frost. 
Freight could be shipped from here in very cold weather 
if the cars and warehouses were such as they ought to be 
and such as they could be. This year the industry 
double that of any previous year, and there is 
why in five years time it should not be double this year’s 
output.

was 
no reason

1)R. BORDEN.—This certainly is a most important 
question : “ What is required to make fruit growing a
larger industry ?” I understood Mr. Thompson’s 
to the questièn to be, *' Increased knowledge.” Scientific 
knowledge in reference to the proper way to grow trait, 
the kinds of fruit to grow, improvement in the method of 
putting it up, and the cheapening of freight rates to get it 
to its destination. Perhaps almost in one word that ques
tion might be answered; fruit growing can be made a larger 
industry by cheapening the cost of production—cheap 
ing the cost of production, and you may add to that cheap
ening the cost of putting it on the market where you have 
got to sell it. We must cheapen production if we are to 
maintain fruit growing as a profitable industry, and in order 
to cheapen production we must learn all that there is to 
know about fruit ; that is the only way you can cheapen 
production. So far as that is possible it is the duty of g 
ernments and railways to relieve a people, struggling to 
lighten the burden upon themselves, and as far as possible 
enable them to have their products produced and marketed 
as cheaply as possible.

Now in reference to getting our fruit to market, and 
that is a most important question. WV} have got fruit 
enough now to ship to make Halifax a competing point. 
Halifax would be sought by different lines of steamers to 
get the large quantity of fruit which we have got to send 
from this valley, it it were not for the tact that competi
tion is interfered with because a particular line of steamers 
is in receipt of a subsidy, and the moment an outside
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line comes in and undertakes to get part of rh > «

Liverpool for carrying barrels ft -7 ° ‘^ontrcal to
than from this 27 A trie» ?^ >™er

poinr, a friend of mine interested in
me «h.t I,

û SSSmSS
point, and we will have the rate, from Halftax TlK"’*
from a,y other point and as low a, they o,,» Not N w 
in reference to the nunlfi,,» v •! J vugnt to lie. Now

and I think that some strbgèm' stem on''' •

itSi?h‘jaa<?u-entrkcr of """
should be injured and this i« u great industry like this

w th= pieiro'i,:":™:^ JZL7;xr,ty-, -represented the “London Times » «??!, gT ^ who
ference held at Ottawa and he ^e*aterco1lon»l c<>"- 
ahout this matter of nek in a...:* eî, ? Particularly

at two

some 
prosecuted.

I

t»Mng a special interest0 in Canadianfrnït m!dT,e
thllt OUT rODUtinr iu ai14V • ’ ^ ^ tOj(| H](«But of course thero !. ’“.""'"ô ™7 consider,hi, there.
hone, iv XuXte Of -V h”re "h" l'ai=k« fruit <«»- 
*o the lyrong people.' (UngZ) aX'“'aT ^

rasrr-tHs : r5 -rK
get at it through the law. g qUe8tlon unless we
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that mentioned in the paper I have just read, 
he perfectly honest in his intention to put up his apples, 
and he may put them up in the way lie thinks best, hut 
still they may not he put up to suit the market. One of 
our dealers said he sold a large quantity of apples to a man 
from the Upper Provinces and this man brought with him 
two trained packers and in two days he said he learned 
more from that man than he ever learned before in his lite. 
He knew exactly how to put apples up. Some apples re
quire different packingtrom others. I see no reason why men 
could not he taught, and who could he available for putting 
apples up when required. We should also have a common 
brand, on which you could also have the initial of the man 
who put up the apples, so any brand could be traced to 
him, Ami I believe that trained packers would he better 
for putting up the fruit to go abroad.

JOHN E. STARR—This is an old story, 
sick of hearing of it. The man I would like to talk to is 
the mail who purchases the fruit. That is where the fault
is. 1 would not have the initials of the man who grows
it, but his name in full. A man buys them because he 
bought them cheap—he hoped to get a first class fruit, 
for a second class price. Yon cannot make people honest 
by act of Parliament. We do not intend to try it. I say 
that if a man buys a barrel of apples without anybody’s 
name on it he is either a simpleton, or he does not know 
his business.

A. H. JOHNSON—The man that grows an inferior 
fruit cannot pack a first class article.

J. S. DODD—The active use of capital in connection 
with development of orcharding is an important matter. 
If Mr. Thompson’s view of the matter Is right,—he says : 
“fruit extension will follow as a matter of course,”—and he 
says: “given a profitable industry, that there is plenty of 
money looking for investment.” I think that is not a safe 
position to take. It is incumbent upon us to impress upon 
those who have capital, the importance of this industry. 
It has been proved time and time again that fruit growing- 
is profitable in this valley, and capital should be employed 
on a more liberal scale than it has been hitherto.

A man may
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, Sta,;r:hali tho man ia a fool Who buys a barrel of an- 

ple« on which the seller does not put his* name in f„l]
I here may have been mistakes in the past with regard to 
packing, but it may have been due to lack of knowledge.

wi(i‘ Pe^°IiFE said that if the people would ap
proach the Dominion Atlantic Railway and present theR 
grievances m a proper light they would provide proper ear^ 
tha the railway authorities had never been approached 
with respect to refrigerator cars, and he thought the same 

' "f W,fl‘ respect to the steamship lines too. He advo
cated smaller societies in each of the counties as feeders of 
^Association. He referred to the medals which the
dier 'thèv8; the'ncdal8 on the '>'^1 of a British sol-
hard wo^k ïw ^ ou^ome °f years and years of 
.ud work That our standing at the World’s Fair was
-- ang to make any Nova Scotian proud of this Asso- 
ciation That a man should love his orchard next to his

Nova Ur ^ ‘° hMr”!' lh«>W »»mber of place» ZFarill‘10"’»80 "'.« '"'«"Hivatingfruif, spoken of havi,1.e- IIe aai«l that the sending of inferior
8 pre''e"tei1 capitl‘l from bui"« i,i'"j8tei1

Oil

, , HARDWICKE.—He thought there was a good
deal in the suggestion of Mr. R. W. Starr ot proper care

I trrfd inT ‘7“ a,ler,it Picked- And' he eon- 
<urred in the remarks made by Mr. Johnson that in
order to have good fruit they should take pains’ to grow
t. He also referred to the fine condition of the American
Sil the fi^°rlf’lfFair- ? had been kept incoldstorage 
un the first of May and came out in beautiful order.
< o d storage will lengthen the life of the apple double or 

c >.e its natural life. The time is not far distant when cold 
storage will be necessary to keep our Gravensteins.
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THE NEED OF AN EXPERIMENTAL STATION.

BV DR. H. CHIPMAN, (’.RAND I'RE.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Id the dawn of the last decade of this nineteenth COM-
tury civilization—the highest the world has ever reached__
argument is unnecasary to convince an audience of the
N. S. F. G. A.,convened in this collegiate town of Wolfville,
of the need and value of a liberal education and the broad
est culture,tor everyone who is either ambitious to take his 
place in the front rank of the world’s workers and hold 
his own in the midst of the closest competition and keen
est rivalry, or whose aspirations lead him to look beyond 
and above thp rank and tile to that place at the top where 
there is always room and honor and enrolment in 
profession and calling.

This is the true foundation on which to build life's 
special work—“ the house built upon a rock ” which shall 
not be moved.

I
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1But this thorough education is beyond the reach of 

the masses, even in this land of colleges and free schools 
Want of talent, or time, or means, or inclination, or all of 
these, are obstacles in the way of the great majority. Our 
young people must engage in the practical work of life 
the earning a Hying at an early age—especially those who 
work on the farm. Their mental training is therefore 
limited to the public school. The curriculum is a hard one 
including many subjects, and it is still being enlarged to 
include something in agriculture. All this may be in the 
right direction if the “ powers that be ” are careful to guard 
against forcing and cramming the young brain beyond its 
capacity. It seems to me the public schools should aim to 
teach reading, writing, arithmetic and English composition 

thoroughly as possible, with geography and history, es
pecially of Canada; then music, drawing and nature lessons 
as a recreation. There is little room for more and that is 
what very many farmers’ sons and daughters must be satis
fied with. Scientific agriculture and horticulture has
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hitherto been beyond their reach either at school or later 
in life hence our farmers and orchardists have been handi
capped in the race, and progress has been slow.

Now, in every work and industry of mankind, there
certain scientific principles involved that must be studied 

and known for the most economical and convenient per- 
ormance of the work This is more especially true of 

farm work and the arrangement of it. There re so many 
apparently small things to he done that lead o large rc- 
su ts, and done so quickly, that unless the principles at the 
bot om of the work are thoroughly appreciated a mistake 
isaimost sure to be made, and it is too late to rectify it 
ror this reason a farmer’s education should be varied and 
thorough,and he will work to more or less disadvantage 
unless he has some acquaintance at least with almost every 
science, natural and mechanical. At the mention of the 
v\oi< science many people who pride themselves on being 
thoroughly practical, grow suspicious and are prepared to 
shy oft at once because they do not know the exact mean
ing of the word. They seem to think it is something op
posed to practice ; a set of opinions or theories held by per
sons who have no practical knowledge of what they 
ta king about. What is meant by this work is the very 
” ot »'«• 11 ia derived from the Latin word „<u«2 
o v"o". We mean by science, then, accurate knowledge 

instead of gueee .vork But it i, more than to know what 
anything is and what it does.

It is the work of science to ascertain the truth

are

are

about
ttion, experiment and induction ; to 

^ ° f'ings and the properties belong-
g to them ; to discov r the reason for things, and the 

rule of action for everything done. Having gained this 
complete knowledge in this way 1 S -- 
onward another st p. Kr
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them done in a certain way again and again, and has no 
knowledge of the underlying principles and rule# that 
govern his actions, is an imitator only, lie may, and does 
succeed, but he can never have the same satisfaction and 
complete success in his work as the scientist.

Now this Association has been at work for 30 years, 
educating the people in fruit growing. It has helped this 
important industry grow from a few hundred barrels for 
home consumption, to a half million barrels in ’94,—250,- 
000 of which were exported to England, with a cash re
turn of about a half million dollars. The membership was 
small and the work too circumscribed, and a few leading 
spirits set out in ’93 to put the F. G. A. into a position to 
do higher and better work, more far reaching in its influ
ence and results. It was resolved to establish a School of 
Horticulture and the immediate outcome of this resolve 
was an increase in the membership from 100 to 500, com
prising representative men in every County in the Province. 
Aided by a subsidy from the local government of $50 per 
each N. S. pupil enrolled tor six months, the whole amount 
paid, however, not to exceed $2000, a Horticultural school 
was established here in the town of Wolfville.

The school is under the control and management ot 
this Association. First year only some $1,600 of the grant 
was drawn, owing to a lack of pupils. This year the full 
$2,000 will be earned by a large increase in the number of 
the pupils, due largely to the popularity, energy, and ability 
of Prof. Faville.

Tuition is free. It has entered on the second year with 
some 60 pupils, and is a great boon to farmers and tamers’ 
sons. A Nova Scotian resident in Boston has sent his son 
to this school with a view to locating him in this valley as 
a fruit grower. Here perhaps is the beginning of the 
solution of the much talked of “ exodus” problem in these 
Maritime Provinces.

Right here, the Association finds an Experimental 
Fruit Station an absolute necessity tor the success of the 
school. Scholars must be taught orcharding by actual 
practice in the field, sowing the seeds, growing the trees
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for nursery stock, root and top grafting, growth of trees, 
destroying insect pests, experimenting along the lines of 
the influence of scion on stalk and stalk on scion, cross fer
tilization, kinds of trees best adapted to this locality, why 
some choice varieties do not produce well in some orchards, 
cultivation of soil and fertilization.

We need an experimental Station in this valley because 
this is the fruit belt, the native home of the apple. Soil, 
climate, shelter on the north from the fogs and cold of the 
Atlantic, make of it the ideal spot for all the observations 
and experiments of the scientist, assuring him of the most 
perfect conditions for the most satisfactory and profitable 
results. This is not the case in any other part of the 
province, and, indeed, in 
Dominion can we 
poses.

no other locality in the whole 
obtain results exactly suited to our pur-

Neither the station at Ottawa nor farm at Nappan can 
supply the wants of our orchardists. The former in climate, 
soil, exposure, etc., is entirely different. Questions are con
stantly arising in connection with our orchards down here 
which can only be satisfactorily settled by actual trial on 
the spot. Experienced orchardists and scientists readily 
admit this. 1 he orchard at Nappan is only an experiment, 
and will be useless to the rest of the province for ten years 
at least, and may never be a success. This is too long to 
wait. In another decade under favorable circumstances, 
among which the school and station at Wolfville stand first, 
our fruit industry in Nova Scotia should reach one million 
barrels for export, making it 
portance.

industry of national im-an

While there is a wide knowledge of fruit growing in 
our Association and among the orchardists of "this valley 
there is much to be learned. Problems are constantly aris
ing which require research and experiment which are be
yond the time and means and knowledge of ordinary farm
ers and can only be solved by the scientists in the school and 

the experimental station. In this age of close competi
tion and rapid advancement in every walk of life, farmers’ 
sons are eager for the means of acquiring in their calling, 
scientific principles and practical knowledge as rapidly and

on
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Iaccurately as possible so that they may begin their life work 
as early as possible ami fortified with a knowledge which 
shall give them success in the orchard and on equality with 
all competitors. This can only be done in the school and 
on the station.

While the soil of this valley and its peculiarly favor
able situation for the growth of fruit, together with the 
wide knowledge of our fruit growers and their deep in
terest in it, has made a grand success of it, the entire ex
port of the province is done by the three Counties of Kings 
Annapolis and Hants. It is a fact that certain varieties of 
apples can be and are grown in almost every County in tin- 
province; and in many Counties with the requisite know
ledge and interest in the matter, the farmers might un
doubtedly rqise not oidy sufficient fruit for home use, but a 
considerable quantity for export.

It is the object of our Association to give to the far
mers and their sons throughout the whole Province the ad
vantage of a Horticulture school and station, which shall 
cost them no more than the payment of board. The F, G.
A. has established the only free Horticultural school in the 
Maritime Provinces, and we believe the only one in Canada.
Land for a suitable site for a building and for the station 
has been obtained on a long lease from the governors of 
Acadia College ; a green house has been erected with the 
necessary plant and the most improved heating apparatus.
Now, at this stage, we need funds to complete the work 
and place it on a solid foundation. We have, therefore, 
petitioned the Dominion Government for a grant to the 
station equal to that received from the Provincial govern
ment for the school.

Again we need this station because there are stations 
established in almost every state in the Union, either in 
connection with Universities or separate, and we must pre
pare our orchardists to meet all competitors on an equal 
footing. We must keep abreast of the times, or lose ground 
in the race. The world to-day is diligently searching into 
the deepest secrets of nature, that they may be turned 
to account in the service of men.

If our modern civilization has one distinctive feature,
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it appears in the manner in which the world has set itself 
to appropriate, and to control in its own service, the great 
forces of nature. To win success on the farm in this age 
it is necessary to practice sound economics, conservative 
methods of business, the utilization of inventions and to 
possess an individual self equipment tor the task that one 
attempts. In brief—what is necessary for the success 
o! all industries, is a more economical production 
ot a first class article and fuller utilization of all ..
There is no doubt in my mind that this school and 
it fully and generally utilized by our young people will 
very materially help to bring about this “consummation so 
devoutly to be wished.” If this association succeeds, and 
I believe it will, in establishing this Horticultural School 
ami Experimental Station on a sure foundation, then it< 
life work will have been perfected if it should never draw 
another breath, and the monument left behind it “ 
to be desired than gold, yea, than much Hue gold.”

W. S. BLAIR.—I am 
of the association, 
for a few moments on
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one of the younger members 
I would ask you to bear with me 

^''8 subject, while I say a few words 
with reference to the proposed Fruit Experimental Station 
I am interested greatly in this matter. When I hear this 
subject discussed I feel in duty to myself, and in behalf of 

ic Experimental Farm at Nappan, to advocate its estab
lishment. 1 here is no doubt at all that it should be estab
lished here. It an institution of this kind were inaugur
ated in this valley it would be of immense benefit to fruit 
growers. During the course of your discussion here to
night it was stated that fruit has not been grown successful
ly at iNappan. 1 am hereto refute that statement. I have 
no hesitation in saying that fruit has been grown there, 
and fine fruit too. Now, gentlemen, let me tell you that 
since the establishment of the Experimental Farm* at Nap
pai), 81 varieties of apples have been planted and onto t these 
only four have died. There have been in all 240 
planted, of which 200 trees

living and doing well.
Now with reference to the varieties 

nave succeeded the best.

are

of apples that 
Among those that are doing well
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;ire Baldwin, Spy, A port, Newton, Red Butigheirner, Ril«- 
ton Pippins 20 oz. Pippin and Longfield. TheWealtliy lias 
made good growth and so has the Wagner. These 
the varieties as we consider them in the order ot their 
value.

are

Now with reference to plums. In the fall of 1880 
thirty trees were planted, and eighteen died before spring. 
Since then only ten in 100 have died. Twenty-five varie
ties were planted in 1891. Out of 79 trees planted 71 
alive and doing well. They have made in growth from 12 
to 27 inches. Those that are doing the host are the Prin
cess, Yellow Gage, Moer’s Arctic, Reine Claude, Wash
ington and Dawson. All the varieties are doing well and 
are making rapid growth.

There \yere in all 20 varieties ot pears planted. Of 
the 67 trees planted 46 are now alive. They have made a 
yearly growth of from 10 to 27 inches.

We had 29 varieties of cherries, six died, and of 97 
trees planted 59 are alive. They have made from 12 to 27 
inches growth annually. The following varieties have 
done well : English Morello, Napoleon, Late Duke, Wragg, 
Windsor, Early Richmond, Transparent, Montmorency 
There seems to bo an idea in this valley that fruit cannot be 
grown in the County of Cumberland, and other counties 
throughout the Province. I contend that fruit 
be grown in many of these places as successfully as through 
your valley. I do not see how it is possible to maintain the 
statement that fruit cannot be grown at Nappan, after con
sidering the facts I have presented to you, and I ask you for 
sympathy and encouragement in our work. It has been 
discouraging and uphill work. I am pleased to be able to 
attend the Horticultural School, for I feel that I need the 
instruction which can be obtained at this institution. If 
you wish us to try any experiments for you at any time I 
am sure we will be very pleased to comply with your request. 
We want your assistance. We will assist you all we can, 
but you must not forget us. (Applause).

DR. CHIPMAN said he was pleased with the remarks 
of Mr. Blair. He was also pleased to know that fruit could 
be grown in Cumberland County.
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mPROF. FA VILLE spoke very highly of the Experi
mental Station at Nappan and the good work it is doing.

R. W. STARR said they could grow fruit in many 
parts ot Cumberland County to profit. lie made this state
ment from his own observation and knowledge.

S. P. BENJAMIN said he was born in Cumber
land County and had 
father’s farm.

■

m
mi

yji I
‘M|pexcellent apples raised on hisseen

PROF. CRAIG said he was pleased to learn of the 
excellent work done at Nappan in the way of fruit, pears, 
plums, etc.

m •

i&ahàT. II. PARKER said that he had been under the i 
pression tor years that fruit could be raised in 
in the Province.

mi- Wany county V

m
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MERITS AND USES OF AMERICAN PLUMS. IT

4B\ 1‘ROF. CRAIG, OTTAWA.

Mr. President, Ladiçs anb Gentlemen,—I am 
glad to be here again with you. My last visit here 
very pleasant, the remembrance of it has been with 
ever since—and I need not tell you that it was with great 
pleasure that I accepted your kind invitation t hrough your 
Secretary to come back again. I regret very much that it. 
was entirely impossible for me to be with you yesterday. 
The meeting began so early in the week, that unless I start
ed on Sunday—and you know what good people we are in 
Ottawa I could not have been here yesterday afternoon. 
1 just came in, in time to hear part of the very interesting 
discussion opened by Mr. Archibald on this subject of 
plums. I had in mind, when your Secretary wrote me ask
ing what I should like to bring before your meeting, the 
same subject. My idea was to simply bring before you 
some of the merits as well as demerits of the American 
plums which, however, may not be suited to your locality, 
hut which may prove stepping stones to something better! 
especially as you have a School of Horticulture and T
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derstand are going to have an Experimental Fruit Station, 
►stepping stones by means of crossing and hybridization.

Origin of Cultivated Plums.
We might consider for a moment the origin of 

cultivated plums. We find in Canada that they have come 
to us mainly from two sources; first, the plum which was 
cultivated by our forefathers, the blue, yellow and white 
plums known as Pruntu domestica.
Europe with the early settlers of this country.

Oood Points.
They possess many good points both in regard to 

quality of fruit and character of tree. The amount of 
money which it is possible to make out of the plum indus
try has beeiS demonstrated to you in your own vicinity. 
The pits of European plum being introduced with the early 
settler have been cultivated in this country a great number 
of years. The quality of the fruit is usually excellent, ami 
in this respect it is ahead of our native Ametican plums. 
Then they have also a carrying quality, having usually ti 
ness and solidity of flesh which enables them to be brought 
from the orchard to the marketing point in good condition.

Weak Points.
Then, it we look at their weak points we find that in 

the colder districts many of them are non-productive be
cause their fruit buds are tender. Their fruit buds being 
sensitive they are likely to be injured during intervals of 
cold weather. This injury of course affects the productive
ness of the tree. During a mild winter such 
having this year we will secure a good crop of fruit, but 
following a winter of unusual severity they are affected to 
a great extent. I am speaking now of the colder sections 
of the country. Then a good many of them have a serious 
prediction to the disease known as black knot, and the 
soft rot, also attacks the fruit ; these affect the tree and the 
fruit very seriously, but the latter consideration is not so 
weighty as formerly, npw that we can control it by timely 
and proper application of Bordeaux mixture. I hope to

our

These came to us from
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l>i* able to relate to you before our meeting closes some re
sults ot the experiments carried 
this disease.

last session in treatingon

By American Plums I mean those which are natives 
ot this continent. They are divided into three principal 
classes. 1 he first one is what is called the Prunu» Ameri- 

Onc of the most familiar examples of this type is 
l)e Soto. The range of this species is quite extended, run
ning as it does across the northern part of the continent. 
It reached its greatest development in the North Western 
States from whence have come our best cultivated varieties.

Another class may he brought to your mind by the 
name ot the wild goose. This represents P. Hottulana 
Bailey. I am not sure that this plum is grown in 
vicinity, but it is grown considerably in the West, 
round, bright red, softtieshed, early plum, grown to a con
siderable extent in the state of Illinois. The third type of 
American plums is known under the name of Prunu.» 
Chi cam.

cana.

your 
It is a

This type has its natural range south of the 
middle states and is found abundantly in Texas.

Considering the tiret type (P. Americana) to sum up 
its good points: The trees are perfectly hardy. But this 
is a matter of somewhat minor importance with y 
are tremendous bearers. The trees arc adapted to a wide 
range ot soil and climate. I have known trees of this 
type to succeed equally well on gravel, loam and clay soils. 
Then again they are as a rule not affected to the

Theyou.

same ex
tent by black knot as the Prunus Uomestica or European 
plum. This is a very important point.

The weak points are as follows : The fruit is apt to 
he soft and juicy, and the pit frequently is large. The 
quality of the fruit does not compare favorably with the 
European plums on account of its astringency. 
gavd to the growth of the tree they have a straggling 
habit as a rule, sending out long branches horizontally, 
which are easily broken and split from the main stem by 
storms and winds. Then again the tact ot the lateness 
ot the fruit in ripening is a serious drawback.

Of this type I would like to mention one or two out
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of a largo number of varieties which I have tested at 
Ottawa. The first one I would mention is the De Soto. 
I dare say it has been fruited here, as it is quite 
widely cultivated. The tree has all the good points 1 have 
mentioned and hears fruit of very good quality. I think 
there is money in this variety wherever planted. I do not 
think that if I was planting a plum orchard in the Province 
of Quebec that a better variety than the De Soto could be 
selected on account of the hardiness of tree, its productive
ness and the excellent quality of its fruit

Another variety which has done well at the Experi
mental farm is the llawkeye. It is a larger plum than 
the De Soto and somewhat firmer in flesh. Its color is 
dark red covered with a purplish bloom. In this respect 
it resembles,the European plum. I may say it is larger 
than the Lombard and is handsomer. The Ilawk Eye is 
rather later than the De Soto,and ripens with us about the 
first week in September.

Wolf I have also found to be a profitable variety. It 
is earlier than the other two varieties, very handsome and 
of fair quality. These are all cling stones.

The next one I shall mention is almost free stone. It 
is called the Wyant. It is a large yellowish red plum 
with the flesh comparatively free from the stone. The 
flesh is quite firm which will admit of it being cut in two 
as peaches are served, although it will not prove a rival of 
the peach in regard to quality.

A Voice.—Is it a plum without a pit ?
No, we have not got to that point yet. The millem- 

ium in horticulture has not yet arrived. (Laughter).
The next class is that of one belonging to the wild 

goose type. These trees are tender at Ottawa, hut I do 
not think they would he injured here. The great trouble 
is that it is one of those varieties which is not fertile with 
its own pollen. With another variety, blossoming at the 
same time, wild goose is productive and in this connec
tion I think its blossoms might be affected in a favorable 
manner by the pollen of peaches and cherries. This is 
principally assumption, however, such evidence as we have
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type ot plum,. The wild go,w ha, bee,, grown 
m Illinois for u number of years and when the blossom# 
are properly fertilized it has proved most profitable in that 
plum growing region. Coming to the last group 
is the Chickasams, our plums of the south and west.

Tev Jhe™arV'atiVe-8 °- ^a,,8a8 and ru" «a far south as 
vl , !'..... 1_he,tVy° Pr,ncipal examples ot his fy e are the

and this

an Indian river of that name. These are both of good 
quality and very productive. The trees are not much
can'biTgrown^6 ^ wiI1 onl^ auceeed where peaches

There is another type of plum which you may know 
under the name of the Mariana which is very largely grown 
in the Central States where it is used as a propogating stock 
for the peach and European plum. In this respect k serves 
a very useful purpose. The plums are small, round, bright 
red and covered with small white dots. It is of fair quality 
and is very early. It ripens wjth us about the 25th July 
which is very early tor a plum in our district. I would 
draw your attention to this from a double standpoint of 
nut stock and fruit bearing trees. I might mention be

fore I leave the matter of the wild goose type that the 
Newman blossoms at the same time as the wild goose, and 
therefore would be a good variety to plant with it for the 
purpose of securing perfect pollenation. Where it was not 
desirable to plant trees you might top graft a few branches 
into the wild goose which would serve the same purpose 
I would just say on the planting of all these that I would 
set them closely—they should not be planted at a distance 
greater than 15 feet—and care should be taken to 
the varieties 
fertilization.

-j see that 
intermingled for the purpose of crosswere

t
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Another point in connection with their cultivation is 

third of the annual growth about the third week in June.
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This lias the effect of making the trees grow 
and makes the head compact, thus preventing the branches 
from breaking down.

In regard to picking, the fruit should not he left 
the tree until ready to drop. At that time it is very ripe 
and being juicy and pulpy does not carry well. It should 
also he picked and marketed in small packages, either 
baskets or small boxes. In this they will make very at
tractive sample for the market.

The propogation of these varieties is very easy they 
multiplied readily by root grafting and the method known 
as splice grafting can be practiced with these with almost 
as much success as in the case of the apple.

The Chicasa will do very well on a peach stock and 
the peach stock being non sprouting has an advantage. 
All of these1 varieties sprout more or less and therefore it 
is very desirable to graft them on the peach, wherever this 
is hardy.
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I want to emphasize one or two remarks, that I do not 

bring these plums before you on the strength of their own 
intrinsic value at the present time, but on account of their 
potential value as a crossing and hybridizing stock. Those 
which I have mentioned are worthy of being planted to a 
limited degree The outlook for new plums, produced by 
crossing these with the European varieties and especially 
with the Japanese plums, is one of the most promising 
fields in horticulture I know of. A cross between these 
and the Japanese plums will undoubtedly give us varieties 
which will be of great utility in the future. Here is a 
field for the students of your Horticultural school.

Q.—Have you tried the Japanese plum? A.—We 
have tried a great number but they have not proved hardy 
at Ottawa.
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fnA. B. PARKER.—Where does the Grand Duke come 
in ? Do you know him ?

PROF. CRAIG.—I have met this Royal Highness. 
In Western Ontario this variety is very well thought of for 
a late sort, but it has not been so productive there as the 
Bradshaw or the Lombard.
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w. C. ARCHIBALD.—Did
Canadian plum ?

PROF. CRAIG.—I do not think that Dr. Sturtevant, 
who is an authority on American Plums, has given the 
( anadian form of 1 runue Americana a separate place us a 
species I did not intend to omit it, I think it is a good 
«talk, I have used it with very lair success.
, ^ATON —How do you regard the quality

of the tiotan compared with the Lombard and the Wash
ington :

PROF CRAIG.—If I contrasted tiotan with the Lorn- 
lurd I would say that the tiotan is the better plum, but I do 
not think it is equa to the Washington. The tiotan will 
altogether outsell the Lombard in the market, both in 
quality and appearance and will keep much longer. I had 
some samples of Lombard sent me last year by Mr. Willard 
ot Geneva, and I had no difficulty in keeping them for

you not omit our wild

ten

W. C. ARCHIBALD.—We find here that the Japan
ese plums as far as I have been able to observe blossom 
too early in the Spring. How can we correct this habit of 
early blooming. It we fail to do that, I tail to 
m the tree. see a profit

I the habRof eariyffiooming0 TdoTmt thhikk'luldT 

lorrecteil by any system ot mulching or anything of that

W. C. AR 
will it take tor 
to a new climate, 
tions ?

tCD HALD.—How long a term of years 
a tree to change its native habits in coming 
, so that it will adapt itself to new condf-

PROF. CRAIG.—I do not think have any actual

I a
ofTr 'C?ev : „[t C0Ul<11 onl>’ be by completing the cycle 

a plants life, that is by creating a new plant from the 
o - one grown in its new home and that new plant might 
be influenced^ climatic conditions existing * *

we

when it was
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brought into the world, but such changes do not usunllv 
occur unless influenced by a long period of years, through 
seed production.

t

R. E. HARRIS.—By grafting an early bearing fruit 
on a late bearing fruit will the early bearing fruit be re
tarded in bloom ? For instance to graft the Gravenstein on 
to the Nonpareil stock will the influence of that stock re
tard the Gravenstein ?

PROF. CRAIG.—I am inclined to place such changes 
the basis of accidental variation. I do not think we can 

count on it constantly.
on

TH,E MOVEMENT OF PLANT JUICES. i
(

IIY WILLIAM RANIX

In looking into the higher forms of vegetable life one 
is impressed with the complexity of what at first appears n 
simple organic structure.

Pursuing investigation further we find not only a com
plication of mechanical, but of hydrostatic, chemical and 
optical phenomena.

In every cell is wonderful activity, dissolution and 
chrystalization ; secretion and depletion, expansion and 
contraction, union ami division, action and reaction, making 
a creation in miniature.

No cell and no particle which the microscope reveals 
within it, but possesses all the attributes of a world.

Within the stem of a tree is a variety of tissue each 
having its function to perform in the economy of the plant, 
and each adapted to its work, by its own peculiar shape ami 
construction.

Taking up but one of these phases, the motion of the 
plant juices, it becomes necessary on account of the intimate 
relation and co-operation of the plant’s various functions, 
to refrain from questions which present themselves. In
completeness must therefore be characteristic of such dis
cussions.
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... 18 ,.u11 ot niystery she is also full of analogy
the animal and vegetable kingdoms rising in the order

° 111,0,1 we ^'8t col"e into contact with life Both
possess an organized system. In both there is a iimit L» 
(listruction or enquiry,beyond which, if we pass we destroy

of life 1,1 l”th ........
into living tissue. In both 
vital thuds. In both, more or less WMJ1,1WM, mL.

we worcWt,; iwik

lowing experiment. We give i 
worth and making reserve for 

which may have been
In the month of June I severed the mnt ne

2££l5f hT "ri ‘""'t a"d Wherc t,‘" '““met™
"•« «"rfi.ce a. the p,m,° ”** ’™ r"M

=^£SïHSK3S=«aids an equal quantity of water. At times this
scaicely discernable by observation. At. other times it

nervation* to thTakl."? 11 tlmo which appeared from oh- 
mation to be the minimum of motion, a mark was made

ie wood at that point, watch was now' brought ind
.»'• "f motion increased and

igain diminish "rh Z * " a,,lJen'e,i Oy olucrvalion to lin'lni8h- Then another mark was made and the
W! ‘erted from point of making the first mark which 

as .,0 minutes This I called the amplitude of pulsation 
At each interval of 30 minutes a mark was made at the
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In both w'e find the 
power by which food is converted 

vve find a circulation of the 
complete the organs of 

nervous
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ie resi t only for what it is 
any element of chance orerror present :
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point where the wap stood in the glass, ami upon thés - «lis- 
tances being carefully measured, it was found that they 
were alternately long and short, or that in a given space of 
40 minutes, the flow of sap was alternately accelerated ami 
diminished, the rate of motion upward in the given unit oi 
time being three inches, two inches, etc.

As the vitality of the root became Weakened tin- 
spaces became shorter, yet upon being measured it was 
found that their relative length was in some degree main
tained. At the end, no definite proportions could be dis
covered. It is a well known tact in vegetable physiology 
that the rate of movement upward of the plant’s juices is 
constantly varying with the condition of soil ami atmos
phere.

If th& air be moisture-laden and the ground dry there 
is little movement upward, but if the air be dry and the 
ground moist, then the movement is rapid.

Whether during any or all of these conditions there 
is maintained a relatively and regularly intermittent motion 
we can find neither statement nor experiment, beyond our 
own, to determine Taking into consideration the causes of 
motion of juices in the plant, and the apparent indifference 
to this motion which the plant exhibits by constant growth 
under both conditions of rapid, and almost suspended 
evaporation, it would seem that it varies with every change 
of temperature and moisture. The causes of circulation in 
plants are called osmose, capillary, and chemical affinity. 
Let it be understood that there is no return system of cir
culation as in the arterial and venous system. The same 
sap never passes through the plant. Every leaf is a pump, 
and through it water is constantly moving into the air. 
Fill a glass tube full of salt and tie tightly over the open 
end a piece of ox bladder and put into a basin of water. 
They will mix through the ifiembrane. This is osmose.

If a tube of fine bore be held perpendicularly in water, 
the water within it will rise above the surrounding water. 
We have the same thing in the every-day occurrence of the 
oil ascending the wick of a lamp. This is capillary at
traction. Chemical affinity causes the atoms of different
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substances to 
characteristics.

The evaporation from the foliage of plants having „ 
tendency to produce a partial vactuni in the leaf cells m-iv 
also have an mtluence on the upward motion of sap and

^ulattn" Tt‘r ",hy tovunstitl,tL‘ tl»e forces of
circulation. If we conceive the cells of the root to he
madeot porous membrane near the ends, we will under-
stand the entrance of plant food into the plant, and once

the of«,Pni“l% in

.....
sue, hut chiefly of an infinite number of cells, closed at 
Kith ends and piled one on top of another. Through these

Lrv however 'i',(><1 pa88C8 in It i* not neces-

'» ,hete
It has been found that membrane has various affinities 

An artificial membrane was made and placed between two 
substances i„ solution, the substance passed through it in 
one direction only. Another membrane *
•rature was substituted, and it passed in the
bon. In the

combine forming anew substance of different
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of a different 

. , - opposite direc-
vr 0,10 ^Se !t selected, in the other rejectedNow fhe root cell, „f diSeront plant, J
-ifhmties. The cell membrane is

This is the power of food selection, 
at the tips of the roots.

i m

different
s

These cells lie
any extent T„ 1 he ,ar£er ro°ts cannot feed to

xtcnt. In planting a young tree we trim the head
d ^pnlvnCeTf Y'' bUt t0 ,;a!aUce ifs oralis of waste 

faster than tb T* *** leaves to evaporate water
tl bZ l Î ean. euPP’y it, the tree dies. Cut down 
K 1 ead and you cut down the leaves. This is why a tree

m fU” 1!BfIcannot be movedi this process is at its height.
revival”6 i -’f friU" i9 wilted ami drooped will be
recived and invigorated by a shower which only penetrates
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i the soil one-quarter of nn inch, no part of which has conic 

in contact with the roots. This is due to the fact that a 
moisture-laden atmosphere will not evaporate water from 
the leaf surface. The osmotic and capillary forces gain 
upon the evaporating process, the cells become distended 
and the leaves stand erect. It is estimated that an india» 
corn plant evaporates two-fifths of its weight of water per 
day when growing.

The extraordinary yet popular notion that during 
winter the sap of a tree descends to the root is absurd. If 
the root cells are already charged with water, how can they 
still contain as much more ? The sap never descends.

The fact is that at no time of the year does the tree 
contain as much sapas in winter. Whenever a leaf falls 
nature provides a healing process by which the openings 
which com'municate with the stem of the leaf are closed 
and the sap cannot ooze out. But while this is the 
osmose and capillarity are in a degree active. The result is 
that sap is forced into the tree with no outlet. The cells 
become surcharged with sap. This tension of the maple 
is relieved when the tree is tapped. Is the splitting of 
bark on fruit trees due to tension ? In a tree which

U

h

case

i

grows
slowly, the cells are thick walled and small. In one which 
grows rapidly they are thin walled and large.

We think it will be found that these eases occur always 
in the rapidly growing trees or in those of thin cells.

Now the point of growth is between the bark and the 
wood. The bark upon young trees is thinnest, and there
fore weakest.

i

I

i
A <

tIt is clear that these characteristics attach themselves 
to trees which split their bark, and they must therefore he 
responsible factors.

We know of the following case : For two or three 
years a row of young trees seven or eight years old, receiv
ed heavy applications of potash in the form of ashes and 
suds. The growth was very rapid. In the same winter 
every7 tree split, Those in the next row received no potash 
nor did they split. A rapid unhardened growth during 
our severe winter suffers. The Maryland and Deleware 
peach growers are aware of this. They give frequent and
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summer, hut carefully avoid
m t ne autumn not even 

I* is probable that th 
it is effective because 
plant.

The following experiment was tried with a strong o-rane 
growing in a green house during the winter. Tlfe^stalk 
7s P7ed °,ut thr°ugh a hole in the wall. Then it passed 

trained^01" “ ^ ^ *nd WaHagai" brouShtin where U was

, a factor here, but
the above conditions pre-dispose the

The soil in the green house was in proper condition 
or growth. It was noted that the vine within, grew but 
he buds on the outside part did not even swell.g When it
iZtXi^withi" dr°°^ 2

It is evident that cold leather affects the motion of
frMZi"* thCm °r

Through the cold section, in extreme weather,the root 
and caves had no communication. The roots of trees be
ing eep m the earth, are less susceptible to varying condi- 
t.0,is of temperature and are more uniform in LtL 

We have said there is no downward movement to sap
It s îoTtilî ?he°fWTa1 8U>7"Ce uontaillti«i in solution. 
It is not til the food selected from the air by the leaves
and that selected from the earth by the roots, come into
contact, that wood can be formed.

This point of contact is first in the twigs and buds and 
icre ore growth begins here. When new layers of wood 

formed they grow downward. If a limb be girdled a 
large ring or swelling of the wood, will appear on the 
upper side of the cut, but comparatively sn.alUn the low-

f n,rard TVement of matter arrested at the
nit and the cells are distended.

In the grape this forces a larger growth of fruit
In its normal flow, the motion of sap is in straight

nies. There is little diffusion from the cells latterly g If
li,'-ranch it will be found on the"a,m,

» îLlu T' T ?pon whicl" *<= trunk is diseased, a tree is attacked by borers, the branches on that side

•ire*
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of tin- tree will show the effects first, and their attack 
often be located by tracing this line downwards.

In the ease of injury, the cells seem to diffuse and grow 
in every direction to heal the wound, but it can not be said 
to be the normal state, and appears like a provision of 
Nature to aid - recovery.

PROF. CRAIG.—This paper is a most interesting one 
from a scientific standpoint. There are also some practical 
points connected with the paper, which might be brought 
out. The whole subject is too extended to allow of an in
telligent discussion of it in the few minutes at my disposal. 
There are some points in Mr. Rand’s paper which it would 
be well to ^mplmsize in discussing the physiology of plants 
and plant uses. He stated that the cells surrounding the 
root tips ot the plant had certain functions to perform: that 
they were in a measure able to discriminate in regard to 
the quantity ai d character of the plant food offered to the 
plant, but at the same time being in a measure fixed, were 
after all dependent on the plant food provided. That 
point in itself is one that is of great value to us in study- » 
ing the fertilization, and manuring of our orchards show
ing first that ij is useless to apply large quantities of 
tain manures which may be incomplete and the surplus 
will only be wasted as it has been shown us the 
plant will only take up a sufficient quantity for its 
use and any excess goes to waste. But that statement, in 
practice, must be modified and should be viewed from 
other aspect because if certain constituents are present in 
the soil, it is possible that, we may cause the plant to give 

an overproduction of yood to the detriment of the fruit.
It points to the fact that we should give the plant such a 
well balanced food relation as will give it good health as 
well as keep it in a fruit producing condition, 
feel capable of discussing this matter in all its bearings in 
its scientific and physiological aspects at such a short 
notice.
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£THE PRESIDENT.—Do I understand you to say 
that the sap in winter is simply stationary ?
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WM. RAND.—That 1 think, Mr. Present j,
pZ™Ï? °r ,0-‘'“-v I kno„ "K
i >. CRAIG.—I also should have mentioned 

other important point rought out hy "td
viz : That vvate- ^ • , . . /
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Rand’s paper,
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BV w- C. ARCHIBALD.

I was never
,»,,r Oi ™,T Tj
>our kind indulgence to-night. In talks with 
five men in the professions, mechanical and 
trades, I gather that the vacancies 
oftentimes to

representa
tion! mercial 

promptly filled— 
over-crowding—while few of these or their

“m, wi»',n0-mc "*rio,'""rist" The que,lion then come,
ith weight.) import to us. Amid what surroundings and 

material influences shall we lead our hoys ? g
The rounding

1 i. i j • > . l-

are
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'e is— 1 « II V»

I tZ'TT an;' a<:ceIe^te8 thlmovemeTtÏ1 f ’ Seeing, hear- 
n’ t‘?8t,n^> touching, smelling, preceding conm-trimr 

reasonmg deciding, remembering, should he’ co-educatifè 
qualities to produce the ideal utilitarian man. Could oui
•indiayakCn totbe8£l18’ the grasses, the plants, the trees 

| 1 Th P™c?89 ?f hange in their whole life pointe out
ÏÏ thTTn? 1,1-C 08 COnVec;tion with the theories ex lain- 
ed—the enlarging wonderland would be continued and
stlrd^growth "Tv!100/1 yearSl The essential qualities of 
Cessf,;i 5£!1 p ea8ar,,t; “Emories are found in suc- 

efforts with new and enlarging powers. The fruit
Mcs'thiJ’thc™r 'r* 1""i"hg “U "len **>« opportunilio, for 
"it t,l<i ",,foldi"8 °f »»c nature hid-
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HOW TO EDUCATE A FARMER’S SON.
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Knowledge of soils with their strata depths and uses 
—the helpers in ice, frost and snow, rains, springs and 
moisture. The effects of heat and shade on and in the 
earth, the capacity of soil for products under different 
methods of culture are easy of illustration on the farm, if 

but resolutely espouse the work. Suppose we set apart 
a small plot of ground, after consulting with the hoys as to 
the best crops for us to grow in connection with his studies 
of the year. Deepen his interest by adding practical sug
gestions and give or share with him the profits of the crop. 
Encourage economy in work, skill in application, correct 
grading of crops and their sales on the crown of the market 
according to grade.

Agriculture as a profession, comprises a wide range of 
studies relating to itself. It is greatly to be desired, when 
the topmost rounds in life’s ladder are reached by our sons, 
t hat pleasant memories of the home and of the farmer’s life 
be still present and an eager willingness remaining to assist 
in removing the disabilities of our class in regard to taxa
tion, revenue tariff or other questions affecting our business 
standing. We can a fiord to give the boys « free choice of 
life’s work reared in the pleasant activities of farm life. 
The brainy boy farmers will seek the higher education for 
its own sake to be obtained in the technical schools and 
colleges,where wisdom, skill and strength will be stored to 
gather wealth. Money, inclination or taste, and respecta
bility with money again added,determines largely the boys 
vocation. The farmers must receive larger profits from 
the farm. This will be brought about by applied economy 
in its management, prevention of waste, skillful labor, and 
unity in regulation of market prices.

There is money in fruit growing as most of us well 
know,—but the profits will be increased by applied know
ledge,gained by intimate acquaintance with the nature and 
habits of the trees, as well as how, when and where to 
sell our fruits as business men. We cannot get too close 
to the lives of our trees. The trees are individuals, no 
two of them alike, although the resemblance is close. 
Vet their marked individualities supply us with reasons 
for understanding the laws of their being and practical
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usefulness to ourselves. Let love, justice*spps,z ta.
found in honest toil with business profits. Visit with 
your sons the best farms and orchards and minutely 
quire how success has been reached. Use team work 
always whenever possible.

M *3
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e" thejlol,rsot the day’s work and give room for rest and 
recreation. Furnish your sitting and dining roofns with 
lie best rural pictures of your province and make the 

homestead worthy of a new view as often as you can. Take 
the farm and fruit papers published at home and add to the 
library such current literature as will awaken and sustain 
fresh interest and dignify your work. Again I repeat, make 
business men of your boys on the farm in a wide know-
Swrr^?rket aVai,îble and exI*rt method in 
reaching it. While you may have excellent land, use good
varieties and care for the orchard, giving utmost care to 
sorting and packing and always use clean packages. The 
e ect of your reputation and demand for your fruit will in
fluence the boys. Education should be well laid in a full 
and extensive knowledge of all that relates to Agriculture 
How plants live and grow, or the Evolution of plants, with 
the origin of varieties or the History of Soils ; the Theory 
of Tillage and yield of crops, etc. Youth is the time to 
acquire familiar knowledge of details near and remote. A 
minute learning of that nearest in nature is potent for a broad 
usefulness whether the boy remains on the farm or enters 
the trades or professions Further, teach the boy nothing 
valuable is ever obtained but by honest labor. Education 

ie farm out of the school is equally important and 
potential in the work of after life. The farmer is daily 
nought in contact with nature everywhere and that “ Na

ture has her power, her beauty, her spring in God.” “The 
drip of the rain and the hum of the be? have music for
K a ll6y a.re, worki,‘g for y°u- The lowing of the 
herd and the neighing of the steed have charms for you ”
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BY PROF. JOHN CRAIG, OTTAWA.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen —
I desire to call to your attention some ot the results of 

the experimental work which I conducted last season in 
jciation of 

some mem-Ontario. There was a dont in the minds of 
hers ot that enlightened body of fruit growers in respect 
to the benefits arising from the practice I recommended 
tor fungous diseases. In order to dispel this doubt 
mit tee was appointed by the Association to co-operate with 
me in carrying out a comprehensive series of experiments 
spread over different parts of the Province, and covering 
the different classes of fruit growing in the Province of 
Ontario. I am now going to relate to you some of the 
leading features with the results of that experimental work. 
The meteorological conditions prevailing last season in tin- 
province of Ontario were more favorable tor the develop
ment ot fungous diseases of the apple and pear than in my 
experience ever before existed in that part of the Dominion. 
The early part of the summer, beginning about the first ot 
June and continuing until the middle of July, was charac
terized by a heavy rainfall, following that period there 
a period of warm muggy weather most favorable for the 
development of the fungous spores, and so severe was the 
attack of the Apple Spot fungus,” that the foliage of 
the trees, as well as the fruit, suffered severely. Its effect 
as you know is most apparent on the fruit in the form of 
the characteristic black spots. In this case it was so severe 
that it attacked the foliage causing it to curl up and

a com-
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PROGRESS IN SPRAYING.

I80

I cannot close this paper without giving significance to tin- 
work of the Horticultural School now in the second year 
ot its existence—under a progressive competent teacher. 
I’rot. Faville is blending theory with practice. Send your 
sons and daughters to the school. It offers a good all-round 
practical education. Unshackle prejudice and treat tla- 
farm and farmer as their true worth demands.
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fi’ftp
a brown color, making the trees look as if they lia<l been 
attacked by tin* blight or as if they were scorched bv fire. 
1 Ins visitation had a striking effect on the results of 
experiments ; because in every case where the trees 
untreated the foliage was badly aff eted, and the trees 
therefore lost a large portion of t icir fruit, making a 
marked difference between the trees which were sprayed 
and those which were unsprayed; th • gain in every instance 
being ,n favor of the former. The trees which retained 
lieir foliage, naturally retained a larger proportion of fruit, 
n other words the spraying prevented the growth of the 

fungous disease on the leaves and they being health v re
tained the fruit. The experiments were conducted in the 
treatment of peaches, cherries, pi mis and apples. I 
not going to touch at length on pei dles, and very briefly 
on plums and cherries, and will spmd only a few* minutes 
on apples. In conducting these experiments I attempted 
to bring the number of formula* down as fine as possible 
ii the/‘'nu‘ fbrmula as heretofore, namely ; Cop.

4 lbs ; Mm,, 4 11,».; water, 50 or o„e
kerosene barrel full. I added 4 or.,, of I'aris Green when 
I desired to use an insecticide. In my experiments with 
pc.iehcs I did not use the insecticide throughout on account 
o the foliage being tender. I sprayed the trees before 

■ dossonmig with the above mixture. I sprayed again 
II after the blossoms had fallen and tin* fruit had formed but 

noticing some injury to the foliage in making the next ap- 
II P,lcatlon } reduced the strength of the mixture to 3 lbs. 

copper sulphate, 3 lbs. lime, and added 3 ozs. of Paris Green 
to make it uniform.
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In treating the peaches I wished to prevent the rot and 
« so the eurcuho. T may say that the rot was not severe
«ml the crop of peaches was immense in the Niagara dis- 
V' th® aiT10Unt of damage done by the eurculio and 

• ttects of fungous disease was not therefore of any injurious 
importance, and it would really have been better for the 
trees ,f a larger quantity of fruit had fallen off, because

if"™ nT i rU,P ?re t0° avari<’ioU8 i»i regard to yields 
and it would be better in the long run if they thinned their 
rocs during seasons ol heavy yields. The sight of hun-
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<Ire<ia and thousands of baskets of peaches, pears and 
grapts at each ot the small railway stations in the fruit 
season is a scene that is most impressive. Last season dur
ing the hot weather immense quantities of early fruit had 
to be hurried out of the country. Our experiments show
ed that the rot was prevented, and the benefit of caring for 
the trees by spraying was shown by their having <1 percent, 
to 5 per cent, less of rotten fruit. The eurculio was de
terred and prevented from injuring the fruit in about the 
same degree, so that while not very marked, our experi
ments showed the benefit of the treatment.
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In the ease of plums the results of spraying were very 
marked. The principal varieties treated were Munro, Brad
shaw and Lombard. These were planted in blocks of four 
and five (rows abreast of each other running across the 
orchard. The diseases treated were 
Fungous and Monilia or fruit rot.
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the Shot Hole 
You may have noted 

it in your own orchards. The foliage looks as if a charge 
of fine shot had been tired through it, being perforated 
with numerous round holes. Later on the whole leaf 
turns brown and drops off before the fruit ripeus. The 
fruit consequently does not ripen thoroughly, nor color 
properly.
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Another disease is the soft rot; attacking the fruit it 
turns it a brownish color inside, and on the outside it is 
coated with a grayish powder, the summer spores. This 
disease mainly attacks the plum. I used the same mixture 
and the results in the ease of this disease were quite satis
factory, the fruit was larger and the rot was very much 
less in the case of the sprayed trees. To give you an idea 
of the actual results, from the sprayed trees, 1 may only 
say that 100 average plums of the Munro variety were 
picked and weighed three pounds and nine ounces. That 
400 plums of the unsprayed trees of the same variety only 
weighed two pounds and one ounce, all the sprayed plums 
would easily sell for “firsts,” while the unsprayed could not 
be sold for poor “seconds.” Then the difference in the ap
pearance of the trees was very marked; in one case the 
foliage was rich and luxuriant while in the other case the 
trees had lost much of their foliage and were in poor eon-
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MM■lition generally. The cherries in that district were eon- 
sidéral,ly affected by rot and also by the shot hole fungous. 
It you grow here the Black Tartarian and Yellow Spanish 
varieties, you may have noticed the presence of the disease 
I refer to Just abdut, ripening period the fruit turns 
brown and drops off. I treated a number of trees. These 
varieties named are subject to rotin that vicinity I select
ed two average trees and picked the fruit from them, the 
mit was sold and the result in one case was 30 pounds of 

i 'ii from the uns rayed, and 90 pounds from the sprayed 
tree. In another ase an average unsprayed tree yielded 
1, pounds of fruit which netted $1.20 and one selected 
sprayed tree yielded 130 pounds of fruit which netted 

.-o. feo that it, made a most striking return, in fact -11- 
1 too8t.to° Iar£e t» present to an audience as an average re

turn m treating this disease In case of cherries however 
and with this particular variety, there is no doubt that it 
will pay to spray every year.

The leaf blight on the pear is a very serious disease.
( racking and spotting of tile fruit is also one of the worst 
enemies of the pear. There are then, two diseases ; one 
injures the tree and the other injures the fruit. The treat 
ment was to prevent both diseases. Results in the case ‘of 
the blemish Beauty the yield was increased by 75 per cent 
of salable fruit In the case o an early variety like the 
beurre Gittard ,e results were still more marked and 
practically in lin On the untreated trees there was a very 
»nml amount of good fruit the larger share being entirely 
unsalable. 1 may say that in treating pears the best re-
twirLT/f reî, tr°m the earl.y spraying. I sprayed 
twice before the blossoms opened, and once after. This
fve better results than four treatments after the blossoms 
had fallen, demonstrating most conclusively that we want 
o g't ahead of the enemy by early spraying.

lb illustrate in a graphic manner some of the results I 
have obtained in spraying apples, I frill give you the com- 

■ bmed results of four of the leading varieties which are 
F°wn on a commercial scale in this province as obtained 
m several oreh rd« The percentage of No. 1 fruit gained 

eu Russett is about 38 per cent. The
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fruit you understand was selected and graded, as is usually 
done before sending it to in.ikot, 3 2 per cent, of X<>. 2 ami 
the balance No. 3. This is an average for this variety from 
all the experiments. Of the unsprayed we had 18 par 
cent, of No 1 fruit ; 44 per cent, of No. 2, and the balance 
of No. 3 quality.

In the case of the Baldwin the results absolutely
startling. We have about 75 per cent, of No. 1 ; about 
20 per cent, of No. 2, and the balance No. 3. There being 
hardly any No. 8’s. In the case of the unspraved Bald
wins we had 24 percent, of No. l’s and all the rest 
No. 2’s.

are

wen-

The sprayed Greenings gave 62 per cent, of No. l’s 
and 20 per cent, ot No. 2’s and a small amount ot No. 3’s. 
The unsprayed yielded a considerably less percentage of 
No. l’s and a small amount of No. 2’s and over 50 per cent, 
of No. 3’s. Every practical fruit grower knows what that 
means when he comes to market bis fruit,

In the Northern Spy the results were also very strik
ing. I have a brief report in type of this in order to show 
the financial returns per acre. Allow me to read the fol
lowing :

“The effect of this improvement in quality alone, upon the gross 
receipts from an acre of bearing apple trees may be shown as fol
lows:—Supposing the yield to be 50 barrels, we find according to 
results gained that spraying would give at ordinary market rates, 
$2.50. $1.75 and 0.75, for first, second and third class respectively, 
$56.75 worth of No. I. fruit, $31.50 worth of “seconds," and 
$6.97 of “thirds," or a total of $95.22. The same area unsprayed 
would give of No. I. fruit $26.75, of No. H. $37. and of third 
class .$13.64, or a total return of #77.40. leaving a balance in favor 
of the sprayed acre of #17.82. This is supposing that all the 
“ seconds" and “ thirds," which in the case of the unsprayed is very 
large, could be sold. The cost of spraying an acre of apple trees 
will vary according to the size of the trees ; using diluted Bordeaux 
mixture and making five applications, it need not exceed #6 and 
may be under #5. There would thus be a net profit of $10 to #12 
on the basis of equal yields and improved quality. As a result of 
the experiments referred to, and looking at spraying as affecting the 
yield we find that the sprayed trees gave 74 per cent, of the total
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1yield. J his return added to the improved quality gives a difference 
m the net receipts of 851.53 in favor of the sprayed acre.”

Such a result ought to be impressive and should bring 
the matter home to every fruit grower. The apples were 
sprayed our times ; twice before blossoming and twice 
alter, with Bordeaux mixture according to formula given.

Ihe equipments for spraying on a large scale will de
pend upon the area to be sprayed. If you have a large 
area I won d advise the purchase of a good horse power 
pump I do not think they are made in Canada, but they 
could be obtained through your Canadian agents. I have 
used one made by the Field Force Pump Company ; but 
tor ordinary small areas I would buy a strong force pump, 
they are made by three or four linns in Canada. We have 
been hammering away at the manufacturers for the past 
three years endeavoring to show the necessity of giving 
Canadian farmers a good pump, and now I think you will
•Lhli H !Te,T,ts °rr th-nY" the «grieuUural press, not
ably the Canadian Horticulturist. One ol the principal
points about them is to have a good agitator. The a<nta- 
tors which mix the liquid by a return pipe are usually satis- 
actory. 1 hey do not agitate enough, and if they get force 

enough to gitate the liquid, you do not usually' get force
Tfif 1 ° -T? the UP°n the trees. Pumps which
ÎLe lhWt, Z. W,,''kmg PHrt‘ Wi" '“St «■»

1 he nozzles which I have found most satisfactory were 
he Improved Vormorel and the McGowen. 1 used iï pump 

'V th two. <ll8charge pipes, one of these fitted with the 
ormoreigave a line spray on the lower branches while 

the McGowen throws a coarser spray, reaching the upper 
brandies, with these a side of trees was covered as fast as 
a horse could walk, so that two men—one driving and 
pumping the other directing the spray—could go up
Cl 1er side of a row of trees and cover them in a satisfac
tory manner.
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In preparing the mixture I found it advantageous to 
prepare a stock mixture sufficient to last the whole summer.
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“When a single barrelful of this is required, dissolve in the bar
rel 4 lbs. of copper sulphate (blue stone). Hot water facilitates the 
operation.' To dissolve quickly, place the copper sulphate in a cot
ton bag or basket, and suspend this in the vessel containing the 
water so that it is entirely immersed. Solution rapidly takes place. 
In another vessel slake 4 lbs. of fresh lime with as many gallons of 
water. If the lime when slaked is lumpy of granular it should be 
strained through a fine sieve, or coarse sacking, into the barrel con
taining the copper sulphate now in solution, fill the barrel with 

It should be used soon after being prepared.water.

When a large amount of spraying is-contemplated it is a good 
plan to make up a stock solution separately, each, of lime and blue 
stone, which can be diluted as needed Dissolve ico lbs. of cop
per sulphate in 50 gallons of water ; two gallons when dissolved 
will contain 4 lbs. of the salt. In another barrel slake 100 lbs. of 
lime and make up to a milk by adding 50 gallons of water ; when 
well stirred tWo gallons should contain 4 lbs. of lime, When it is 
desired to make a barrel of Bordeaux Mixture take two gallons of 
the stock solution of copper sulphate and add the same quantity of 
the milk of lime ; if the lime is of good quality it will be sufficient 
to neutralize it completely. If the lime is air slaked or impure, the 
right quantity can be ascertained by applying the ferrocyanide of 
potassium test. If the lime is deficient a drop of the ferrocyanide 

■ of potassium ^yellow prussiate of Potash) added to the mixture will 
turn brown. Add lime water till the drop of ferrocyanide of potas
sium remains colorless.”

Supposing you start with a barrel containing 100 
pounds of copper sulphate dissolved in 50 gallon* of water 
that would be one gallon of water to two pounds of copper 
sulphate. If you took two gallons of that and poured it in
to another barrel then you could add lime and put in 

casionul drop of ferrocyanide of potassium, and when y 
had enough of your lime as shown by the test then fill the 
barrel with water and the preparation is ready. You could 
thus keep your copper sulphate always ready for use ; and 
your lime slaked in another barrel and in a condition in 
which it will not deteriorate. Fresh lime should always 
be used, and the best way is to slake it in a barrel of water 
the water covering it will exclude the air and prevent 
change in its character.

To sum up, the work covering the season was success-
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fui in proportion as it was carefully done. Aside from my 
, work I. know of quite a number of people who ex

perimented in spraying,, and just in proportion as they were 
careful in making the applications so were they successful. 
Where the work was done in a slipshod manner then the 
beneficial results

own

.... , . were P^eed in the doubtful plane.
W here the instructions were carefully observed and carried 
out the results were most striking. *And it is my opinion 
based upon personal experience and observation, that where- 
ever this apple spot and other fungous diseases prevail that 
spraying will pay just in proportion as the work is conscien
tiously and carefully d

I have been interested in
one.

another subject during the 
past season about which I would like to make a few re
marks and that is witli reference to cold storage for the pre
servation of our perishable autumn fruits. In Chicago two 
years ago cold storage was used effectively and it “truck 
me that useful experiments could be carried on with a view 
to find out the effect of cold storage in preserving the dif
ferent classes of fruit. How the building should be 
structed, and its effect con-

tbe commercial marketing of our 
great product are also collateral questions. During the last 
season with the co-operation of the Montreal cold" storage 
company I have carried samples of the different fruits as 
they ripened for varying periods of time. Beginning with 
early apples and continuing with pears, plums, peaches and 
grapes the whole season was covered. I took out on Mon
day in coming through Montreal, this sample of Duchess.

may say that the apple was in perfect condition at that 
tune. With us at Ottawa it is difficult to keep the Duchess 
under ordinary conditions until our exhibitions in Septem-

Bartlett

on

pears placed in storage in September were in 
good condition for two months though some are still sound. 
In fact I ate some of these also on Monday. The peaches 
and in fact all stone fruits, did not keep satisfactorily more 
than 15 to 20 days; after that they did not actually rot but 
a process of decay took place, beginning at the stone and 
working out until the whole fruit became black. Such 
fruit as the J lemish Beauty and Anjou pears kept very well
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The temperature at winch fruits were stored remained uni
formly af degrees, possibly a degree lower would hav ■ 
been better. 1 also found fruit put up in wooden package, 
and each specimen wrapped in tissue paper kept better tint i 
those in baskets, either wrapped or unwrapped. Duplicat > 
samples were put in. Samples were wrapped in tissue 
paper and others were not. The samples which wer • 
wrapped kept the best.

The length of time which they will keep after they 
come out of storage is a question I am not able to inform 
you fully upon at the present tirfie. I just relate this be
cause I know you would like to know the work we are do
ing in this line. The cold storage question is one of vital 
importance to us as fruit growers and while we may not be 

t deterioration of quality, stone fruits 
! than two or three weeks, yet this 

may be long enough to tide over a critical period when the 
markets are glutted. The cold storage building which is 
helping us to carry out this work is entire y a separate in
stitution in Montreal I

able to hold, w 
for a period of

may say that i have grapes in 
there now in tine condition, just as nice as ever as regards 
flavor, firmness and clinging to the bunch and are in perfect 
condition at the present time. The question of the possi
bility of establishing a cold storage building in this district 
comes to your mind no doubt. The building in which 
these were stored is a large and very expensive one, and it 
would be too expensive for ordinary district warehouses; 
hut I think a much cheaper building could be construct
ed which would serve the purpose ; having the know
ledge along the line of the effect of the cold storage on the 
different fruits will help us when we are ready to construct 
district warehouses, it such are thought desirable.

GEORGE THOMPSON—Does the Bordeaux Mix
ture protect the fruit from the Codling Moth ?

PROF. CRAIG—We add Paris Green for insects— 
By adding the Paris Green which can be applied with per
fect safety you have a protection from the Codling Moth.

T. IT. PARKER—I would like to know if Prof. Craig 
has ever tried berries. I have not myself. But I had an



opportunity of observing them. I have seen blueberries 
earned the year around. Strawberries, where the atmos
phere was moderately dry with r. temperature of 34 deg.

Iieseconditions would suit raspberries—the atmosphere 
must be dry. Put the contrary is true in the ease of apples 
and pears—it should be slightly damp.

Returning to the spraying question. There is one
point would also like to make and that is: wliei purchas
ing a pump you should be sure to see that it is a brass lined 
pump that the bearings and valves are of brass; because 
the ordinary east iron pump will at best only last a season 
01 two. I he Ioronto Pump Company and the Shapley

'"1 ,rrn^"-v’ "f Br,l"tfor<R ""<1 there is also a firrn 
named Ilalliday & Mitchell, Clarksburg, Ontario, are all 
making good pumps. I have used samples of all three 
and I think they all could be used with satisfaction by fruit 
growers, the last pump I named is tin- strongest pump.
i ) OICE.—How high can you force a spray ? Ans
It will depend on your nozzle, and the force put upon it.
I have had no difficulty in covering trees twenty-five feet 
high when standing on a waggon on which was placed a 
platform and using ten feet of hose The important point 
about nozzles is economy. There is. no difficulty in et tine 
a nozzle which will send a stream over the highe tree 
the idea is to get a nozzle to throw the liquid in a misty 
h>nn. The \ ormorel and the McGowen 
best. are two of the

FORESTRY.
S. 1>. HENJAMIN, WOLFVII.I.E.

will first call your attention to the farmer in enter- 
termg on -his lands in a forest state,or partially cleared. If 
!° ,s mdustrious his chief ambition is to clear away the 
Orests as fast as possible and get clear fields to provide 
broad for his family. He sees no beauty in trees unless 
dead ones. He becomes so intent in clearing that he 
makes no provision for his wood supply, even for fuel
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Y no
purposes. I lie result has been that in the bent farming 
turns of pur country there is not an acre of the original 
threat* left, hence the natural result—impoverished farms. 
Brooks ami rivulets of water that once gave life ami pro- 
iluctiveness to the soil, now have dried up, and the fann- 
e~ finds himself unable to procure sufficient manures to 
secure as good crops as formerly grew on the land, and in 
many cases gives up in despair and leaves his land and 
country to his country’s loss. This is the natural 
quenee of not knowing the relationship between forest and 
farm. I lad he known, he would have left a few 
different sections of his farm of the natural forest which 
would not only act as a reservoir of moisture for his crops 
in other sections, but provide ample fuel by systematic cut
ting without reducing the forest acreage. Therefore our 
country has suffered to an enormous extent by this indis
criminate cutting of forests and as a speedy remedy is re
quired, L would suggest as a commencement, to give the 
whole country an idea and arousing them to the great 
necessity ot preserving the remaining forests and replant
ing on sections already destroyed; Our government should 
take it in hand at once and engage a competent man who 
understands Arboriculture and Sylviculture, scientifically 
and experimentally, to address the people throughout the 
country and arouse them to a sense of the loss they 
sustaining, individually, as well as the public at large. I 
would also suggest that, arrangements should be made to 
enable our worthy Professor of Horticulture here to add 
Arboriculture and Sylviculture to bis now progressive Hor
ticulture class, and that this may be the pioneer society of 
Nova Scotia, in advancing the study and practice of fores
try. Imagine what our eountry would have been had we 
been taught to know that blocks of trees were valuable 
and really an assistant to growth of our crops ; and had 
we considered any spare time wuli spent planting trees or 
culling and curing for trees, instead of thinking 
that trees were next kin to an enemy. This has especially 
been the ease in nearly all new sections; even on poor lands 
when no crops would pay, the forest has been cut down ami 
burnt and often exposed the bare rocks which were especi-

see-
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«lly adapted for trocs and

r^7w-^si^5Ssn?5!5
! 3o tinT*r WV ,,re; lmt tl,v.V "‘‘v‘‘r had boon told or 
taught that there was much or any affinity between forest
aim andohmaio, therefore they never realized anything

,IH 111 Hbo,lt the same condition to- 
‘ } * and this is why it is necessary to instruct our people 

especially in back sections, in the great necessity of pro* 
tecting our remaining forests.

Our forests are being badly destroyed by fires,in most 
eases carelessly or wilfully set, and man will set fires? re
gardless whether it burns green forests or not, simply be
cause ,t has never entered his mind that it is anv injury 
to the country at large, lie knows nothing about the 
nect,on between forest, tkrm and climate, he simply 
not realize that there is any value in it except to the 
who owns it, and it may be some satisfaction to „ 
o ...jure the owner, not realizing any public loss. There- 

’ 1 tbmk the cas is urgent to send a lecturer to tell 
he people through II sections and explain the necessity 

of protecting remaining forests or patches of trees over the
stroved™ rr'rmg H1!"'1 t,Ri !'furul tbr^ bave been de- 
jr )} d. I believe this would do-more good than any strin-
f 1 1 '-ivv against setting fires. Many people who do not
imlerstaml the business, have an idea that lumbering de

stroNs our forests. 1 his is a mistake. Cutting timber for
mill purposes never reduces the forest acreage, it simply
cuts out grown timber, still leaving an unbroken forest
'Mth young growth to take the place of the larger timber

con-
does
man 

a had man

f°""Wi"g ex,rai'1 trom
“ Tree culture increases 

more ways than one. the fertility of the soil. It does so in
lection which Je wood,

tint heat and extreme cold, as also to the shelter from the blasting 
influence of dry and arid winds. Woods, moreover prevent the

:;Z° 80,1 bVV;lShmg,i l times °f heavy rainfalls. But the influence Of woods on sot! is not merely negative, they break up and loose.uhe
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lower layers by the operation of the tree roots. They add largely t 
the fertility of the surface soil by the great mass of vegetable 
which falls upon it from the trees and then turns into humus. The 
tendency of all this is to raise the temperature of the soil and to 
render it capable of maintaining nigher forms of vegetable life than 
it produced before it grew a crop of trees: examples of the truth of 
this may be found in many parts of our country.

There is no need to enlarge upon the great advantage that is 
derived from the shelter that is provided by plantations. The agri
cultural value of the adjoining land is thereby increased substantially 
to greater extent indeed than would be readily believed by those who 
have not observed the matter narrowly. It may be doubted if land- 
owners and others in weighing the “pros’1 and “cons” of planting, 
attach sufficient value to the important consideration of the shelter 
provided by the woods. The agricultural value of large areas of 
land may be sensibly increased by the judicious formation of adja
cent plantations. It is but fair that the plantations should be credit
ed with the ambunt of this increase. It is more than probable that 
if this was universally and faithfully done, the woodlands would in 
many instances stand higher than they do in the estimation of their 
owners. It may be stated as a general rule, based on and verified 
by actual practical experience, both in England and Scotland, that 
land which is from various reasons unfit for arable occupation, will, 
if brought under sylvicultural crops and subjected to rational and 
careful management, at the end of seventy years pay the proprietor 
nearly three times the sum of money that he would have received 
from any other crop upon the same piece of ground.”

PROF. CRAIG said this is a very important subject. 
We have a practical demonstration of the value of forest 
belts on the experimental farm in the North Western ter
ritories—forests are unknown on the North Western prai
ries. There was a most decided increase in the crops which 
grew next to the shelter belts—and this was on account of 
the fact that they hold a greater quantity of 
ter, and therefore the soil is watered to a greater extent, 
than when the land is away from the sheltered belt. He 
would also urge upon the people the conservation of the 
forests from a financial standpoint.

DR. CHI PM AN—said that in the early history of this 
country it was necessary to hew down the forests to make 
the homestead and the farm. But at present the forest 
trees were largely cut down for manufacturing purposes,

matter
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BY A. P. RE-ID.

I w, r|'hJ lieat,of the 8,1,1 18 not availed of as it might he 
\\c n ] know how serviceable it is in the cold house Hussi 
and “cohl frames,” and yet this knowledge haa not C 
made use of in the way that it would benefit us the most 
in eold weather. As an illustration of my idea 1 will de 
tail a jdan that I adopted last year and 'have been much 
1-loased with the results. The residence at Métaux was 
surrounded on the east and south I,y a verandah enclosed 
Mth glass, using ordinary 12 light sashes (10 x 14 inch 
panes) which are so arranged that they can slide past one
There are'°4 of T r w,|ile closing tight together in winter, 
bevond thé I f 086 sashes enclosing a space about 12 feet 
•lurnd the house and surrounding it. On the west side I

expect to put up the ordinary sloping conservatory roof 
runnmg down nearly to the level of' the ground. °

he ro<>f of the verandah is almost fiat, as it is intend- 
for a promenade, on level of second story, and is cover

ed \Mth hemp canvas, oiled and painted, and supported by 
1* UK:h 8Pr"w sheathing on 2xfi inch joists. The windows 
do not come within three feet of the floor, which is raised 
< >ove ic ground and 6 inches below the level of the floor
wit h' ÏT' i rhe,8p.ace bel<)"’ t,lti windows is boarded 

th inch lumber, plain jointed, with the joints covered by
a batten or weatherstrip, so that it is tight as far as the

AVAILABLE but unused warmth.

f f',e pr;>,In;'t| ;Vi'8 exported. He thought some reme-
1 8fCpK 8,'ou,'.,l « ^ke,, on this question' to save the trees 

I its much as possible, and that the 
increasing year hv year.

N. I\ BEYdAMIX—said he thought I)r. Chipman
m fifiv Si T*k"n’ ',,eI,Un,beriu«* 1,1,1 '">t eut oneTree 

•1 •; rfh1e1da,,mSe was largely done by settlers ID 
*."d it would be well to show the settlers the advantage of
!.v'r™p"»gg«t 'CV'"1 the ...... .

rate of denudation was
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weather is concerned, and yet will allow shrinking of lum
ber, if such there be. The advantages are :

1st. 1 The walls of the house are protected from the 
frost and cold winds, and the house cannot cool very rapid
ly, so that the internal heat is conserved.

2nd. The heat of the sun is utilized and to 
tent stored, because, as has long been known, the heat 
direct from the sun

some ex-
ravs

pass through glass with but little hin
drance, but the r'fleeting heat which radiates from other 
sources, finds its way very slowly through glass. Hence, 
the sun’s rays pass t hrough it and are absorbed by the walls 
of the building and other objects on the verandah and the 
neat retained there until it becomes slowly dissipated.

3rd. By a little attention, house and other plants can 
be kept grepn all the winter and the view from the win
dows includes something which is a contrast to the snow or 
bleak landscape.

I
i

i
(

i
t
h
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4th. The verandah can be used ii. spring as a large 
“ glass frame ” for forcing early vegetables and thus 
ble us to counteract the disability 
our late and cold springs.

v
ena-

we labor under owing to
r
ti
1
ii5th. In the fall many vegetables such as tomatoes 

have not ripened, and it is very desirable to have some r hel- 
tered place where they can be exposed to the sun and as 
well be convenient!) handled. Such an addition as I have 
described, fills the want.

w
tt
m
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6th. By the use of artificial heat in winter it can he 
converted into a veritable hot house with all the advan
tages of comfort, convenience and plant production which 
this addition implies.

7th. In summer, with the windows open, it is cool and 
creates a draught and thus while it shades it tempers the 
heat of the hot

TI
an
nu
ticsun.

8th. Appearances and gene, al convenience are items 
worth considering and it adds a large amount of valuable 
floofspace where it is of the most service.

9th. To ladies who like a winter flower garden (and
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" llo°8 not ?) all<1 a proper place to keep their plants with
H.,fficienteXnut8Uto’ I" ? I"*"'!'" <>f tt,is “'Ration in
umcient, not to speak t the educating and refininy in 

Hnenccs on the family who would he pro.nl of such a 1^,,"
f 1 Th*!aT “M,i .llnt‘,,n9 of the individual can have much 
.0 0 with the details. It might he preferable in the 
jonty of cases to use the ... — ina-

«•“T ...  » 'I,, «way
residence would he the guide as to these details Houses 
which face the north are under a disadvantage, but a clear
ditions. ^ " "’iinte,! W°U,‘' '“««* plJf, to »ft com

I have added other constructions so as to carry out a 
system of heating and ventilation. The interior of 

the house is also arranged in conformity therewith and if 
-«designed to distribute an*ahundance of warm !dr ’wUho,
uith dasT nUH0 aml Withi" the enclosed area surrounded
v\itl glass. I have not yet had sufficient experience of the 
result o be able to speak confidently as to U^ new dm 
ure and I may give you the results at a future time 

However I have seen enough to show that we are nedect 
mg a gratuitous supply of healthy and life-dviny 1,e-,t
teX'Zn't'p* th7°M draUg,'“ °,lr •'»*>«?» »in-
er wIth the other advantages above detailed, 

no it they were sufficiently understood 
“"'y be appreciated but utilized.

new

>ar-

and I doubt 
they would noton

fv>

£

Wednesday evening was devoted to a public meeting 
he spacious College hall was tilled with an enthusiastfc 

and appreciative audience On th* ^ UIUIU81aatit

?P="«1 the meeting with *"r- A'
oigelow introduced Rev. E. M. 
lege, as the first speaker.

prayer, and President 
Keirstead, of Acadia Col-
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i’rofessor Kierstead, 
loud and enthusiastic applause :

Mr. President and .Members ok the Fruit Growers’ 
Association, Ladies and Gentlemen,—During the meetings 
you have had the fast two days, you have been discussing 
practical themes ami 1 have no doubt the discussion will 
he ot direct and practical advantage to the work, which 
von have in hand. No topic was assigned me, and so I 
have had to evolve one from the purpose that has brought 
you together.

I have, therefore, asked what might be suggested by 1 
the fact that you assemble herein the halls of the Collegt 
and ask a Professor to address you ; from the fact that y< 
meetings are of an educational character ; from the fact 
that vou have with great courage, foresight and liberality, 
established «a School of Horticulture here ; and from the 
tact, as 1 understand, that you are seeking to secure an ex
perimental station in this vicinity as a further aid to the 
ndnstry you represent, and I have thought that 1 should 

he in harmony with your purpose and these circumstances 
by speaking upon
THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES OF THE AURICULTURIST ANH

FRUIT GROWER.
The value to the community of any profession depends 

in part upon tlie value it has in the minds of the members 
of that profession. It they see no power in their work, 
nothing in it which will expand their minds as men, they 
will he inclined to leave it or he inefficient in it; but if they 
know that to practise their profession they must, constantly 
study and grow there is given an assurance of the success 
of that profession. So it" our young men are to be induced 
to take hold of the work of Agriculture for life they must 

that it has opportunities for growth in knowledge, for 
genuine culture. If I can show you that your work admits 
or requires this development of mind I shall do some
thing to make the work attractive to young men and so 
strengthen you.

Now it must be admitted at once that agriculture will 
require toil,—some drudgery, it may be. But so will any 
occupation or profession if you mean to do anything in it.

rising, was greeted with It on "»g,
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You must, remember also that if you take any other
aiTnotof n°" "f" ”"ly gVt the c,,ltilry of that occupation 
an i not of all professions. Some young men seem to think
hat it they can get away from the farm they will „et all 

men6' Th-10-" 0t •' liVVy, r’il physician and all the learned
Tl en ,1 nnV8*m,,8t tilkc °"]7<>"Gbusiness, 
tl, ,V ; 1 y t ,at inculture itself is degrading but
that it has compensations ; that you must work eleven 
months, hut you will have a vacation of one month. That
oJmanS.' ti"'1 "Ur work itse" helpfl.1 t„

i„, : “ lr«w .loo* the lift, of an agricuhnr-
st or of a fruit grower or of these combined afford an op- 

portumty for edueatmna! growth to those engaged therein?’’
.. , ’ ,r8î’ dl8m188 y°l,r prejudice against the occupa
tion and look tor the powder and nobility in it. Whether 
«’e find culture or not, in our business, largely depends 
ourselves, on the way in which we view our work Two 
me, engage in trade. One seeks only his own interest and 
adeToT'11 Uït; th/ other studies the relation of his
o1s madflhfler a< eS arn 8eek8 to 8erve his fellow men and 
o is made a man as well as a tradesman. Two men engage
n polities. One seeks only his own fame and gain and hefn 

80 doing lose his soul ; the other looks into 
of a nation t

i
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S 1, ---- 1 the meaning
made n bmaA mmamty and seeking to serve his nation is 
made a broad, generous, noble man. So in agriculture if 
you go to it assured that it holds culture for you, as the 
college does to the earnest student, you will not fail to find

Secondly, look at the nature of education and 
turc ot your work.
geJa) T,ig first step in education is to learn how to ob- 
ene Now, the farmer must be an observer. Tie must 

know how his land looks, how his crops flourish, how his 
trees are doing, how his animals thrive. He must use his
ShL yT hortic?ltural -•-»»' help, thu pL*

| g ltly- Thcn when y°u have your facts you must com-
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bine them ; first you analyze your soil ; then you bring soil 
and seed together, and so you get constructive power. 
This is education. And because you must test your mental 
work by experiments you are kept more closely to facts 
than others: you are nearer truth than in speculation. 
There is no teacher like mother nature.

(b) There is growth of judgment.

i
i
t
c
k
.1
PHere you must 

act every day in several elements of knowledge ; you must 
keep your accounts, you must change methods, you must 
experiment, and so you grow in soundness of mind, in 
judgment. Agriculture is becoming a science and challenges 
study of all its followers. Their living is in their knowledge; 
they must grow.

(c) Tie can grow in general knowledge. A farmer 
has more leisure time to read, than other men. Most ofthe 
winter and a part of the summer evenings, can be spent in 
literature, and the realms of the intellectual world 
brought to his door. He has time for it, while those of us 
who are engaged in other professions, have to spend until 
midnight at our books. These men, who are so happily 
interested in their homes, enrich their minds with the 
great standard works of history, obtain a knowledge of 
municipal affairs, and of this great throbbing life, in the 
midst of which we live; and so far as the intellectual train
ing and enrichment of the mind, is concerned, t he farmer 
has the advantage. His opportunity is there. Let him 
use it.
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can(d) The opportunities for aesthetic and moral culture 

are not wanting. A man goes abroad and witnesses state 
pageants and thinks he secs beauty ; but Solomon, in all 
his glory was not arrayed like the lilies in the midst of 
which the farmer always lives. If you study the master
pieces in the great galleries, what are they but an imitation 
of nature that is always before you ? Mow you have land
scape gardening, the adorning of the homestead with trees, 
and all devices for adding beauty to the country. No won
der poets like Goldsmith give such sweet pictures of 
rural life and show how it enters into the souls of men. ■ 
There the moral training is superior. Nature is stern 
as well as gentle and you must obey her. This makes
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life of our population depends upon you, the agriculturists 
and horticulturists, and the fact that you thus contribute so 
freely to the nation’s activities ought to impart dignity and 
self-respect to every man engaged therein—a solrespect 
which is in itself educative. This Valley has received 
million dollars out of horticulture for the past year’s crops. 
You have added that much to the wealth of your country 
—one million dollars for the building up and development 
of your schools, colleges, newspapers, for the acquisition of 
more magazines, more teachers, more professors, and for 
all institutions of benevolent and charitable objects. It is 
something for the agriculturists and the horticulturists to 
rejoice in, if they can add one million dollars to the wealth 
of the country. It is manifestly worth more than a million 
to us in the development of our resources, for it is the seed- 
grain of tile harvest of many millions yet to 
fore let us rejoice in the progress we have made. You are 
benefactors.

Take a farmer as he drives to the city on his load of 
produce. Why, he carries the staff of life. He raises the 
food for mankind, he is carrying something down to th ; 
city to feed the little children in their homes, that is to he 

■ the new7 life of the world. God’s afflicted ones in the hos
pitals, that are to be strengthened and made healthy; for 
all the people. Why, he ought to be proud—and the 
driver of that team, should rejoice that he is permitted to 
carry this golden grain to the people. Do you suppose the 
disciples were ashamed, when Christ distributed the loaves 
to the five thousand ? Do you suppose there was false hu
mility on their part, when Christ took the loaves from their 
hands? Those wrho recurve the loaf and give it to others, 
have they not a right to rejoice in their occupation ?

Take a half dozen oflicers from the army, with their 
red coats and their bloody habiliments upon them, with 
their swords and daggers with them. Let them meet half 
a dozen farmers with their spades and their ploughs, and 
the military men will look down upon the farmers, but that 
does not matter so much. The trouble is that the farmers 
often look down upon themselves, and allow themselves to 
be considered lower in the work of humanity. Now7, the
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LW r r?h tl,e ”,1!,hl7 man bears, may have some honor 
it has been useu in the defence of a righteous cause,but 

Vitlle niea,18> sometimes,ot an aggressive warfare, which 
deals out death and destruction to God’s creatures, obliter- 
dtmg human life, and all the havoc of war— destroying 
property and all that is beautiful to behold, bringing death 
and destruction in its tram. Look at the men whl, the 
spades they are the objects of honor, they have been at 
war with the earth to win thereout, bread for the children 
of men Here is the sword that stands for destruction ai-
■md ti,Î7Vr?' H,t lL' 8pa?.e.tbr everything, constructive, 
and that is best in human life. The man who hears the
spade, should lie not he honored? Which occupation is 
’he most permanent ? Is it the military man’s or the far- 
mers Is it the men of the spade and plough, or of the 
sword ‘ for the sword shall be bent into plough shares, 
ami the spear into pruning hooks.” The occupation of 
the argicultunst is continuous until the dav the Lord shall 
come. It seems to me that if we only had ‘titles of distinc
tion to be conferred upon the farmers, who are truly worthy 
of them they would gather around that work with confi- 
dence and dignity glory and honor, that is commensurate 
until the life and business of the world (applause.)

-Now, we have another aspect of the case. What is 
the best contribution, which the country makes to the citv 
and world s life ? There are some good people who *
°t tanners. There are some good merchants and lawyers 
îere are a great many good ministers, some good profes

sors (applause), where did all those come from » Did 
ever know any number of them who reached 
eminence who were raised ir a city ? Did they not 
from the farms and from the country? If you want good 
preachers you will have to go to the despised and neglected 
ountry It is the hoys and girls in your homes, who are 
ung educated by this magical power, the magic word 

that rules m the Anglo Saxon, the power of associations in 
<> ii home that make the best contributions to the world, 

on are raising hoys and girls to make a better life
’r,\We uaVe at Prt:8ent' (applause). You, who arc in the 

country, have the intellect, and you will determine the
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t power and the future life ot the country. You arc tin- 
head ot the nation, and have all the responsibilities bclong- 
ing to those win initiate the movements of the nation. 
You can rejoice in it without tear or trembling. [ would 
have the farmers see their relation to all other occupations, 
that they have energy for the maintenance and support of 
a free government, and th ; bringing to all people in our 
in our land, the truth that. God has given to us, in order 
that, the man himself may have the best culture in his 
eration.

) .

gen-

in a word, gentlemen, let yonr sons see the facts ; let 
thorn know that agriculture, the chief industry of Canada, 
demands vigor of intellect as well as of arm, that it provides 
for close study and constant increase of knowledge, that it 
cultivates the ethical nature and suggests religious aspira
tions, that it delates its followers in a helpful way to the 
nation and to humanity, and surely they will hesitate be
fore selling their birthright for a precarious existence in 
less favorable conditions. Thus, illuminated by intelligence 
and elevated by motion, he will daily grow in the freedom 
the truth alone can give and in age will “gc not. like the 
quarry slave, scourged to his dungeo 1 ; but like one who 
wraps the drapery of his couch about him and lies down 
to pleasant dreams.” \Z

I
Prof. Keirstead’s address was heard with intense inter

est by the immense audience present, and will he long re
mem uered as perhaps the most eloquent and scholarly 
tion ever delivered before the Association.

V
ora-
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I rof. Craig was then introduced by the President and 
spoke as follows :

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—•
The very flattering introductory remarks of your Pre

sident increases the natural diffidence which I feel in ap
pearing on the platform before an audience, so large, anil 

mposed of so many intellectual lights. It has been my 
privilege, and when I say privilege, I mean it, to have met
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with the Horticulturists of the Province at more or less
frequent intervals during the past four years, and it gives

pleasure tl> wiy that the recollection of these visits^ has 
a ways men of the most pleasing character. While they
a teiredbmm 'sJ<T |kVI-anh0ne8t,>' 8aytl,at 1 ha™ »ewr 
artem ed one so full of interest and so instructive as that
which has been held here this evening. that
by myseifînd'r referml T01* kindl>’to e,forts made

rTT1*"'"1 gentlemen, that alter liste',mi,.
Imm voufr'ii ’’ '!Tt,"g,'..... . with“' i'istruetive address*
iill'lKtMeatVtl' fVf'l Cllt’ T'' Ki",itea,lt 1 "«T»'»

it nonestythatl feel more than rcnaitl for anv trouble or 
teonvet tettee which I may have experienced^ in oomitta 

'"Unto licet you. His address is full of inspiration ami 
s length, md the words which he has uttered should in 
.ptre ever fruit grower .ml farmer preaetu wÛh m, Z
' °"j " 6" l<,me: “'I'1 pursue hie chosen calling with re- 

newed ene^y and vigor. r think that the mombereof
ciation of Nova Scotia have exccl-

ir ms Demi mv , • -i jr,'ltula^on- As I have said before, 
r uns been my privilege during the past three or four
uars to visit you at intervals and I have thus had an on 
portunity „| watching the growth and development of the 
Association and the objects which it aims to pLore
What mtWH?»" °k • Vf r®m*"ded of an old and some- 

hat pathetu story which lias been staged in the interests 
^the tempera,ice cause entitle,! -Ten night, in a C
Zm „„ ,! iïrJ 18 101,1 !’3' 11 tr"vc,|er "■h<> visited a bar-
and the store olT ’^T" Wi.th W intervals 1,etwee;,.

1 V 8tory of these visits epiet gradually the natun
decadence and downfall of a man who left an honorehie 

f®V lnt° itsJ habits and finally into disgrace by 
gmg in tippling and in selling strong drink TilsSr ''>!>" .to .h= lowered ,t simnie

sZpeir„hp';0r:“.on'- °niy ,m= — >«**

ttr^ow iz? sa: ït»£1“™* "
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to observe the gradual, steady, but sure, upward progress 
of your Association in the lines calculated to advance tin* 
fruit-growing interest, and each visit confirms

t

ray opinion
more than ever that the future success ot this society, par
ticularly now it has that valuable adjunct, tbe Horticultur
al School, is assured. It seems to me that the secret of your 
success is the same main-spring which leads to 
nearly all ot life’s callings ; viz : perseverance. You have 
selected a line ot work and you have strictly adhered to 
that line, and going straight along with a definite purpose 
in view, thus the object has been more easily obtained. 
Knowing what you wanted and working towards that end 
has been the great secret of your success. You have had 
presented to you in the scholarly address of l’rof. Kierstead 
the {esthetic and ethical side of horticulture. I shall 
deavor to interest you for a tew moments along a somewhat 
allied line, and shall try to introduce in the course of 
remarks, something of a practical nature.

The relationship of the plant to the animal, at first 
seems very distinct and to the ordinary observer the differ
ence between the plant and the animal is so clear as to 
render any discussion on the subject almost absurd, but as 
we pass from the higher forms of the animal and the high
er forms of the plant to the lower forms of each kingdom, 
we find that the lines gradually converge and when we 
reach the lowest and most poorly organized individual in 
each kingdom we find that the distinction is purely 
arbitrary one, that is to say, it is impossible to say wheth
er the individual be plant or animal. In looking at the 
plant kingdom one is impressed with the utter dependence 
of the animal kingdom upon it for its existence.

While the plants have the power of absorbing from 
the air and the soil and assimilating for themselves the nu
trition stored up in crude form in these media, the animal 
is entirely unable to take from the soil or the air and assi
milate food which is not already organized, so that in a 
broad way it is the function of the plant to assimilate and 
organize food for the animal, and in this respect the plant 
kingdom really stands between the animal kingdom and 
starvation. There are many interesting thoughts in con-
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nection with the natural function 
which I would like 
not admit.

If you permit me, I shall endeavor to explain to von 
, ■ VV(?"der/ul process in the plant kingdom “ bv 

ch the plant is able to reproduce its kind. " This as
unis n°To un?6 f reti °!''eet in Iifeof P’ants and ofimi- 

understand how reproduction takes place I 
shall have to ask your attention for a few minutes while

ZS ifru,‘ rr ",C flower tPZol P"rt a,,<l tllc role »Wch it play, in „ed

StPF^ i:
ness of an orchard.
niarkS80weere°ftThePraCtiC^P^nt-8 brouSht out h'* re- 
marks were The necessity for mtermingling varieties for

ie purpose of greater fertilisation, especial 1^ in the case
'.} )n< grapes, and also in the case of a number of well 

known, varieties of apples and pears.
1 rot. Craig’s address was of much interest and 

warmly received by the audience.
\ni v,0rna'^ *t”!rin^ addresses were made bv J B
-Jx/aEfSTfea “'.ft wh?iCW[,:
A^Asmc'' (“""''n encouragement’and good wished for 
bv Messrs E^H 1° f°r the evening was furnished

»dr=j2rdie,,ce ™

of animals and plants 
to present to you, but time will fS-ti$
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THURSDAY.
<

tA PROVINCIAL TOUR. (
\

I'ROF. KAVILLE.

<1Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—

Attention to duty has made it impossible for 
to prepare a paper on this subject, but I will make a few re
marks which 1 trust will prove of interest. The memories of 
my pleasant tour ot the province during the past summer 
will never be forgotten ; I also cherish many pleasing re
membrances of the hospitality extended to me by the 
Fruit Growers and people of Nova Scotia. For over two 
weeks my,trip lay through parts of the province where 
the trees were laden with apple blossoms, all of which goes 
to showr the diversity of climate, soils and locations, a 
large part of which proves ot great wrorth to the develop
ment and advance of the fruit industry. My first call 
was at Annapolis; here I found considerable progress 
being made in spraying and combatting insect
pests. The nursery of Mr. Clarke is a very valu
able addition to that part of the valley. Digby County 
and Bear River, noted for its cherries, was at its best. The 
fruit was just forming; trees measuring from 2 to 3 feet in 
diameter may be found here. A few miles inland from the 
town of Weymouth are many fine young orchards of apples, 
plums, etc.; and orchards, where protected from winds by 
shelter belts, seemed to be doing well, even on the shores of 
St. Mary’s Bay, although pruning and cultivation are sadly 
neglected. The striking feature of Yarmouth is its beauti
ful hedges. These hedges serve also as a protection tea- 
gardens and orchards. They are composed chieHy of Scotch 
Hawthorn, Native Spruce and a few Scotch Beech. 
At the time of my visit the hawthorn was in bloom making 
perhaps one of the finest hedges of our country. In winter, 
the spruce takes the lead. Over twenty graperies may be 
counted in Yarmouth, the principal varieties of grapes 
grown being Black Hamburg and Black Prince. Yarmouth 
is beset with fogs and needs protection in order to grow or-
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Little has been done in Liverpool in the line of 
irmt raising. At Milton, Mr. Freeman has a young fruit 
farm and at Caledonia hardy fruits of all kinds are grown 
Bridgewater and its surrounding country, I am sure many 
of you will bear me out in saying, by climate and position, 
18 naturally as well adapted to fruit growing as any part of 
,va ^c®t,a- IIere we tinfl peaches, apricots, plums, apples, 

etc., of the known commercial varieties, grov big with suc
cess. Mr. ITebb’s orchard during the last season produced 
over 0 barrels of annles. The Diana grape ripens here.

i. Progress is needed in spraying and care e
Lunenburgnear atNew Germany fruit tract

I next visited Pictou county. ____
s'bihtiea for fruit growing. Many orchards a e been al
lowed to run down but are still determined to produce fruit 
''"'‘where properly cared for are proving profitable. New 
orchards are being set out. Mr. Harris, a few miles from 
Dctou has quite a large orchard. I found among the

are bearing well.
>08-

vari-

chard fruits. Small fruits do comparatively well, but plums 
ami cherries are not a success. A few miles inland a differ
ent aspect is presented, some varieties of plums and cherries 
were found doing well. Here they grow the Ben Davis, 
Baldwin, Gravenstein and Grimes’ Golden. In the vicinity 
or 1 usket and along the Clyde River numerous small or
chards are found, and in instances where proper care has 
been taken of them, abundant crops have been produced.
n P1? tPVV." °* Shelburne,which a few years ago imported 

a I its fruit,18 now supplied by home production. The land 
along the Jordan River is proving its capability in the pro
duction of fruit. In this vicinity cranberries are grown 
with success. Mr. McGill in Shelburne County is perhaps 
the largest cranberry producer in the province, shipping 
over 200 barrels last year. There are hundreds of acres of 
land along the south shore as suitable for cranberry culture 
as any of the noted cranberry lands of the New England 
. fates Not only in Shelburne County but in many other 
parts of the province are tracts of land adapted to this in
dustry.

I
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t
eties of apples grown in his orchard, Alexander, Astracan, 
Duchess, Kings, Ribston and wliere the Gravenstein was 
properly worked on hardy stocks it also was thriving. This 
seems to he the proper way to grow tender varieties in 
these localities. In New Glasgow I visited the Shaw plum 
orchard now owned by Mr. Morrow. Over two-thirds of 
the trees were suffering with what is, commonly known as 
hide bound on the stock, that, is the stock upon which the 
graft is made is much smaller and as the tree above devel
ops, the stock below gradually becomes bark bound. This 
is remedied by slitting through the outer bark of the stock 
with a knite from grait to ground, thus loosening the bark 
and permitting growth to take place. From this orchard 
of ten acres, in ten years it is said Mr. Shaw cleared about 
$10,000 In a portion of the orchard is an acre or so of 
gooseberries and currants.

Antigonish was the next place 1 visited, and here 1 
found that the orchards were neglected to a large extent. 
The fruit is hardier but smaller than the fruit you have in 
the Annapolis Valley. Mr. Kirk has a good orchard and 
there are several others in the vicinity of the town.

Many of you have the idea that Cape Breton is very 
cold and bleak and nothing but a fishing country and will 
he surprised when I tell you that small fruits grow luxur
iantly all over the Island. In Inverness county, fruit trees 
do not do well unless well protected. But in the vicinity 
of North Sydney and Sydney you find fruit trees flourish
ing. In North Sydney whore the trees are protected, I 
found plums and apples doing well and at Point Aconi, 
seven miles from there I found several of the hardier var
ieties growing with success. I would like to mention a 
point with respect to Sydney in regard to the development 
of plums; the maturity of the fruit there is about three 
weeks later than here. Captain Morgan, from three plum 
trees received $13, $14 and $15 respectively. And so you 
see Cape Breton in one sense is a fruit raising country. 
They are not troubled with the Curculio but some with the 
Black Knot.

In Guysboro intervale is especially adapted to fruit 
growing but thus far but little attention has been given to
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rthis industry, 
that plums 
and where trees 
they have been

Mr. Me Nutt of Truro, has demonstrated 
be grown successfully in Colchester County 
were properly cured for in vicinity of Truro 

a success.
In Cumberland County I was accorded the warmest 

liospitahty by Col. Blair at the Experimental Farm And 
I would adv.se any of you, if you possibly can, to pay your 
experimental tarn, a visit and observe the many praHi-a 
essons exhibited there in drainage and cultivation. In 

< orchard there may be found some seventy varieties of 
apples, a urge percentage of which are doing well. The 
ugh winds in the larger portions of the county are disan
nuls o the orchards. Windbreaks should be established 
o obtain best results. At West River, River Philip an 

I ngwash, fruit growing is fast becoming a staple indLn
I., conclusion I would say that great results are beii,»- 

attained throughout the Province in fruit growing. There 
s no part of the Province but- that some fruit can be 
-used with profit. The large variety of soils makes the 

apple grow successfully. Peaches require a light soil 
plums heavy soils, strawberries light, but moist. More at
tention to drainage is needed, and more f
demanding of varieties of fruits best lited to climatic 
conditions. More attention should be given to cultivation 

> orchards and spraying for prevention and destruction
KUthis b • i,,8eCt P!8tSl More thorough work all 

along this hue is the means by which fruit growing will 
he raised to a higher standard. g

Dr. Chipman said that in connection with the Ilorti 
cultural School Professor Faville had solved a question

' to get at Se ditt ^ for years Htl<1 thilt was how
o get a the different counties of the Province-the ques

tion of bringing the people in the different parts of the
aPnd heCtVn W,th flu> Fruit Growers’ Association,
snolî- t lOUg , ‘e 8U^e9tion of' establishing branch as- 
and each8ofntrC| 'vas paramount importance
iheProiindal C as^'at.ons could be connected with
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he cume to learn. In the County of Halifax there 
is not a great deal of fruit growing done. He felt that he 
had been more than repaid already by hearing the differ
ent addresses. He was very pleased that he had corne and 
hoped to learn much more before the meeting closed.

FERTILIZERS FOR THE ORCHARDS.

BY FRANK T. SHUTT, M. A., CHIEF CHEMIST, DOMINION EXPERIMENT, L
FARMS.

In common with other members of the plant world, 
orchard trees absorb and assimilate their food from the soil 
and from the atmosphere.

With the food taken from the air we need not, in this 
paper, concern ourselves. Its source is practically inex
haustible. Chemical investigation and carefully conducted 
field experiments,have conclusively shown, on the contrary, 
that the continued growth and removal of crops slowly 
but very surely exhausts the ground of those available ele
ments of plant food present normally in fertile virgin soils.

Of these soil elements, practical experience has shown 
that generally it is only necessary to replace, by manures or 
fertilizers, three, viz : Nitrogen, Phosphoric acid and Pot
ash. These are consequently known as the essential ele
ments of fertility. Further, it has been proved that unless 
these materials are abundantly present in available forms 
in the soil, vigorous growth and lucrative yields of fruit 
and general farm produce cannot be obtained, 
statements do not in any way conflict with what might be 
said regardingthe necessity to plant and fruit development 
of a favorable climate, a sufficiency of soil moisture and 
the right mechanical condition or tilth of the soil.

Every year, therefore, that we market an apple crop, 
every year that the fallen leaves are allowed to be blown 
away and lost, so much Nitrogen, Phosphoric acid and 
Potash have been removed from their storehouse, the soil.
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to be maintained.
flie fruit and the leaves are the chief products of the

ifa 'i'nake il" a.'"U,al (lemaml «Pou the soil. Since 
their fertilizing constituents are, as a rule, lost largely to
rffthiSi? co,,8idcr the extei- «*■£•*
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Canada. The analytical data and the deductions made

m length in the reports for 1890 and 
1894, to which volumes the members of this association 
îe erred. It must suffice to state here one or two of the 
chief results of this work, and then proceed to a practical 
application of the truths they so plainly teach

m
' r *teleare
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APPLES : THE LEAVES.

In 1,000 pounds of mature, though still 
leaves there are :

Nitrogen...........
Phosphoric acid 
Potash...............

III
i ft* ,

green, apple
IP
18.87 lbs. 

1.94 “ 
8.92 “

If we assume the weight of the leaves produced by a 
mJr°WIi ï8® Ï be 50 1,)s- (a merely approximate esti-

“re 40 tree> t0 tbe “cre- « "fai"
full

in , 'fl'i
M

il
Per acre.
17.74 lbs. 
3.88 “ 
7.84 “

Nitrogen...........
Phosphoric acid 
Potash...............

of ,JhZj'r?rre ref"“n‘ approximate!, the amount, 
lt.“‘;EeLm8redlent8 WithdraW" ~ acre h,

whetWtv'f Vf-" th° P°Wfcr of every orchardist to say 
hether this fertilizing material shall be annually lost to his
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orchard or not. By fermentation and decay this plant food 
may be made readily available, and hence the economy of 
using the leaves as absorbents for liquid manure in the 
compost heap or by ploughing them under, that they may 
decompose in the soil.

Since the leaves of the tree in addition to their princi
pal role as carbonic acid assimilators, perform the very im
portant functions of respiration and digestion, it is at 
apparent that for a vigorous growth of the tree and 
abundant development of its fruit, a large number of heal
thy leaves are required. For this, let me repeat, readihj 
available forme of Nitrogen, Phosphoric Acid and Potash 
must be present in the soil.

Let us remember that leaves take a considerable 
amount of fertilizing material from the soil ; secondly, that 
leaves are essential not only to the life of the tree, but to 
the production of its fruit ; and lastly, that in feeding the 
leaves we are indirectly feeding the fruit.

APPLES : THE FRUIT.
We may now inquire briefly as to the quantities of 

these fertilizing constituents withdrawn from the soil by 
the fruit. Four varieties were analyzed, viz. : Duchess of 
Oldenburg, Wealthy, Fameuse and Northern Spy. As a 
result of these analyses we find on an average, that a barrel 
of apples approximately contains :

Nitrogen...........
Phosphoric acid 
Potash..............

Assuming that 40 trees per acre in an orchard of 25 
years old, yield on an average 160 barrels, the following 
figures would represent the amounts of the chief elements 
of fertility that are taken from the soil by the crop in that 
area :—

onev
nn

l
1
!
I
i.
e

0.9 ozs. 
0.5 “ 
3.5 “

n
e
ti
si
si
T
se
tl*1

I bl
Nitrogen............
Phosphoric acid 
Potash ................

It is thus seen that the apple crop is not what might 
be termed an exhaustive one. These quantities are not ex-

. .8.9 lbs. 
.5.3 “ 

32.8 “
PI
of
th
th
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f®cessive.return of ^ 8uch that if no concomitant
return ot fertilizing material is made, tlieir annual removal

jStersKasa'-Kir
i» the soil which is essential to heavy yields of L i

srarrxisit'—• - »
iïjiapîsSfBîrastîa* ost piontable crops can only he obtained when the so
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unoccupied soil, hence the importance o/appMn* Si
«I for?seal“ gL'en/fruu! a'“0“"t ab8°'"te* "*

e

nitrogen.
For orchards, an organic manure—such as barnvflrrl 

suIasN^

•pplying Nitrogen the former class adds humus to the soil 
Tins decaying vegetable matter improves S tilth 
serves the moisture, raises the soil’s1 term 

ic carbonic acid set tree in its decomposit 
h e locked up forms of plant food.

Barnyard manure is also valuable for the Potash and 
««phone „„id it contains. Those three essential‘kLents 

lity are not present in barnyard manure however in
0%rr : pS-0rti0,'“-':r,“Uiii *° 'h« requirements' of

tree. Fertilizing with a sufficiency ot this manure to
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provide all the Potash and Phosphoric aeid necessary, would 
lead, on rpany soils, to an excess of Nitrogen which later 
has the effect of stimulating leaf and wood growth to the* 
detriment of fruitdevelopment. For this reason, and also 
that it is more economical, it is well to supplement, barn
yard manure by an occasional dressing of wood ashes or 
other form of Potash. The character of the soil and the fre
quency of the manuring must (k ermine largely the amounts 
to be applied at any one 
stances 10 to 15 tons of good, well rotted manure and from 
20 to 40 bushels of unleached ashes given (at one or 
applications) every two to five years, would keep the soil 
in an excellent condition of fertility. Personally I 
favor of frequent and light applications of fertilizing materi
als, rather than heavier dressings at greater intervals.

Green manures : Clover, pease and other legumes 
particularly rich in Nitrogen. This Nitrogen they pi 

cure in a large measure from the atmosphere, hence they 
are called “Nitrogen-collectors.” When plowed under 
(preferably while in flower) they materially enrich the soil 
by adding a readily convertible supply of Nitrogen and 
humus. The chemical and physical benefits to an orchard 
soil by this method of manuring can scarcely be over-esti
mated. Green manures are to-day most probably the cheap
est Nitrogen fertilizers in Canada and may he recommend
ed for this and for other reasons as specially suitable for 
chard soils. They should he supplemented by a dressing 
of, sa\r, 25 bushels of unleached ashes to the acre and with 
an additional coating of lime, marl or gypsum, if the soil he 
deficient in lime.

SxxrAMP muck :—Is also another form in which Nitrogen 
and humus may be added to the soil. A ton of air dried 
muck will contain from 30 to 40 pounds of Nitrogen to the 
ton. To render this assimilable, the muck after piling 
should be subjected to disintegration by a winter’s frost. It 
should then be used as an absorbent for liquid manure in 
and about the farm buildings and allowed to subsequently 
ferment in a heap. For an excellent compost, the weather
ed muck may be piled in alternate layers with barnyard 
manure. The heap should be kept moist and turned over

time. Under ordinary circum-
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•ikl A ,C°"«P08t "Uty also he «'«‘le with the
o/a 6ma ïennmnt>00t/k he8, T,:i8 latter- vvith the addition 

‘ . , 8 (l,untlty of bone meal or superphosphate, would 
provide orchard sods with all the necessary constituents 
tor tree growth. The application of crude untermented 
swamp muck to soil is of little value. Its acidity and 
oral conditio.^ renders it then all but useless and indeed 
sometimes positively harmful.

POTASH.

two or

Mi
ilR SiIpgen-

!.
mbest mean«Aff t ^ v ?ma<la 88 the cheapest and

best means of furnishing Potash—the element most re
quired by trees. Good unleached ashes contain, as a rule 
o p. c. to 7 p c. of Potash (which is present in an exceed
ingly soluble form) and about 2 p. c. of Phosphoric acid.

1 he relation of these two constituents in 
very similar to that required in the orchard
démord; libCrally’ therefore’ k will not be necessary, un
der ordinary circumstances, to supplement with bone meal 
superphosphate or other forms of phosphoric acid.

it may be necessary to add a word of caution 
ing the preservation of ashes. They should 
from rain and wash water. As already stated
is exceedingly soluble and therefore
ashes are not kept under shelter, 
contain more than 1 
should not be used

S

is

liiSwood ashes is 
When using a h- »IfR

m s

m \ $respect- 
protected 
ir Potash 

readily lost when the 
Leached ashes seldom 

p. c. of Potash. Further, wood ashes

woodVshT T ^URIATE OFuPoTAPH be U8ed instead of ood ashes, if ashes cannot be procured at a reasonable fig-

11 °rCh ,W°rk’, hTever» and the manuring ofand uTf general, wood ashes appear to be the cheapest
?dtaLtî,înin wh*\top™hase Potash. Kainit con- 
p c P" Cl b °tash, and the Muriate about 50

’

* m
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ilA formula substituting these for wood ashes is litas follows :
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:

Per acre.
1 Good rotted barnyard manure.. . 10-15 tons
2 Kainit.............................

or Muriate of Potash . ..
3 Bone Meal (tine ground)

or Superphosphate.....................125-250 lbs.
PHC iPHORIC ACID.

300-700 lbs.
100-200 lbs. 
100-200 lbs.

When wood ashes substituted by other forms of 
potash, as in the above formula, phosphoric acid, eithe- 
as bone meal or superphosphate should be added.

Pure Bone Meal contains about 22 p. c. of phosphoric 
acid and from 2 to 3 p. c. of nitrogen. All these are in an 
insoluble condition. The bone meal should be purchased 
in a finely ground state. The subsequent fermentation in 
the soil them liberates more readily its nitrogen and phos
phoric acid.

Superphosphate is the result of treating bones or min
eral phosphate with sulphuric acid. Its quality or strength 
should be ascertained from the vendor. It usually possesses 
from 15 p. c. to 20 p. c. of phosphoric acid, of which the 
greater part should be soluble in water.

To those who are wishful, from one reason or another, 
to try chemical fertilizers alone, the following formula} are 
suggested. In the orchard, however, such a practice will 
not usually prove as economical as any of those methods 
already outlined :

are

;

i

'
1
c
(
t

n
V
IIPer acre. 

. 100 lbs. 
.100 “ 

.125 « 

.150 “
.125 “ 
.200 “ 

.100 “

(A) Nitrate of Soda...
Ground Bone (fine)
Superphosphate ...
Muriate of Potash.

(B) Nitrate of Soda...
Superphosphate...
Muriate of Potash.

The remarks already made regarding the economy of 
frequent and light dressings are particularly applicable to 
chemical fertilizers.

It has been my purpose in this brief paper to outline
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eeeeeearj- fertilizers, t,„t„„i, Cm.es firCt. T hem , C
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s£r.^;
t e hitter L.hLJL.V87 2 P: <lf mtroge, while

nee-

id inimmediately available form.
The subject of cultivation is closely related to ft.

E—

S=LES5~EEs
the following spring; cultivation can then go on till fLust
L fertiUt? toytlU8,n?l a ltgU,ni"OU8 Plant we can restore' 
^ * "itr0gm-

an

e one

nm^^D°eS th® Cri,n8on (’lover winter well ?

5=bPWEE5
IhewintêC have here more freezing and thawing during 
the winter yon might possibly have more difficulty wkh™
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S. C. PARKER.—Would this clover succeed, sown in
the latter part of June? In many of our henring orchards 
by the middle of July the fruit crop has developed, so it is 
impossible to get in with a team.

PROF. CRAIG.—There is this objection to early 
ing. I think all orchards ought to be cultivated in order 
to preserve the moisture of the soil up to mid-summer, 
do not think I would recommend it to be sown as early ns 
June. Again it might seed and die before winter if 
as early as June.

t.

sow-

I

sown

A. 8. RANKS.—How early can we sow it without 
blossoming ?

PROF. CRAIG.—That is a matter you would have 
to try tor yourselves in this climate.

JOHN DONALDSON.—What is the price of wood 
ashes in Ontario ?

i
1

PROF. CRAIG.—The price varies materially—de
pends exactly on the proportion of potash present—it 
ally varies from ten to fifteen cents per bushel.

JOHN DONALDSON.—The commercial price?
PROF. CRAIG.—I don’t think there is a standard ; 

suppose not more than ten cents, though twelve cents per 
bushel is paid for them sometimes.

W. F WOODWORTH.—I would like to knowhow 
high we should pay for wood ashes as compared with com
mercial fertilizers.

(
fusii-
c

e
t

c
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PROF. CRAIG.—A good sample may be worth to 
you from 16 to 18 cents a bushel. Ii

Mr. Shutt says 
that wood ashes which contain from 5 to 7 per cent potash 
and 2 per cent of phosphoric acid, would have a value 
of about $9.60 per ton.
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BUSINESS MEETING

Thursday morning was devoted to bus-The session on
mess matters.

Hie Secretary’s Report was read and discussed. As 
much of it was composed of matters that have been discus
sed at other sessions, and as space is limited, it is not neces- 
sary to insert it here. The Treasurer, Geo. Thompson, Esq., 
read lus financial statement. This report showed that the 
finances ot the society were in a healthy condition, (see
pages 6 and 7.)

The officers for the 
(see page 3.)

Dr. II. Chipman gave notice of motion at next annual 
meeting to amend section IV of the constitution, so that 
the secretary and treasurer may be the same person.

, aville gave notice of motion to amend section V 
ot the bye-laws, so that the chairman ot the Council of the 
School ot Horticulture shall become 
ecutive Committee.

A resolution

ensuing year were then elected.

a member of the Ex-

passed confirming the action of the 
executive in presenting certificates of honorary membership 
to their excellencies the Earl and Lady Aberdeen.

i If wj18,r08°lve<1 that the Council Board of the Horti
cultural School as named at Middleton in the sprin» meet- 
mg (see report for ’94 page 120) stand for the current year,
- •<! that R, W. Starr be added to executive of said 

Also that Prof. Frank T. Shutt. M. A., Ottawa be 
honorary member of the association. Mr. R. YV Starr for
the fruit committee presented the followin

was

hoard.
an

g report.

REPORT OF FRUIT COMMITTEE.
Mr. President,—We are thankful to have to record 

tor the past year, one of the most successful of fruit sea
sons in the history of this societv.

Notwithstanding the excessive drought of midsum- 
which injured the grain and root crops, and cut short 

tiic pasturage, the crops of apples, pears, plums and small
mcr
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.fruit, except perhaps cherries and raspberries, has 
been more satisfactory, either in quality or quantity.

Frota our correspondents in almost every county in 
Xova Scotia we have the most encouraging reports of suc- 

in fruit growing, especially outside of what has here
tofore heei ailed the “fruit, belt of the Province,” show
ing an increasing and growing interest in the fruit industry 
and a demand for more knowledge of the subject.

We may here say that we cannot think of a better 
method of disseminating such knowledge than to send a 
practical fruitgrower and horticulturist out among the dif
ferent agricultural societies to lecture, answer questions and 
give practical lessons on the various subjects in connection 
with successful fruit culture which 
the new beginner.

lo dd this requires the man and the .nonev to pay his 
expenses. The man can he got, hut where is the money to 
come from ?

APPLES.

The apple crop of 1894 is by far the largest ever grown 
in the province. The number of barrels shipped from Hali
fax to London from Sept, to Dec. 31st was 144.003 ; since 
then to the present time, Jan. 30, 40,000 more have been 
shipped, leaving an estimated quantity of 65,000 barrels yet 
to go forward. Add to this the Gravensteins sent to the 
United States and we may safely place our export for the 
year to foreign markets at 250,000 barrels. This is beside 
supplying our own local markets, New Brunswick, P. E. 
Island and Newfoundland with a much better quality of 
fruit than is usually sent them.

Comparing this crop with that of 1886, which is the 
largest on record, when we exported 120,000 barrels,or that 
of 1892, the next largest, when the export was 117,500 bar
rels we find an enormous

The prices, although not large, have been for the most 
part satisfactory to the grower and the net proceeds from 
the London market will, we think, average $1.50 per bar
rel up to this date with a good prospect of a material rise 
in the near future.
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The plum erop is reported good from the 
ince, but in eastern Kinçs it 
every tree of bearing age bei

The markets appeared tobe tilled full
S rilr11 npCn,ed; hone9t,y Peeked fruit in we 

1U lb- bafkets seemed always to sell at fair prices , 
competition with those from California and Ontario

whole Prov- 
smiply enormous, almostwas

the season)

even in

PLUMS.

PEARS.

The pear crop was a full average in quantité ,md fhn
C.y.gh ' ?" frr bci"s more*,an u.aal r«" from
»nTs. at:nreddoracThot! ,b™!ed'-weu «*& «rT
N'ellia and Vicar'
th„ ™e„P,r,,Cee' fo;.,l,e moat' rl,M rather low because of 
vhh .h < ""l'""'7 c petition in our local markets
"th ,ram Ontario nd Massachusetts, where the, 

ed t0 have more th«n they knew what to do with '

b,e""r ",e aTt‘mge, not

the codlin womld't'btek 3,"m0Unt °f from

est vidd STh!"8l!;i" ll,c lead for the great-
than 50,000 barbs',™ whiRow wei-"'arif7 \"ot ,lcss

mpEiiEi
,.hleaddi&fmo„rv,2irVeaCOrrCCtit k * ™h-

.cterfor^^ltmf^i: 1“™ ,r|e'lec.m«'| *= char- 

of being so largely planted Tf; 1 ul‘t,lt->’; 81.n,pl.V because
and Fallawaters have all given goôï’yields'bT’ ?llwto1!?
varieties have done so well it i8 hard f >U wher.e al1 
which is best h d to 8a>' comparatively
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i
PEACHES

have beeu a great success this past year, wherever varieties 
suitable to the climate were grown. Alexander and Early 
Canada have so far given the best results. A number of 
others are being tried and probably another year may show 
other varieties equally prolific and hardy and perhaps of 
better quality.

y

QUINCES

becoming quite plentiful in our markets and theare crop
was a full average one, but the Halifax market was fully 
supplied from Boston and Ontario and the price in con
sequence was lower than usual.

GRAPES

as a rule ripened remarkably well and most vines were well 
filled. Thu show at the Exhibition in Halifax, although 
too early for most growers to show in perfection, was much 
better than for many years. But it does not appear to be 
profitable for us to attempt to grow outdoor grapes to 
pete in the markets with the growers of the grape districts 
of Ontario. We must content ourselves with growing a few 
vines in sheltered places for family use, and leave to others 
the task of filling our markets at 8 cents per pound, bas
kets included, which was the ruling price in Halifax last 
fall.

com-

s
t
c
r

CHERRIES

although they blossomed freely were a general failure, per
haps not more than one-fourth of an average crop, and 
those were grown on trees that were very favorably situated 
for protection, or else very hardy, late flowering varieties.

THE STRAWBERRY

crop in spite of the drought was very large and the export 
from this valley much larger than ever before. The plants 
came through the winter remarkably well and started 
strong, giving a magnificent show of blossom and setting 
large trusses of fruit, which, encouraged by the frequent 
show'ersof June, developed rapidly in both fruit and foliage, 
so that the dry weather at ripening season only seemed to
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power to shorten the crop at the last end, hv
1G (IfiVii nnmonf i. ’ * prevent- mifl

$ m

es.
RASPHERRIES

were an unusually short crop, the fruit- being dried 
the canes before ripening. This fruit 
ed more from drought than any other

isup Oil 
seems to have siiffor-

ivSIi
V f.i.M

CURRANTS
wherever fairly well cared for were a fair crop and of good 
size. In some places there have been some complaints of 
«.jury to the crop by the lame of the P ‘ "t8 °f
gleet of well known precautions.

gooseberries

KiP
V»:,:

saw-liy through n e-
El

111iZLVk Tv, CTP’ altl,0,,g'h in some instances they were 
^ hy the dry vveather, 60 that they did not attain full

rjJ
fB§CRANBERRIES

promised exceedingly well during the early part of the 
sjason. In many places they were very much injured hv 
he severe frost in September, but nevertheless a Lv fine 

crop wu, harvested and i, bringing v,rJ remuneUvI

the insects.

I?
1
m

These pests that in former years have been 
some m some localities appear to have been almost stamped 

t wherever the proper means have been used to subdue 
them, thus showing that with ordinary care in using well 
known preventives and insecticides they can be so de 

Prevo,lt “'V «"ions injury to tree orI careless) ?„dTn«aP°" °Ur b°a’tCd th“‘

grow fruit trees for

.disc trouble-
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crop ; 
a few

or ignorant persons are yet allowed to
7 P'-es-or the ten, ÏÏTXmaX

Growths f16 b aCik lCab and blaek knot and other fungoid 
if? f f°m W UCh ar° sent out »ew colonies every fear

f Janitfm L!nn0ya,1Ce imd '"T? °f the ireful cultivator, 
sanitary laws are necessary for the repression of contagi-
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us diseases and noxious weeds, why not for the destruc
tion of these pests of" the fruit grower ?

The attention of our legislators should he called to this 
matter and legislation introduced to compel every man t«, 
destroy these pests when found on his trees or premises.

THE LESSONS OF THE YEAR.

Each year brings xperience and develops
some new want on the part of the Fruit Growers, 
should lie noted and efforts made to meet them

This year more than ever was felt the great need of 
proper storage on the farms for the large crop of fruit, and 
we cannot too strongly impress upon all growers the im
portance of providing such storage as will insure the lowest 
possible temperature during the autumn with security from 
frost in winter, having good ventilation with pure air, free 
from taint of stables or root cellars.

T lie failure of many lots of Gravensteins, Ribatons and 
Blenheims to arrive in market in good condition may be 
traced to the storage, or want or borage, before shipment, 
the fruit having been kept too warm on the farm : while 
there is seldom a year passes without more or less loss from 
frost in apples stored in barns and outhouses totally unfit
ted for the purpose.

Another great need is properly ventilated or cooled 
holds in all steamships carrying fruit across the Atlantic. 
The traffic has now become so large that there can be no 

for the regular lines refusing to fit their ships for

some new e
These

excuse 
the trade.

On motion the foregoing comprehensive fruit report 
was received by the Association.

i

i

^ The report of the Council Board of the Horticultural 
School was submitted by W. C. Archibald, Chairman, as 
follows :—

'

1
t

REPORT OF HORTICULTURAL SCHOOL.
feince the formation of the Board, the Executive Coun

cil has held six regular meetings for the transaction of 
business relating directly to the School, in the matter of its

ii
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b ¥,contm1, direction, etc. Various committees were annoint 
'' ! f1? ''"'"""l 'l™ work, viz : Amending ,|» m î
of 8 '1'ly, closing exercises of the school vear, iirepi,ration of 
a catalogue ami ptlbl,cation. wo Ihousaoj copies of thl
catalogue have been jotliciousl distribute!!. A lecture tour 
was arranged and thirty lectures delivered by Prof FaîZ 
“ l,'mit* I" every county of the Province. Arm nee

8 w.ere nm‘ 0 for il new lecture room for the current 
year. A green house 20x40 with small class room and lab 
onitorj and root cellar has been built. The equipment con 
sists ot library, microscopes, charts, reading fiL for twenty
hve fru.t papers now on file, suitable desks and cha rs an*
pa atus for grattmg, budding, etc. There are fiftyXe Z
w k Eiiht fy'! U,1Ce takin,g. the fir8t imi1 second years 
ni - Jan 5 8oV Th''’0! ?k,ng the 8hort bîgin- 

o he P ovince repre8C,,t e,eve“ aunties
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The cost of the green house, laboratory, root cellar 
etc., amounts to about $800, as per bills herewith submit’ 
ted, of this the people of the town of Wolf ville have 
erously contributed over $500. The Council Board

ti:e^tis.A^rti,,n

students

gen- 
recom-

Govt. to
_ SO as to read average attendance of

as a basis ot grant. Your Board further 
mend that the Treas. open a separate acct. with the Horti 
cul urul School and that all monies paid in for the support
tl f y?0 m° b° p a,C^<l 111 the fund and that hills a<minst 

ie School be passed by the executive of the Council Board 
and paid from this fund upon order of the Secretary.

President Bigelow spoke of the progress made by this 
Association. The amount of work accomplished has-been 
very large. The salary of the Professor of Horticulture 
ms been paid, and a green-house built and equipped and 

to-day tho.Association has its original capital unimpaired.
After some further discussion the 

imously adopted by the Association.
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(1°-» of London, congratulating them on the advent of two 
steamers, the Halifax City and St. John City, and also 

to urge upon them the importance <»t providing two more 
equally good steamers to constitute a regular weekly sailing 
from Halifax to London during the fruit season.

The Committee also recommended the appointment 
a standing committee

new

of
rn - transportation. Report adopted.

1 ransportation committee appointed, W. II. Chase C. R II 
Starr and President Bigel

on

ow.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Mr. W. M. Manning gave an address on the financial 

side of Horticulture.
Mr. Manning gave

In this well thought out address 
_ very interesting facts regarding

Horticulture as practised in England, lie also advocated 
the revision ot the pamphlet on Fruit Growing in N. S. 
published by the Association, contending that some of the 
figures gi ven then were misleading, lie suggested another 
edition ot this pamphlet revised ami enlarged to he pub
lished for distribution in other c ountries.

The President in reply to Mr. Manning’s criticism said 
that the pamphlet had been compiled from the best data 
available; and although estimated on the production ol 
small orchards, with proper management the results could 
be duplicated on a large scale.

some

The following paper was then presented :—

FACTS AND FANCIES IN HORTICULTURE.
1BY J. H. HARRIS, HALIFAX.

Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—
I here are Horticultural Gamaliels present at whose 

teet w e should prefer to sit and learn—but we consider it 
privilege and duty to help advance whatever will pro

mote the happiness of mankind or foster a love for the

na
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beautiful. Therefore in the words. of Hannah M
Perish discretion when it interferes with duty."

I»\ ; our permission we propose to consider llortieul- 
“ il ppofe88,on’ 8,11,1 Horticulture in the community 
If our popular Governor General was right when* he 

stydod agriculture a profession and claimed consider, ti n 
for it as such, we are well within the mark when in c 
elation of its antiquity and literature or its pleasures an! 
profits, we claim that Horticulture is not behind 
fession m its appeal for the loyal service 
manhood of our land.

ore :

• tm

il

pe
any pro

of the youth and

Choice ot occupation is one of the most important 
questions that can confront a young man. His choice of •, 
" ife may be of greater importance, but his ability to pro* 
vide for others and meet life’s obligations will he arielv 
determined by his choice of employment.

Too often it is clone carelessly and many a good hlack- 
s nith has been spoiled by making him a poor doctor. Ilav- 
ng received a common school education and standing

where he must choose his life’s work, he anxiously asks^
1 “'J 1 % seeking further knowledge fill myself for the 
ranks of the brain working professions, have I a me
chanical turn and therefore likely to become successful in 
manufacturing pursuits, or shall I engage in an -occupation 
lequirmga thorough knowledge of nature’s laws anti the 
constant application of mind and muscle to its prosecution 
something that will contribute to the wealth and happiness
PreshumTnThenby JH me a fair ret,lr" ^ ray labor? 
t resuming he chooses the latter course, the next Question
18 : tal1 hettttain the special training necessary Z
w7and iTmÏ11"''” T'r Wi" be 'lrairW-Si in another 
I aper, and I need oniy say that we are highly favored in

• ving such excellent institutions is the Experimental
h,n“ f faW,a"’ the Pam, at Truro a,?,! von
0»1I School of Horticulture where at slight cost a practical
ÔmUcaTaîÏÏ A*,iC“"Un" °r eilucation

«
-2

it
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Jlfem
illA great advantage possessed bv Horticulture 

other professions is, that it is not likely to become over
over-

I m



crowded. People must eut in order to live and 
fruit and vegetables are grown there will be 
for expert labor. Nor need 
as we

so long as 
employment 

fear over-crowding so Ionv 
, .1 “ ,,llro"',i market whialutoconlinirï‘‘;P°„k t„r 1898, imported fruit t„ the value ,ff 
$ o,. <0 not including tomatoes which amounted to$27 000. 
Doubtless some of the foregoing was early fruit, but the 
greater part ought to have been home-grown. The lihdi- 
est prices are paid for early and late vegetables and fruits 
winch with the aid of glass may be aided or retarded at 
will. And it by the use of glass we produce more than our 
home market will give a paying price for, I think we would 
get a fair price for them in the Boston market, judging fr< 
retail quotations in the Florist’s Exchange. ' *

i I" ,iebs?hborhood ot our large towns there is a 
chance fob profitable market gardening, especially if at. 
tention be paid to the production ot fruits or vegetables 
which though well known have not been grown to any 
gieat extent. \V"e might instance asparagus, which in 
sandy, alluvial sod, enriched with sea mud, will produce a 
paying crop m four years from seed sowing, or sea kale 
which Mr. Patch ot Liverpool has proved to be perfectly 
hardy It is a most delicious vegetable when well blanch
ed, and if taken in hand might prove profitable. Tomatoes 
might alsojie forced under glass. Besides these also there is

we

>ni

for celery, 
)u has notand have often wondered why 

been given this popular vegetable.
But horticulture, while affording honorable and profit

able employment, is without, a doubt one of the most im
portant factors in the adornment of our homes and cities. 
It is altogether unnecessary to urge upon those who dwell 
in the Garden of Nova Scotia a love for the beautiful. How 
often we of the dusty, dirty city envy you when you arc 
rolling in blossoms and fruit. Strange it seems that our 
y oung men should seek other lands in which to carve their 
fortunes, when apparently as good returns for well directed 
labor mayr be obtained at home. How to keep our young 
men ^lonie ? is often asked, and among other answers may 
be given encourage their love of nature ; get them inter-

more
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csted in insect, bird, beast or flower, (live each child that 
shows a taste tor it a tew seeds, teaching him how to care 
tor them, also a trait tree or plant as his sole property. 
Encourage the young members of the family to provide 
the ftovvers for the dining table- No matter bow common, 
they will give an air of refinement when tastefully ar
ranged. Some of the most effective flowers we have are 
boughs of apple blossoms, the field daisies arranged with 
grasses, dandelions, buttercups, mayflowers and the in
numerable garden flowers that may lie had from April to 
October. Confine yourself to one or at least harmonising 
colors and let them be long stalked and naturally arranged 
Do not imagine that flowers are solely for the rich, and 
that only they can enjoy their fragrant beauty. No home 
is complete without music and flowers, but too often the 
mistake is made of attempting too much. I have known 

ladies boast of having over one hundred window 
plants, altogether too many. Better far, a few well grown 
perfect specimens than a mass of long and almost leafless 
spindle shanks struggling for existence.

To grow a plant successfully requires time, patience 
and close observation. What to grow will depend upon 
your tastes and the room at your command. Having sunny 
bay windows, which arc best for window gardening, you 
may indulge in flowers such as roses, fuchsias, abutilons 
an 1 bulbous plants, lilies, etc., in their season. But if your 
windows are nearly sunless then palms, begonias, ferns, 
hydrangias, etc., ought to be among your selections.

If your house is heated by hot water you may at com- 
paratively slight cost indulge in tne luxury of a green
house or vinery which will afford you much healthy re
el cation during our long winters, or even a cold graperv 
which planted with Black Hamburg vines will give a pro
fitable crop of grapes and will also be usef ul in raising early 
vegetables, plants or something for your flower beds.

Should you decide upon a greenhouse, do not attempt 
to grow everything. Let quality rather than quantity g 
ern your ideas.

Beautiful as your orchards and meadows are in their 
seasons, yet much may be done to beautify home surround-

some
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ings. Wherever possible use curved walks and roads, but 
always arranged so that an apparent cause for the deflec
tion is seen—a large tree or stone, etc. Plant groups of 
shrubs and tall growing hardy plants to conceal the bound
ary lines or unsightly objects. Let your stone or brick 
walls he planted with Boston Ivy which has proved per
fectly hardy and is our best substitute for English Ivy 
Some people have an idea that this ivy injures stone work 
by holding moisture, but this will prove fallacious if we 
observe the peculiar way in which the leaves overlap each 
other, making it almost impossible for moisture to lodge 
beneath. The State Legislature of New York recently 
passed a law enacting that all state buildings should be 
planted with this beautiful climber. On your woodwork 
plant hardy grapevines, climbing vines, clematis, etc.

Have a good lawr with a few beds of hardy plants, not 
forgetting roses and lilies, to which you may add each 
summer tender plants to brighten them up and give ad
ditional variety.

It is conceded that a good hedge costs less than fenc
ing a»d there can be no question as to its superior beauty. 
Among evergreens, Norway spruce and hemlock make 
beautiful hedges. Perhaps the secret of success with these 
is to give plenty of ground space to each and keep them 
well topped so as to develop dense undergrowth. While 
they are getting headway protection may be had by run
ning a wire fence alongside or through them. If a decidu- 

hedge is preferred, thorn, berberry and sweet briar 
may be used, the latter being very beautiful when in 
bloom.
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a:This concise and practical address was followed by a 

general discussion in which many topics, briefly touched 
upon by Mr. Harris, were elaborated at greater length.
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SPRING MEETING. I'-'U

m 11HELD AT ANNAPOLIS ON MARCH Uth,' 1895.

It has been about ten years since a nice riff of the 
Association was held in Annapolis Royal. A that time 

rcely a dozen people were in attendance, but on this oc
casion the Court house was well filled with an attentive and 
intelligent concourse of fruit growers from the County of 
Annapolis. J

sea

ii
:The first on the programme was an address by Mr. 

W. 8. Blair. Subject: “ Horticultural Education.” His 
address was a well digested resume of the object and work 
ot the school, together with some practical illustrations of 
a tew of the important points taken up from time to time 
in the course of study.

The cause and remedy of the Canker spot on the 
apple tree was introduced by John Lacy and a lenffthy 
discussion ensued. Considerable information 
but no

P
J..'

was elicited,
person present was able to present an assured t P 1

ir
remedy.

B. Starrat introduced the topic : “ Non-uniformity of 
growth and production of fruit trees,” and discussed the 
question in an instructive and interesting manner. Mr. S 
was followed by a number of other gentlemen on this
point.

Prof Frank T. Shutt of the Central Experimental 
Tarm, Ottawa, spoke at some length on “ Fertilizers.” Mr. 
ohutt’s address was a very practical and exhaustive discus
sion of this most important factor of farm economy It 
was bristling with information and filled with facts and 
figures of much interest to all progressive farmers. It was 
illustrated with charts and analyses of all the important 
fertilizing materials m use or for sale. The entire address 
was listened to with profound attention and a vote of
thanks from the audience was tendered to the Professor at 
the close.

> » ;
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At the evening session Mr. E. R. Clarke spoke 
Aursery Stock, how to grow it and where to get it.” Mr.
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Clarke is a practical nursery man and the Association re
ceived much information from his interesting address.

At this session a very spirited discussion on apple trans
portation was held. It had been announced that the Lon
don agent of the Furness Steamship Co. would be oresent 
at the meeting, but he failed to connect, although he pass
ed through Annapolis during the meeting. As one repre
sentative of the Association said, it was fortunate for the 
gentleman that he was associated with the “Furnace” 
Line and probably used to high temperatures, as judging 
from the warmth of the meeting he was liable to be ex
posed to severe heat in the future. This much discussed 
question of transportation was spoken to by T.S. Whitman. 
Col. Spurr, T. R. Jones, President Bigelow, and others. 
This very interesting meeting closed at"a late hour in the 
evening. 1

ANNOUNCEMENT.
THE NOVA SCOTIA SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE.

E. E. FAVILLE, DIRECTOR, WOLFVILLE, N. S.

_ This School established by the Association is about 
closing the second year. Since its organization the school 
has had a large attendance and marked interest in its wel
fare is manifested throughout the province. Nearly every 
county has been represented by students. The work of 
instruction in the school aims toward the linking of theory 
with practice in the study of horticulture and its kindred 
branches. The course is so arranged that the student may 
study English, Mathematics, etc.,being thus better qualified 
for understanding the science of horticulture. The school 
work is facilitated by a good equipment, a library of good 
reading on the various subjects taught, about twenty papers 
and periodicals with files of bulletins from the various Ex
periment Stations on this continent, to which the student 
lias free access,

\

1

a well equipped lecture room, charts,

N



specimens, etc. for illustration of lectures ; a green house 
containing a large collection of exotic plants, tilled for the 
carrying on ot experiments in seeding, planting, pruning 
budding, oil experiments, etc., affording the student the’ 
opportun, y of doing nursery work with aid of root cellar 
and work house and of performing the various methods of 
grafting ; a laboratory room for microscopic work in ex
amination of fungous growths ; collection of economic in
sects for study ; together with many other valuable 

dy, such as field work i, . , . orchards in
age. care * crops, ^ P "rai-

. TIl®^™d,a.Manual Training School affords all stud- 
v iiis an o
ing and use of tools. 
University town affords 
students. The

The school situated in a 
many opportunities of worth to 

opening of the school year has been so ar- 
lents can enter late in the fall, leaving at 
ool the first of May. It is expected "that 

possess a knowledge of the branches taught 
m our common schools. The school year will open’on 
Nov 1st next. Tuition is free to all students. Circulars 
"ill be sent upon request. Ail correspondence will receive

B? WolWlTo" i 8,dre88'“l l)i"*t°r horticulture

students will
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CCOMMENT.

(From Halifax Chronicle, Feby. 2nd, 1895 1

Professor John Craig, of the experimental farm at
- w „ j j--------- j, on his

aj from the meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Association ™ 
at Wolfville to the Dominion Experimental Farm at Xap- 
pan, was interviewed by a Chronicle reporter on the imp: 
sions gained during the time of his visit. He said : “ In 
the first place, no Fruit Growers’ Association in the Domin
ion of Canada seems to have so many men of wide experi
ence and the ability to give that experience to their 
fellow men by public speech as the Xova Scotia Fruit Grow
ers Association. The meetings were of a most enthusiastic 
character and well attended, and brought out the largest 
amount of information which so far I ' had been at. That 
the Annapolis Valley stands alone in the fact that she pos
sesses the only pure horticultural school belonging to 
Canada, and that this school is under the control of a body 
of men who have this work at heart and who are best 
qualified to guide it in the lines that it will be of the great
est usefulness to the province, and that it was a great credit 
to the provincial government that they have seen the 
fity of a school of this kind, and that it will have a marked 
influence in the future in directing the attention of the far
mers and the farmers’ sons to the benefits derived from a 
knowledge of the principles underlying the science of hor
ticulture.
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economical manner the fertility ol the soil • thl. 
brought oat m .very valuable discussion Jhi'h f,

®C*,Fit «re

. Î EE EB:T:
lie thought woild b/ofgrea ^
the valley in the future' h, the marke d of th™*™ f

I 7Æ8avîê;fo?td?ragei ■ ^ -1 f fruit ^.d'^keeplt^sIZC" ^ *>f
during the past season, aiid they b °amed on

I “V ti’at it is certain to he a 
I cessful
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■now in a position to

«y «f

™ll;lr advantages both to the owncre of the't" ■'h™”” P<C 
'o the shippers of fruit in the rlvT ° an,i
with X™grLramg.d"trth TTd, him«=lf « Pleased 
Ihc direeL^rofes „ plvHle S''"™',Scho"1 "'"'er
Xr^tet'h"'88 Cn'ir^ & Undert0ken

fruit Growers Association 
throughout the province 
school is

were
;
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was yet unex- 
perseverance he has 

and with the support of the 
and the farmers

dUS

, — generally
the future of the horticultural

very promising.
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LIFE OF’ MAN BITTERS 
PURIFIES THE 

BLOOD,
ONLY 50 CENTS.

1875 his wife was’ sick with 1 iv ™ cZpUiTJndgener’aWlebi 1 ityl'^IndVrt

sus* - >«• ■ ^
year

to get it. I saw one of 
wanted to try Gates medicine, and he said, by all 

no harm. I got the Hitters and Syrttj), and in a comparatively 
, wel and able, to attend to her household affairs. Since that 

line I have kept Oates medicine in my house nearly all the time, but have 
HfenfM6 tu medlC.ln,e b'gh|y advertised but always go back to the old Gate,’ 
toHnJ !Ia; U n- 1 do beheve there is no better medicine in the market 
to-day, and am willing to answer any one that will write to me about it

HARRIS M. FOSTER, J. p.,’ 
Hampton, Annapolis Co., N. S.

.own

means, it \\\ 
short time she was

Address—

RHEUMATISM CURED,

return of it since, though often exposed at sea. At another time I used 
\ egetable Plaster for a bad kink in the back, with the best success.

Yours truly,

your

CAPT. ISAIAH MORRIS.

Was Siek over 2 Years. Friends thought I could 
not Live. Gained 30 Pounds in Flesh.

w n n . . „ „ Canada Creek, Dec. 14th, 1802.
Messrs C- Gates. &* Son, - Gentlemen : This is to certify that I was sick 

for over two years and was unable to work, having a fearful cough and no ap- 
petite, and friends thought I could not live long. In April last I took about 
slx 1)011165 y°ur Llfe of Man Hitters «and Invigorating Syrup. My appetite 

re5Urn?ti’ sXstem wPrked well, and I am now ever thirty pounds heavier 
than when I first commenced taking the medicine. I am also able to do mv 
work, and feel altogether like another man. I intend taking some more of it 
now, and believe there is none as. good in the market to-day.

CHARLES Er EATON, J. P.

GatqpV Serve Ointment. The Best Healing Medicine.
,, _ „ „ „ Canning, Feb. 8th, 1804.
Messrs Gates, Son & Co—Gentlemen : Last July I was at work caulk 

tng on a ship at Kingsport, and fell through the staging and hurt the shin bone 
of my leg, which turned toa running sore. I tried a good many tilings pre
scribed by the medical profession, but did not succeed in getting anything to 
help it until I used y opr NERVE OINTMENT, which elected tt cure in a 
very short time, I have used your other medicine with good effect.

Yours truly, JOHN HENDERSON.
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